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Now the focus
of a new book

*,L-tos J m**a wOm

The First, The Best, The Only

., Real Combat Flight Simulator

['/ It takes a unique combination of

&5^ J talents to produce a blockbusting,

<* best-seller like F-15 STRIKE EAGLE,

aJlation

oast of uniting

ulities like Major Bill Stealey,

a lumier USAF jet fighter pilot

with over 3000 flying hours, and
Sid Meier, the legendary computer game designer whose
programs have sold well over 1 million copies.

In F-15 STRIKE EAGLE you don't just control the flight of a
hinh.ionh mgne yOU a |SO guide the outcome of 7 dif-

el combat missions. You'll defend the freedom
of the skies with Sidewinder and Sparrow missiles, MK-82
bombs and 20mm cannon. The H>

gives you immediate feedback. . . and you'll need it to

evade the enemy with your multi-range radar, electronic

jamming devices and decoy flares.

Face the challenge of modern jet combat in F-15 STRIKE
EAGLE, now being flo— '

computer pilots.

Now EGA enhanced for

and NEW for Atari-ST
Commodore 64/128 _
and Atari XL/XE.
Suggested retail

price is $34.95
Atari ST-$39.95).

Available now P
at the Valued
MicroProse
Retailer (VMR)
nearest you.

IBM-PC/jr./XT/AT
. Also available fc

and compatibles,

r Apple ll+/c/e,

BM/EGA screen shown
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CIRCLE 062 ON READER SERVICE CARD

And the hits

keep oncoming.
At WordPerfect Corporation, having one

blockbuster hit just isn't enough. That's why we're not

resting on the success ofWordPerfect, the top-selling

word processor for the IBM* PC. Instead, we keep

turning out hit after hit.

The latest WordPerfect entry on the software

charts introduces Atari ST* users to the world of

power word processing. Unlike other ST word pro-

cessors, WordPerfect for the Atari ST easily performs

functions like table of contents generation, footnoting,

on-screen columns, macros and much more. And

WordPerfect for the Atari ST shares document compat-

ibility with WordPerfect files generated on many other

machines, including IBM PC/compatibles, Macintosh*

Apple Ile/IIc/IlGS,
1

and some minicomputers.

Start your Atari ST writing perfectly today,

with WordPerfect. For more information, call or write

WordPerfect Corporation, 288 West Center Street,

SKST WordPerfect
' CORPORATION

WordPerfect for the IBM PC/Compatibles

WordPerfect for Data General Minicomputer

WordPerfect for PC NetWorhs
WordPerfect for 12 Foreign Languages

PlanPerfect for the IBM PC/Compatibles

PlanPerfect for Data General Minicomputers

WordPerfect for the Apple Ile/IIc

PlanPerfect for PC Networks
WordPerfect Library for the IBM PC/Compatibles
WordPerfect for the Apple IIGS

WordPerfect Library for Data General Minicomputers

WordPerfect for DEC UAX Minicomputers
WordPerfect Library for DEC UAX Minicomputers
Repeat Performance for the IBM PC/Compatibles
WordPerfect Executive for the IBM PC/Compatibles
WordPerfect for Amiga
WordPerfect for the Atari ST

WordPerfect for the Apple Macintosh
DataPerfect for the IBM PC/Compatibles
WordPerfect for UNIX
WordPerfect for IBM Mainframes

Number 1 on Charts
Number 1 on Charts
Number 1 on Charts
Number 1 on Charts
Current Hit

Current Hit

Current Hit

Current Hit

Top 28 Hit

Current Hit

Top 18 Hit

Top 18 Hit

Top 18 Hit

Climbing the Charts

Climbing the Charts

New Release

Release: 18/87

Release: 11/87

Under Development

Under Development



MARK WILLIAMS C.

AN ENLIGHTENING DEVELOPMENT
FORADMH ST USERS.

If you've tried your hand at

developing applications on the Atari

ST, you know the problem. Pro-

gramming tools aren't only hard to

come by they're hard to use. One

might even say primitive. But now
for some enlightening news: you

can have all the power, portability

and versatility of the C language

from a leader in professional C pro-

gramming tools, Mark Williams.

BRING YOUR
PROGRAMMING UP TO SPEED.

The Mark Williams C compiler

produces fast, dense code and supports the

complete Kernighan & Ritchie industry stan-

dard C. You'll have access to GEM's AES and VDI
libraries for programs using graphics, icons and the

Atari mouse. And Mark Williams C lets you take

advantage of the full 16 megabytes in Atari's 68000

microprocessor.

STREAMLINE DEVELOPMENT
WITH POWER UTILITIES.

Mark Williams C is loaded with everything you'll

need for professional development. Bring the power

of the UNIX environment to your Atari ST with our

NEW VERSION 2.0 FEATURES

* 50% faster compile time • MicroEMACS Full Screen Editor

* Improved code: 20% faster with commented source code

dhrystone • Make Program Building Discipline

* Full access to AESA/DI libraries • Complete symbolic debugger

now with 200 new pages of

documentation and dozens of

examples
• Powerful Utilities Package: one-step

compiling/linking with cc command,
* New integrated edit-compile egrep, sort, diffand more

cycle: editor automatically
• Over 600 pages of documentation

including 120 sample C programs
* Source and object code for

RAM disk cuts compile time
• Not copy protected

in half
Sieve benchmark*:

Complete Kernighan & Ritchie Compile and link time in seconds.

C plus extensions Mark Williams C 46.0

• Microshell Command Processor, Megamax 78,5

a powerful UNIX style shell

MARK WILLIAMS C FOR THE ATARI ST: 3179.95

60 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
•Sieve benchmark Iron Byte, 1983, done on o edouOle-sifledlloppy disk and included HAM disk:

Microshell Command Processor

including pipes, I/O redirection and

more. Edit your program with the

highly acclaimed MicroEMACS full

screen editor. Accelerate and simplify

compiling with make which finds

>> . and recompiles only those modules

\JsRM affected by your changes. Then,

when you're ready for debugging,

call on our db Symbolic Debugger

with single step, breakpoint and

stack traceback functions. Over 40

commands, including a linker and

assembler, provide a total development

package for your Atari ST.

DEPEND ON A NAME WITH
~~

A HISTORY OF PERFORMANCE.

Mark Williams C for the Atari ST is part of our growing

line of C compilers. A line that includes the C compiler

chosen by DEC, Intel, Wang and thousands of profes-

sional programmers. Now our Atari C compiler is

earning its own reputation:

"Finally a great C compiler that exploits the power

of the ST"-Sigmund Hartmann, President, Atari

Software Group

"The all-around best choice for serious software

development on the ST."-Douglas Weir oiANALOG
COMPUTING

GETWHATYOUR ATARI ST HAS BEEN
WAITING FOR.

Mark Williams C is just what your Atari ST was
made for: powerful, professional

programming. So now that you

can have Mark Williams C for just

$179.95, what are you waiting for?

Ask your Atari dealer about

Mark Williams C or order today by

calling 1-800-MWC-1700.*
*In Illinois call; 312-472-6655

I

Mark
Williams
Company

1430 West Wrightwood, Chicago, Illinois 6061-

CIRCLE 023 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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hat is this special Buyer's Guide issue of START about, anyway?

Products, that's what. Lots and lots of products for your Atari ST.

It's hard to believe how many ST products there really are. Two years ago,

the "First Annual ST Shopper's Guide" in the December 1985 Antic was less

than three pages long. Last year's "ST Buyer's Guide" took up 26 pages in the

Winter 1986 issue of START. This year, the Buyer's Guide gets its own special

issue of START. The ST world just keeps growing by leaps and bounds.

If you've owned your Atari ST for a while, you know why that's happened.

You've seen Atari rise from its own ashes with the ST computers, and once

again become a major force in the personal computer business. The ST is now

the best-selling computer in much of Europe, where it's the machine for de-

veloping hot software. Here in the U.S., Atari is coming on strong with new

machines like the Mega ST computers and the Atari Laser Printer.

If you're a new ST owner, none ol that matters to you. What matters is that

you now have an exceptionally wide range of software and hardware available

to choose from. There's a product for the ST that can handle practically any

job you can think of-and a few you haven't thought of, either

Of course, we can't cover everything. Even taking up an entire magazine, we

don't have room to describe ever)' ST program and peripheral. We tried to list

the best of the best. If you know about a dynamite product that we missed, let

us know-well tell our readers about it in the pages of START, the ST Quarterly,

and we'll try to include it in next year's special Buyer's Guide issue. In addi-

tion, you can read reviews of many of these products in the ST Resource sec-

tion ol our sister magazine Antic.

If you want to get the most out of your ST throughout the year, START is the

place to turn. It's the #1 guide to the Atari ST, and each issue is packed with

product news, reviews, columns, tricks, tips, and techniques for getting the

most out of your ST. Each quarterly issue also offers the START Disk- full of

ready-to-run programs, from games and graphics programs to word proces-

sors and number crunchers.

A one-year subscription- four quarterly issues including START Disks, plus

next year's special Buyer's Guide issue-is only $39.95, That saves you $20 off

the newsstand price! Just mail the subscription card you find bound into this

magazine, or call toll-free (800) 234-7001, and we'll start your subscription on

its way to you.

In the meantime, sit back and explore the world of software and hardware

for your ST in the 1987 START ST Buyer's Guide!

-The editors of START

About the cover: The rainbow background was created

with the gradient fill and airbrush functions of Spectrum 512.

See page 30 for a description of the product and manufac-

turing information.

Buyer's Guide I'm 1
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Year by Family Computing and elected to Steven Levy's In Shadowgate~as the last in an ancient line of
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Uninvited" was chosen Entertainment Product of his plans to raise the titan Behemoth
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Macintosh™ Game by Omni. demons, trolls, and monsters?

And yet to come,
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Easily the best.
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GETTINGSTARTED

EH
ST- the final frontier.

Maybe that's how

you felt the first

time you turned on

your Atari ST. Here's

one of the most amazing personal com-

puters money can buy, fast and power-

ful, with lots of memory and spectacu-

lar graphics. But what can it do? How

can you play with all that power-or put

it to work for you?

It all depends on what you want

your ST to do. There's a whole universe

of software and hardware out there, just

waiting to unleash the potential of your

ST.

That's what this special START

Buyer's Guide is all about. We've col-

lected the best programs and peripher-

als we could find for the ST, and or-

ganized them all so it's easy for you to

find exactly what you need.

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO?
Want to write a letter? just pop a word

processor in the disk drive, click on the

program icon, and you're ready to go.

You'll find a comparison of ST word

processors-along with desktop pub-

lishing programs that can let you run a

publishing empire from your desktop-

starting on page 20.

Of course, to print that letter, you'll

need a printer-and with the number of

printers available for computers, it may

not be easy to find one that will work

with your ST. Relax-to find out every-

thing you need to know, turn to page 83.

Or maybe you'd like to draw a pic-

ture, or create an animated cartoon.

Graphic arts software starts on page 28.

By Frank Hayes

(Don't forget that some graphics pro-

grams specifically require either a color

or monochrome monitor. You'll find

monitors on page 78.)

If music is your life, the ST is the

perfect computer lor you -it has a built-

in MIDI port to connect synthesizers,

drum machines, and other MlDI-com-

patible music machines. For music soft-

ware and hardware for the ST, turn to

page 65.

If business is your game, turn to page

43 for our survey of business software.

And if games are your game, try page 12,

where you'll find ST entertainment soft-

ware of all kinds.

Want to communicate with other

computers? Then telecommunications

is what you need. Modems, telecom

programs, and online services start on

page 53. Want to let your ST teach you?

Education is your goal, and those pro-

grams begin on page 58.

Maybe you've already decided you

need another disk drive, or a hard disk.

You'll find them beginning on page 77,

along with many other peripherals to

connect to your ST.

Do you want to program-to get all

the ST's power under your own control?

Tum to our Programming Tools section

on page 35. And if you just want to find

out more about the ST. check out Books

on page 89.

THE ST, INSIDE AND OUT
Or maybe you're still trying to decide

whether the ST is the computer for

you-and which ST is the one for you.

What does the ST have to offer? And

what exactly does "Power Without the

Price" really mean?

There are really three different STs.

All three run the same software, of

course, and come in the same basic

configuration: a computer with one

disk drive, a monitor, a mouse, and all

the connections you need to add a

printer, a second disk drive, a modem, a

hard disk, and even a music synthesizer

That's important for two reasons.

First, because the standard ST comes

complete—with a monitor, disk drive,

and mouse included-it's ready to use

for many things as soon as you set it up.

You can play games, draw pictures, or

start calculating your business's future

with a spreadsheet for your ST right out

of the box- all you need is the software

that can make it happen.

Second, since the ST has all the con-

nections built in, you won't have any

trouble-or unpleasant surprises -when

you want to add peripherals such as a

printer, disk drive, hard disk, modem,

or MIDI synthesizer. Unlike some com-

puters, the ST doesn't require you to

add special interfaces that add to the

cost.

All three STs come with the same

electronic "brain" - a 68000 processor,

far more powerful than earlier genera-

tions of CPUs. And all three come with

the same astonishing graphics-320 by

200 in low resolution, 640 by 200 in

medium, and 640 by 400 in mono-

chrome-with up to 512 colors. Best of

all, every ST comes with a low price that

brings that power to people who could

never have afforded it before.

The 520 ST comes with 512 K of

memory and a single-sided disk

STafi- The ST Quarterly 9



drive -that's enough to run most soft-

ware with plenty of room to spare. A

520 ST with a monochrome monitor

has a suggested retail price of $799.95;

with a color monitor, it's $999.95.

(Remember, these are list prices; many

dealers offer special deals at lower

prices.)

A 1040 ST has twice as much mem-

ory as a 520 ST, and it comes with a

double-sided disk drive-with that

much room inside, a 1040 ST can run

virtually any software published for the

ST. A monochrome system is $899.95; a

color system is S1099.95.

Finally, there are the new Mega ST

computers, with up to four megabytes

of memory- that's 4,096 K, or eight

times the memory in a 520 ST The final

price for the Mega ST 4 wasn't set at

press time; it's expected to be substan-

tially more expensive than a 520 and

1040 ST, but far less expensive than any

other four-meg computer available today.

For more information on Atari's ST

line of computers, circle 102 on the

Reader Service Card.

GETTING A GOOD START

Tapping the power of the ST is easier

than with almost any other computer.

But getting the most from your machine

takes something special - it takes START.

START, The ST Quarterly, is the #1 guide

to the Atari ST Ever)' issue has news

and reviews, tricks and tips, columns

and -most of all -programs that will

help you use your ST to the fullest.

Each quarterly issue also features a

START Disk. It's filled with ready-to-run

programs—everything from games,

demonstrations and utilities to regular

updates for ST Writer (the popular

public-domain word processor for the

ST).

START is available at newsstands,

bookstores, and computer stores, bur

the best way to get every issue is to sub-

scribe. A year of START- four quarterly

issues including START Disks, plus next

year's special Buyer's Guide issue-is

only $39.95. That saves you more than

$20 off what you'd pay at the

newsstand.

Or you can subscribe to both START

and Antic, The Atari Resource -with its

monthly coverage of the ST-for just

$59.95, and save $50 off the newsstand

price!

To subscribe, just fill out the sub-

scription card in this magazine and mail

it in. Or call toll-free (800) 234-7001,

and charge it to your Visa or Master-

Card, and we'll start your subscription

on its way to you.

CIRCLE 0J3 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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STEREOTEK"

GLASSES-
true stereoscopic

3D graphics for

your Atari ST.

Put on the STEREOTEK glasses

and jump into a new universe. Dis-

cover a magical world that you

always knew existed. That extra

dimension—DEPTH. Now you can

add depth to your computer

graphics with the STEREOTEK

Liquid Crystal glasses. Solid,

realistic, 3D images you want to

reach cut and touch. STEREOTEK

glasses plug into your ATARI ST

cartridge port to provide absolutely

realistic 3D graphics in full color or

hi-res monochrome.

Your STEREOTEK depth-view

system includes:

• One pair electronic Liquid Crys-

tal Shutter glasses with four-toot

cable (can be comfortably worn

over eyeglasses).

• ST cartridge interface unit-

supports two sets of glasses

(second set optional).

• DEGAS Elite Stereo Desk

Accessory.

Stereo CAD-3D animation and

stereo slide show by Tom Hudson.

For programmers: Complete

developer's instructions plus

source code for adding stereo

to your own programs.

fe The secret to full-color stereo

images on a computer screen is

electronic Liquid Crystal Shutter

(LCS) glasses. Two optical shutters

in eyeglass frames are connected

electronically to the ST. Every-

time the ST screen refreshes

(60hz/color, 70hz/mono). one

shutter closes and the other

opens. The .monitor displays

alternating right and left eye

views synchronized with the shut-

ters. The alternating views appear

faster than the eye can see, and

your brain translates the normally

flat monitor image into one of

startlingly realistic depth. Because

of the ST's speed, RAM size and

cartridge port, this advanced

graphics technology is only avail-

able on the Atari ST. (One mega-

byte RAM recommended).

Developed by LC Technologies. Distributed by The Catalog.

LC Technologies is a veniure ol Tekironin. Inc oi Beavertan, OR
Dealer inquiries welcome, call 1-800-426-2200

CIRCLE 054 ON READER SERVICE CARD

'ant to order? Call our toll-tree

800 number and ask about trie

STEREOTEK system and add-on

STEREOTEK ol-—

TRACING. LCS WANDERER,

STEREO MAPS & LEGENDS 3.0 Our
—

"'ore will be glad to belp.

STEREOTEK SYSTEM TH9020 $149.95

Add-on glasses TW9021 $99.95

CALL 24 HOURS TOLL FREE
i-8(M-443-ninn «t 111



With its superior

graphics, increased

memory, and faster

processor, the ST

has been a boon to

creative game writers, some of whom
are taking the concept of computer

games into an area never before ex-

plored.

What makes for a good ST game?

Naturally, we expect to take full advan-

of the new generation of computing

power, "pushing the envelope" of

graphics, animation, sound, and arti-

ficial intelligence. However, one factor is

critical: you have to have good game

play. One leading game company used

to ask if a computer game can make you

cry. Maybe not, but the best can trans-

ARCADE
Star Raiders ($29.95) This is a clas-

sic, and deserves a place in your game

library. Its scenario of using maps, com-

puter, shields and torpedoes has been

often imitated but never duplicated. The

graphics on the ST version are first-rate,

although the sound is a little shaky.

Atari Corp., 1196 Borregas Ave., Sunnyvale,

CA 94088. (408) 745-2367

CIRCLE 102 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Time Bandits ($39.95) One of the

first original ST releases still holds up to

the test of time. The game actually con-

sists of 16 games within it, each having

16 levels! Looking very much like the

arcade hit Gauntlet, Time Bandits never

ceases to be challenging and amusing,

ENTERTAINMENT By Harvey Bernstein

Strategy,

adventure,

shoot-em-ups,

chess and

simulations

port you to another world and allow

you to experience things you wouldn't

otherwise.

Many ST games are conversions of

older games or new games released in

other formats, but with improved

graphics, or the addition of the

mouse/window interface. Most of the

games that have been written specifi-

cally for the ST were developed in Eu-

rope, where the new Atari had a head-

start in gaining popularity- that's where

many of the games from MichTron and

Firebird come from. In addition, there

arerit many ST games that have been

converted from video arcade machines,

while some other game categories are

top-heavy (there are five martial-arts

games on the market, with a sixth just

announced).

Here are some of the best games

available for the ST, broken down by

category.

as the wide variety of creatures waiting

to be blasted offers many surprises.

MichTron, 576 5. Telegraph, Pontiac, Ml

48051(313)334-5700
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Starglider ($44.95) This is the

shoot-em-up all others should aspire to!

You control "a single AGAV (Airborne

Ground Attack Vehicle) against

hundreds of enemy targets. At first

glance the simulated vector graphics

(they look a lot like Star Wars in the ar-

cades) are nothing spectacular But once

play begins and the action get hot and

heavy, this is a minor complaint- Add

rdHfiNma

Flight Simulator
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some of the most exciting sound (digi-

tized speech and music) in any game,

and you have a real winner A must!

Firebird Licensees, P.O. Box 49, Ramsey, N]

07446. (201) 444-5700
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Wanderer (39.95) is an ST game

with a difference-it's in 3-D, and

comes with a pair of anaglyphic (red

and green) 3-D glasses! It's an odd com-

bination of Star Raiders and intergalactic

joker. Zip through space destroying the

H gtiys, then pull over to a nearby as-

teroid for a game of space cards.

ST Karate (S29.95) is the ultimate

karate game, ,for, the ST. Play either

against the contputer or another player.

Includes multiple opponents, digitized

sound and splashy graphics. The

joystick controls give you over 18 possi-

ble fast movements. Eidersoft USA Inc.,

P.O. Box 88, Burgettstown, PA 15021. (412)

947-3739
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ST Wars ($39.95) A fast-action,

space arcade game that uses digitized

sound, graphics and multiple scenarios

for an exciting gaming experience. You

pilot a space fighter and must destroy

the Starbase. Miles Computing, 7741 Ala-

bama Ave., Suite 2, Canoga Park, CA

91304.(818)30-1411
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Airball ($39.95) Imagine a wizard

you into a ball and sending you

:b a mansion with over 250 rooms.

Worse yet, the ball has a slow leak. You

have to get to the end of the maze,

where a spell book will return your hu-

man form.

Gold Runner ($39.95) The Earth is

dying. You must lead the survivors to a

new world through a hostile section of

the universe-the Ring Worlds of Triton.

Goldrunner is one of most popular

shoot-em-ups for the ST. Microdeal soft-

ware distributed by MichTron, 576 S. Tele-

graph, Pontiac, Ml 48053. (313)334-5700
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SIMULATIONS
Sub Battle Simulator ($39.95) A re-

creation of World War II submarine

warfare in either the AtlarMe or Pacific.

You can choose to command either an

American or German submarine, the year

of the action, and whether you will fight

a single battle or an entire campaign.

Sonar, radar, torpedoes and anti-aircraft

guns are all at your disposal. Excellent

graphics and great sound add to the en-

joyment. Epyx, 600 Galveston Dr., Red-

wood City, CA 94063. (415) 366-0606
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Silent Service ($39.95) A highly

detailed WW 11 submarine warfare

simulation. Sink enemy ships while

keeping your sub from being de-

stroyed. All aspects of game control

are mouse-driven. Micraprose, 120

Lakejront Dr., Hunt Valley, MD
21030. (301) 771-1151
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Gato ($39.95) A real-time sub-

marine warfare simulator that puts

you in the role of captain of a

WW II attack submarine. Can be run

through the mouse or the keyboard.



ENTERTAINMENT

Spectmm HoloByte, Inc., 2061 Challenger

Drive, Alameda, CA 94501. (415)

522-3584
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Flight Simulator II ($49.95) The

classic! Zoom under the Golden Gate

Bridge or past the Statue of Liberty in

your own twin-engine Cessna. Possibly

the most sophisticated simulation ever

released, this may not be the same as

having a Link trainer in your living

room, but it is as close as you are going

to come. Additional scenery disks are

available for $24.95 each. SubLogic, 713

Edgebrook Dr., Champaign, IL 61820.

(217) 359-8482
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FANTASY ROLE-PLAYING
Rogue ($39.95) This is an excellent

beginner's game and a good introduc-

tion to the genre Your character has no

real attributes other than strength, con-

stitution, and the worthiness of his ar-

mor Your goal to to make it through a

26-level dungeon and back again. A

wide variety of monsters, weapons,

scrolls, potions, rings, plus the fact that

the dungeon is different every time you

play makes the game timeless. Efyx, 600

Galveston Dr., Redwood City, CA 94063.

(415) 366-0606
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Phantasie I, II, III ($39.95 each) In

this exciting trilogy you assemble a

14 Buyer's Guide 1987

hearty band of up to six characters of

different races (Human, Elf, etc.) and

classes (Wizard, Fighter, so on) in order

to defeat the evil Nikademus. Lots of

challenging puzzles here, but be pre-

pared to spend a lot of time on each

game (30 to 50 hours). Graphics and

sound just get better from one volume

to the next, and the mouse interface is

perfectly integrated into play. Any one

of the three games can be played

separately, but if you proceed in order

you can pass your characters from one

volume to the next-a real plus! Strategic

Simulations, 1046 N. Rengstoijj Ave.,

Mountain View, CA 94043. (415) 964-1353
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Alternate Reality: The City

($44.95) The first of a seven-part series

of interrelated role-playing fantasy ad-

venture games. In The City, you create

your player character and go through

various adventures in the enclosed city,

and build up your character for the next

adventure. Datasofi, 19808 Nordhoff Place,

Chatsworth, CA 91311-9969. (818)

886-5922
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Pirates of the Barbary Coast

($24.95) A graphic adventure game for

one person aged 10 through adult. You

are the captain of a sailing frigate and

must earn enough money to ransom

your daughter. . . or fight Bloodthroat

hand-to-hand and rescue her. StarSoft

Software distributed by TDC Distributors,

Inc., 3331 Bartlett Blvd., Orlando, FL

32811. (305) 423-1987
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SPORTS SIMULATIONS
Karate Kid II ($39.95) Imported

from England and adopted from the

popular film of the same name, this is

by far the best ol the glut of karate-

inspired games available to the ST

owner Sixteen basic karate moves are

available to you based on eight joystick

positions and whether or not the trigger

is pressed. While this is not unique

unto itself, what makes KK II stand out

is its seamless animation as you face a

series of adversaries more and more

powerful. The characters are finely

detailed, and the sound is M1DI-

compatible. MichTron, 576 S. Tdegraph,

Pontiac, Ml 48053. (313) 334-5700
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World Games ($39.95) It's actually

eight games in one Whether cliff-diving

in Mexico, weight lifting in the U.S.S.R.,

or bronco-busting in the good old

U.S.A., the best challenge comes from

playing against a human opponent

rather than the computer Animation is

OK, and while the joystick control can

be clumsy at times, most players will

enjoy the range of the games presented

here Epyx, 600 Galveston Dr., Redwood

City, CA 94063. (415) 366-0606
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Micro League Baseball II ($5995)

A must for anybody who played

statistic-based baseball games as a kid!

Manage any one of over 20 classic

teams, from American League All-Stars

to the 1961 NY. Yankees. How would

Mickey Mantle fare against Nolan Ryan?

Playing against either a human oppo-

nent or the computer, Micro-League

Baseball give you the opportunity to

create your own classic confrontations.

Additional features such as rain delays,

injured players, and arguments with the

Microleague Baseball



King's Quest

umpire add to the realism of this

strategy simulation. Micro League Sports

Association, 2201 Drummond Plaza,

Newark, DE 19711. (302) 368-9990
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Leader Board ($39.95) is an excel-

lent 3-D golf game. It allows up to four

players with novice, amateur and

professional skill levels, and each level

brings in more factors, such as wind

and ball control. Additional course

disks are available for $19.95. Access

Software, 2561 South 1560 West, Suite A,

Woods Cross, UT 84087. (801) 298-9077
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Mean 18 ($44.95) Simulation of

professional golf that lets you choose

from easy courses all the way up to

courses like Pebble Beach or Augusta.

Includes a course construction option.

Plays one to four players. Additional

course disks available. Accolade, 20833

Stevens Creek Blvd., Cupertino, CA 95014.

(408) 446-5757
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TEXT ADVENTURES
Planetfall, Stationfall, Moonmist,

Zork, Leather Goddesses of Phobos,

A Mind Forever Voyaging, Trinity,

Bureaucracy ($39.95 each) lnfocom is

the Rolls-Royce of interactive fiction,

with something to please ever)' age

group or level of ability. Whether your

taste runs to science fiction (Planetfall,

Stationfall), Gothic mystery (Moonmist),

fantasy (the Zork series), or R-rated

comedy (Leather Goddesses of

Phobos), lnfocom will never let you

down. All the games are attractively

packaged, well-written, and come with a

host of extra tchochkas to add to the

enjoyment of the game Every game col-

lection should have at least one lnfocom

title, lnfocom, 125 Cambridge Park Dr.,

Cambridge MA 02140. (617) 576-3190
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The Pawn, Guild of Thieves (Fire-

bird, $44.95 each) Firebird created

quite a splash with the release of The

Pawn last year, and now follows it up

with Guild. Yes, these games do contain

graphics, but they are designed to play

as text adventures, as the graphics are

accessible only by scrolling the menu

bar and are not necessary to completion

of the games. While a little more stiffly

written than lnfocom's titles, these

games boast the most advanced com-

mand structure in the genre and pro-

vide a promise of better things to come.

Firebird Licensees, P.O. Box 49, Ramsey, N.J.

07446. (201) 444-5700
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GRAPHIC ADVENTURES
Kings Quest I, II, III ($4995

each). When KQ 1 debuted several years

ago, it broke all the rules for graphic ad-

ventures. Instead of static screens with a

two-word parser, it offers a three-

dimensional universe. Your character,

controlled by joystick or keyboard,

walks around the screen and passes in

front of or behind other objects. In fact,

you can't manipulate an object unless

you're close enough! Combined with a

story line and parser almost as sophisti-

cated as a good text adventure and a

wicked sense of humor (particularly in

KQ III), these games make for a great

play. Sierra On-Line, P.O. Box 485,

Coarsegold, CA 93614. (209) 683-6858
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STRATEGY GAMES
Ogre ($39.95) Originally a board

game, Ogre lets two players play head to

head and design their own battlefields

with the built-in game editor The game

pits the Ogre, a Cybertank, against a

more conventional force of infantry, ar-

mor units and command posts. In the

one-player mode, the player can control

either the Ogre or the armed forces, and

the two-player mode pits two human

players against each other as each at-

tempts to outmaneuver, outlast and out-

blast his or her opponent. Origin Sys-

tems. Distributed by Electronic Arts, 180

Gateway Drive, San Mateo, CA 94404.

(415)571-7171
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Universe II ($69.95) is a space-

based strategy game You have been re-

tired from the Federated World Special

Forces for years, but now you're on a

spy mission. Engage in nefarious pur-

suits, such as stealing from enemy

ships, or the more mundane, such as

shuttling ore and passengers between

planets. The game is played on three

disks. Omnitrend Software, P.O. Box 3,

West Simsbury, CI 06092. (203) 658-6917

CIRCLE 145 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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CHESS GAMES
Chessmaster 2000 ($44.95) Chess-

master 2000 provides 12 levels of play,

teach and hint modes, and the option

to retract moves. It also has a library of

100 famous games, including the 1986

Chessmaster 2000 vs. Sargon III game

Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway Dr., San

Mateo, CA 94404, (4333 571-7171.

CIRCLE 146 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Techmate ($49.95) An easy-to-play,

mouse-driven chess game. Just click on

the piece and the square to move to. . -

Bang! It's done. Szabo Software also

offers incredible support which in-

cludes free newsletters and updates.

MichTron Inc., 576 S. Telegraph, Pontine,

Ml 48053. (313) 334-5700; or Szabo Soft-

ware, P.O. Box 623, Borrego Springs, CA

92004

CIRCLE 101 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CARD GAMES AND GAMBLING
Bridge 4.0 ($29.95) A contract

bridge game which allows you and your

computer partner to play against two

computer players. The program reviews

bidding, keeps track of score and even

tells you when someone is cheating.

Artworx, 1844 Penfteld Road, Penficld, NY

14526. (800) 828-6573
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Strip Poker ($39.95) Here's your

chance to try to "beat the pants off'

Suzy and Melissa. The more you win,

the more they take off. Be careful,

though - they're capable of doing the

same to youl Artworx, 1844 Penjiekl Road,

Penjkld, NY 14526. (800) 828-6573
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Home Casino Poker ($3495) Fea-

tures video draw poker and a lightning-

fast stud poker game from one to four

BACKUP PROTECTED
SOFTWARE FAST.
From the team who brought you
COPY II PLUS (Apple), COPY II PC
(IBM) and COPY II MAC (Macintosh)

comes a revolutionary new copy
program for the Atari 520 and 1040 ST
computers.

COPY II ST copies many protected

programs automatically.

• Supports single and double sided

drives.

• Includes a sector-based copier for

fast, reliable copies of unprotected
disks.

• Includes a bit copy mode for

protected disks.

Requires an Atari 520 or 1040 ST
computer with one or two drives.

Call 503/244-5782, M - F, 8-

5

(West Coast time) with your Ijsr £
in hand. Or send a check
for $39.95 U.S. plus $3 s/h, $8
overseas.

$39.95

Central Point Software, Inc.

9700 S.W. Capitol Hwy. #100

Portland, OR 97219

CentmlFbmt
Software

Backup utilities also available for the IBM, Apple II, Macintosh and Commodore 6
This product is provided tor the purpose o! enabling you to make archival copies only.

players each. In stud, choose Irom any

of six computer-controlled opponents.

Home Casino Poker works with key-

board and/or joystick. Dubl Dubl Fun-

ware, P.O. 06401, Portland, OR 97206.

CIRCLE 15.1 ON READER SERVICE CARD

BEST OF THE BEST

Barbarian ($39.95) Part graphic ad-

venture, part arcade game, part ani-

mated cartoon. You control Hegor the

Barbarian, out to avenge the death of his

father at the hands of the evil Necron.

Using sword, shield, and bow, you hght

your way through countless animated

creatures and hidden booby traps.

Hegor is controlled via a series of icons

at the bottom of the screen. What

makes this game unique is the graphics,

done in the style of the finest anima-

tors. The backgrounds are richly

detailed, and the variety of characters

you encounter is truly amazing. Sound

effects are digitized, and Barbarian has a

wicked sense of humor that makes it a

joy to play. Psygnosis, distributed by CSS,

495-A Busse Rd., Elk Grove Village. 11

60007. (800) 422-4912
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Balance of Power (S49.95) Billed as

the world's first computer peace game,

this is the brainchild of game-design

whiz Chris Crawford. As President of

the US. or Premier of the U.S.S.R., your

goal is to attain as much political pres-

tige for your superpower as possible, at

the same time thwarting your opponent,

all the while trying to avoid a nuclear

confrontation. The graphic display is

nothing more than a world map, yet

Crawford manages to supply all the

needed information via a series of me-

nus. This computer game the best of all

available for the 5T, will not make you

cry— it will make you think! Mindscape,

3444 Dundee Rd., Norihbrook, 11 60062.

(312) 480-7667
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THESEARETHEGAMESTHAT
DREAMS ARE MADE OF

Vegas Gambler Vegas Craps Club Backgammon

I IPHDMIA

/ppafiw*

RlgMi FteHrvfld.

Experience four of your favorite casino games with Vegas Gambler. Place your bets and
roll the dice with Vegas Craps. Challenge a friend or play against the best computer
opponent with Club Backgammon. Capture the excitement of TrianGO, a fascinating

new strategy game.

Available for thB Atari ST in color and mono for $34.95 (shipping not included).

WE MAKE DREAMS COME TRUE
CIRCLE 022 ON READER SERVICE CARD



START Giving. .

.

... an easy and inexpensive way to get the jump on the

Holiday Season.

Give START, the ST Quarterly, to your

favorite ST enthusiasts and help them gel the

most from their computers, year-round.

Like a high-tech Christmas stocking, every

issue is packed with valuable articles, stuffed

with practical tips and techniques. And, there's

the Disk, loaded with programs both useful

and fun.

A great gift for all seasons! Pius each subscriber

will receive our additional Holiday Gift—The
Atari ST Buyers Guide—A Bonus issue perfect

for the ST owner!

So, skip the long lines at the cash registers, just

fill out an order card and mail right away* (And,

we won't bill you until after January I, 1988.)

It's time to start giving . . . START/

For fast service on subscription orders;

800-234-7001
(6 am-6 pm PST. Monday-Friday)

i- will send Gift A
iiur gift subscriptions to

,'ou. Aftef DLtcmbcr I, wi
viii mail the cards direct

o those on your Gift List.



MichTron is proud to bring you...

Griffin Software
MichTron introduces Griffin Software, an exciting, innovative approach to the problem of high priced software. Griffin

Software produces quality programs that have either a specialized function, or which we feel would benefit a wider

group of users if sold at a lower price. These packages are shipped with a disk only. The documentation is included

on the disk. By stripping away expensive packaging, and keeping other costs to a minimum we are able to offerthese

programs direct to customers, by mail order only, at substantial savings. As with all our products, these programs are

guaranteed to perform as specified.

Griffin Software is always looking for excellent programs that deserve public exposure, but which may not command
the market audience of a more glamorous or substantial product. If you have such a program we would be glad to take

a look at it.

Griffin Software Products

Cinko--$14.95
Cinko is a fast moving game of skill for one or two players

which resembles checkers in ease of learning and sim-

plicity, and yet approaches chess in its strategical variety.

Cinko is derived from several closely related ancient

oriental board games. With multiple skill levels andgame
variations everyone will find an enduring challenge here.

Color only.

Sprout--$29.95
Sprout is THE Text Editorforthe serious programmer. It

allows Keyboard Macros, Multiple Windows, Horizontal

Scrolling, Sorted Block Commands, Simple Word Proc-

essing and more. You have constant access to Help

Screens and can Edit many files at the same time. You'll

be amazed at how much a good editor will improve your

programming and your disposition.

Maz--$14.95
Maz is a game for anyone who loves a challenge,

especially those who love puzzle mazes. Glide through

intricate turns and misleading straights, but watch

out. ..Kitty is on the prowl. Oh yes, it isn't enough to simply

find your way through constantly changing mazes: mat-

ters become further complicated by the menancing cat.

Sharpen your gaming skills with this exciting challenge-

-Maz! Color only.

ST Accessories

At the Video's-$19.95
At the Video's is an easy-to-use program that enables

you to keep track of your home video cassette movie

library. Its user friendly interface makes it simple for the

whole family to utilize, even if you are unfamiliar with data

base programs. Now all the important facts about your

favorite movies will be at your finger tips.

Griffin Disks--$29.95
A package of ten 3.5" double-sided, double density disks,

containing either over 100 GFA BASIC programs and

files OR over 100 ST picture files. Four different sets

available.

Set 1 - GFA BASIC programs

Set 2 = GFA BASIC programs

Set 3 = ST picture files

Set 4 = ST picture files

Make sure to specify which set you would like, each is

different.

Disk Ho1ders-$19.95
Veicro closing folders made of a soft nylon material that

can hold up to 32, 3.5"disks. Makes carrying your disks

convenient and easy. Available in Red or Grey.

C. ITOH 3.5" Disks
Bulk (in packages of 50 only).

Double sided, double-density. $1.25 each.
Box (in packages of 10).

Single sided, double-density. $1 1 .99 per box.

Double sided, double-density. $17.99 per box.

Visa and Mastercard accepted. Add S3.00 shipping and handling to each order.

576 S. Telegraph, Pontiac, Ml 48053
Orders and information (313) 334-5700
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Word processors

have become so

commonplace both

at home and in

business that they

are used for everything from drafting a

memo to writing a dissertation. Select-

ing which one is right for you will de-

pend on a careful evaluation of your

needs. Although many of these features

are time-saving conveniences, you may

not want to decide which word proces-

sor to buy simply because it has a wide

array of features. Indeed, almost all

work here at START- from writing and

editing to transmitting articles to be

typeset- is done on the word processor

with the fewest features in this survey.

ST Writer Ver. 1.75 (public do-

WORD
PROCESSING

let you switch from mouse to keyboard

interface with the press of a button.

First Word Plus (S99.50). One of

the first word processors for the ST has

recently been upgraded. First Word Plus

has some excellent features which make

it an extremely powerful tool. It allows

you to integrate pictures with your text,

from drawing programs such as DEGAS

Elite and Neochrome, has footnote, hy-

phenation and justification options, and

lets you switch between parallel and

serial ports with the click of the mouse.

It not only allows multiple rulers in a

document, but will let you save rulers to

disk for future use. First Word Plus

comes with two disks to hold an assort-

ment of accessory programs and data

like mail merge, a 40,000 word diction-

By Heidi Brumbaugh
START Junior Editor

Writing The

Great American

Novel or

home to Mom?

Here's how

main). Originally developed by Atari as

an AtariWriter lookalike for distribution

with the new machines, this public do-

main word processor has maintained a

loyal following throughout the STs his-

tory. Although Atari no longer supports

it, assembly language programmer Bruce

Noonan has spent hours laboring over

the code, fixing bugs and adding fea-

tures to ST Writer for the benefit of the

ST community. Although ST Writer isn't

GEM-based, it does have the advantage

of being one of the fastest word proces-

sors available. Newer versions are avail-

able in French, Spanish and German

and let you switch to the international

character set in a keystroke Because this

is a free program which is easy to use,

START promises to put the updates on

your START disks as Dr Noonan sends

them to us. The newest version, 2.0, will

ary that you can personalize, a set of

standard printer drivers and a selection

of sample files.

The First Word Plus interface is

mouse-driven with a few of the com-

mands having corresponding function

keys; however, unlike Word Writer ST

most menu bar commands aren't avail-

able from the keyboard. This forces you

to switch from keyboard to mouse any

time you wish to use a feature.

One thing to keep in mind before

you purchase this program is that it is

only being supported out of England, so

if you're on this side of the Atlantic help

may not be a phone call away. However,

the registration card assures that owners

will be given free technical support in

response to written queries. Electric Dis-
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tribution. 8 Green Street, Willingham,

Cambridge, CB4 5JA, England. 09-54-6158

CIRCLE 174 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Word Writer ST V. 2.0 ($7995; up-

dates are $19.70). Word Writer is a fully

GEM-based word processor which uses

menu bar commands as well as a three-

line First Word-style command table.

Most mouse commands have corre-

sponding keyboard or function key

commands, which is convenient- Fea-

tures include on-screen formatting, an

85,000 word dictionary that you can

personalize, a convenient outliner and

text shown in bold, italics, underlined,

light face and sub/superscripts, so you

can see exactly how your document will

look when it is printed out. Version 2.0

has the same look and feel as version 1

but it has some significant extras, such

as a thesaurus and mail merge It will

also let you set separate default path

settings for your documents and dic-

tionary thesaurus and help files. (START

review 6/97.) Timeworks, Inc. 444 Lake

Cook Road, Deerfield, 11 60015. (312)

948-9200

CIRCLE 237 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Regent Word II ($79.95) Regent

Word II from Regent Software is fully

GEM-based with all the advantages of a

drop-down menu interface It also has

some convenient extras such as a one-

line calculator, a 30,000 word spell

checker, an option to alphabetize text

items, microdot justification and the

ability to insert multiple rulers in docu-

ments. It's main limitation is that it's

slow-if you have moderately fast typing

skills you can probably outtype it.

Regent Word II has a mail merge op-

tion; however, it must be used in con-

junction with either Regent Base or the

Mail Merge Database program, both sold

separately. Regent Software. 7131 Owens-

mouth, #45A, Canoga Park, CA 91303.

(818) 882-2800

CIRCLE 222 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TextPro ($49.95). TextPro is the only

word processor in this survey that al-

lows you to redefine the function keys

and save the definitions to disk. It has a

built-in option to insert the date or time

into the text, and allows you to switch

from document to non-document or C-

Source code editing mode. Control

codes allow a wide variety of cursor

movement-zip through your text by let-

Tiger image from First Word Plus

ter, word, sentence, line or paragraph.

When you are ready to print the docu-

ment, you can either output it to the

printer directly from the word proces-

sor or save the file to disk and print it

using TextPro's separate output program,

which is included with the package

The output program allows a great deal

of flexibility. You can specify horizontal

or vertical output, make a list of files to

be output together, merge form letters,

create headers, footers, indexes or even

a table of contents. (Antic review 4/87.)

Abacus, Software, P.O. Box 7219, Dept. A,

Grand Rapids, Ml 49510 (616) 241-5510

CIRCLE 243 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Word Perfect (Price not set). All of

the word processors on the chart are

currently on the market. Although

Word Perfect is not commercially avail-

able at this writing, it does deserve a

postscript mention (no pun intended).

At the West Coast Computer Faire, pro-

grammer Jeff Wilson showed a beta ver-

sion to the START staff- and we've been

eagerly awaiting its release ever since.

The ST version will have all the features

of the more familiar IBM version, but

will have the added convenience of a

GEM interface. As well as having all the

standard features word processor users

have come to expect, Word Perfect will

have extras like an outliner, thesaurus

and spelling checker. It will allow you to

redefine keys, edit up to four docu-

ments at once, and, like its IBM counter-

part, use virtual memory. This means

that your files are not limited by avail-

able RAM- if Word Perfect runs out of

room, it will automatically spill out onto

the disk drive.

As of the middle of August Word

Perfect is still being beta tested, and is

scheduled for release in September. By

the time you read this, we hope, Word

Perfect should be on your computer

dealer shelves. Word Perfect Corporation.

288 West Center Street, Orem, UT 84057.

(801)227-4010

CIRCLE 245 ON READER SERVICE CARD

THE CHART
The features chosen for this chart are

designed to give you hard information

on the strengths and weaknesses of

each program, as well as giving you an

idea of what kind of feel you can expect

from each word processor. These fea-

tures are by no means exhaustive; how-

ever, major topics such as print format-

ting, disk I/O, ease of use and search/

replace are covered. I have also included

options such as. mail merge and spell

checkers which, depending on your

needs, will either be a tremendous

waste ol space or make your ST an in-

despensible part of your work.

Some of the features were not readily
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available as options per se, but the same

goal could be accomplished in a round-

about way. For example, although Word

Writer does not allow you to merge two

files, you can open two files and cut

and paste one to another. In these cases,

1 have either given an explanatory note

or said that a feature is not present if it

is unreasonable to assume a beginner

could easily accomplish the same task.

Some of the features are either redun-

dant or mutually exclusive; if formatting

is automatic (display is updated as it

goes along), a global reformat option is

unnecessary. On the other hand, word

processors that do not have a "What
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You See Is What You Get" display

would have neither formatting option.

Similarly, the feature on the chart

labeled margin control (which simply

means chat you use more than one mar-

gin settings in a document) is available

in Word Writer because that program

doesn't have automatic formating, but in

order to achieve this you must forgo us-

ing the global reformat option

Keep in mind that in some cases

items on the chart could be called either

bugs or a features, depending on which

manufacturer you talk to. For example,

print spooling (which means that you

can continue to work while your docu-

ment is being printed) is certainly a

convenience, but it does limit you by re-

quiring a certain amount of free disk

space in order to print.

Word Processing Chart

Word Writer ST ST Writer

1st Word Plus Regent Word II ver. 2.0 ver. 1.75 TextPro

Electric Distribution Regent Software Timeworks, Inc. Public Domain Abacus Softwace

8 Green Street 7131 Owensmouth, #45A 444 Lake Cook Rd. P.O. Box 7219

Willingham, Cnmbridge CB4 5JA Conoga Park, CA 91303 Doorliold, IL 60015 Gcond Rapids, Ml 49510

Telephone: 0954 61258 (B18) 882-2800 (312| 94B-9200 (116) 241-5510

S99.50 $79.95

Mail Merge Database

324.95

S79.95

jpdoles oce $19.70

$49.95

Ease of use

Copy protected no yes no no yes

GEM-based yes yes yes no yes

On-screen help yes yes yes no no

Keyboard commands no yes yes yes yes

Uses function keys yes yes yes yes yes

What You See Is What You Get

Search/Replace

yes See notes'
1

yes no no

Search forward or backward yes forward only yes yes no

Search for bare carriage return no no no yes yes

Ignore case in search yes yes yes no no

Save/Load

Can read ASCII files yes yes yes yes yes

Save ASCII file yes yes yes yes yes

Save block to disk yes no no yes no
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Word Writer ST ST Writer

1st Word Plus

Electric Distribution

8 Green Street

Willingham, Cambridge CB4 5JA

Telephone, 0954 11258

$99.50

Regent Word II

Regent Software

7131 Owensmoutb, IMA

Canoga Park, CA 91303

(818]882-2800

$79.95

Mail Merge Database

$24.95

ver. 2.0
Timeworks, Inc.

444 Lake took Id.

Deerfield, IL 60015

(3I2| 948-9200

$79.95

updates ate $19.70

ver. 1.75
Public Domain

Extras

TextPro
Abacus Software

P.O. Box 7219

Gtand Rapids, Ml 49510

(611] 241-5510

$49.95

Mail -merge See notes
1

sold separately yes no yes

Spelling checker yes yes yes no no

Thesaurus no no yes no no

Oufliner

Advanced formatting features

no no yes no no

Headers/Footers yes yes yes yes yes

Multiline auto header/footer no 2 no 2 2

Footnotes yes no no no no

Index

Disk i/O

no no no no yes

Format disk no no no yes no

Merge files from disk yes See notes
5

See notes
5

yes yes

Delete file from disk yes no yes yes yes

Print Options

Page wait command See notes
2

yes no no no

Print selected pages yes yes yes yes yes

Double column printing 9 no no 2 5

Include or chain external files no no no yes yes

Auto page numbering yes yes yes yes yes

Forced page breaks yes yes yes yes no

Sub/superscript commands yes yes yes yes yes

Print preview no no no yes yes

Print spooling yes no yes no no

Send special printing codes no yes no no yes

Print block no no no no no

'separate program intljded in package

'in configuration file

! using scroll bar only

'no justification or line spacing on screen

5 only by culling end pasting from another window

'only some delete functions
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Word Processing Chart

Word Writer ST ST Writer

1st Word Plus Regent Word II ver. 2.0 ver. 1.75 TextPro
Electric Distribution Regent Software Timeworks, Inc. Public Domain Abacas Software

8 Green Street 7131 Owensmoulb, S45A 444 Loke Cook Rd. PO. Box 7219

Willinghom, Cambridge CB4 5JA Conoga Park, CA 91303 Deerfield, IL 60015 Crond Rnpids, Ml 49510

Telephone: 0954 61258 (818] 882-2800 |312] 948-9200 (616)241-5510

$99.50 $79.95

Mail Merge Database

$24.95

$79.95

jpdotes are $19.70

$49.95

Onscreen formatting

Global reformat yes n/a yes n/a n/a

Hyphenation yes no no no yes

Display page breaks yes yes yes no yes

Variable line spacing yes yes 2 yes no

Auto paragraph indents no yes no yes yes

Auto reformatting no yes no n/a yes

Margin control yes yes indirectly yes some

Cursor movement/deletion

Screen up & down See notes
3

yes yes yes See notes
3

Cursor to line end yes yes yes yes yes

Delete by word yes no yes no yes

Delete line

Advanced features

no yes yes yes no

Word count yes yes yes no no

Line count yes yes yes no yes

Available RAM count yes yes yes yes no

Indefinable keys no no no no yes

Macros no no no no yes

Number of documents in memory 4 I 4 1 1

Undo last delete (not cut) no See notes
6

no yes no

Put date in document yes no no no yes

Upper/lower case conversion no no no yes yes

Transpose characters/words no no no no no

Number of markers 4

Notes:

'separate program included in package

!
in configuration, file

! using scroll hor only

'no justification or line spacing on screen

sonly by cutting and posting from another window

'only some delete functions
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IETTE Overnight, you

1
;

could lei! that desk-

~ come to the ST. Sud-
'

denly it seemed as if

every Atari users group newsletter was

being designed and typeset with Soft-

Logik's Publishing Partner on standard

dot-matrix printers-producing an in-

stantly recognizable blocky-letter look.

But once they had tasted the artistic

euphoria of desktop publishing, the

speed at which these users group pub-

lishers upgraded the look of their news-

letters was truly amazing. Often, within

three or four issues, the newsletters

went from 9-pin to 24-pin dot-matrix

to some sort of laser printer- perhaps

even a laser using the advanced Post-

other computers that run today's state-

of-the-art page design software.

However, a similar catch-up situation

faced IBM users for two years until Ven-

tura Publisher software brought it even

with the Macintosh. So it's safe to say

that the near-future potential of desktop

publishing on the ST couldn't be

brighter.

As we go to press, Publishing Part-

ner C$149.95) is the only desktop pub-

lishing software written for the Atari ST

that works on laser printers. It has a

driver for the top-line Apple LaserWriter

or any other other Postscript-capable

printer It will also run on the popular

Hewlett-Packard Laserjets. As new

drivers are written-for either lasers or

dot-matrix printers-SoftLogik releases

DESKTOP
PUBLISHING By Nat Friedland

Coming on

strong:

The ST as

printingpress

script page description language which

allows extra-large headlines and a huge

variety of typestyle treatments.

It's true that some major pieces are

not yet in place on the chessboard of ST

desktop publishing. The most signi-

ficant example of this is Atari's own

laser printer, coming soon for around

$1,500. The latest word from Atari is

that the interface boxes for these

printers have just entered production.

(The printers themselves are being

provided by an independent Far East

manufacturer)

Currently ST users must resort to

makeshift measures in order to achieve

true state-of-the-art desktop publishing.

Right now the choice is either to use

impressive but not quite fully-polished

programs written for the ST, or apply

the brute power of the ST to emulate

them into public domain and makes

them widely available online. (Reviewed

in START, Summer 1987.)

In general, SoftLogik has proven itself

deeply committed to supporting Pub-

lishing Partner This is an especially

good thing because versions of the soft-

ware released so far are not bug-free. A
warning often heard from users of Pub-

lishing Partner is, "Save your documents

often, so you won't lose much in a pro-

gram crash." The other most

commonly-heard complaint about Part-

ner is its slowness when using the four-

pass printing mode to squeeze maxi-

mum quality out of a standard 9-pin

dot-matrix printer- perhaps as long as

20-30 minutes to print a single page

containing graphics.
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111 DESKTOP PUBLISHING

Still, even the quibblers usually agree

that Publishing Partner is one of the

most impressive programs yet released

for the ST. The GEM-based user inter-

face is comparatively easy, considering

all the features that the program has to

offer You get the full WYSIWYG display

(What You See Is What You Get) that is

an accepted requisite of desktop pub-

lishing software.

Want to place text in a column? Start

a box with the mouse and drag it to the

desired size. Arrange columns and select

"text routing" to make your words flow

automatically from one column to the

next. It's just as easy to import DEGAS

or NEOchrome pictures, place them on

your page in different sizes and flow

your text around them. And you can set

your page size to anything your printer

will support.

Publishing Partner is a real desktop

publishing program, made even more

impressive by the fact that it's the work

of one man, Deron Kazmaier, and is

written entirely in 68000 assembly lan-

guage. Considering the care that has al-

ready been lavished on this software,

future low-cost upgrades of Publishing

Partner can be expected to smooth out

any rough spots remaining from earlier

versions. Minimum requirement: 520ST

with TOS in ROM. Monochrome moni-

tor preferred. SoftLogik Corp., 4129 Old

Baumgartner, St. Louis, MO 63129. (314)

894-8608

CIRCLE 76 ON READER SERVICE CARD

From England's Mirrorsoft comes

Fleet Street Publisher (SI 19), a

polished program with many powerful

features, some of them not available in

other ST software. Distributed in the

US. by Spectrum Holobyte, Fleet Street

is completely GEM-based and elegantly

performs virtually all the operations you

would expect from a desktop publish-

ing program.

26 Buyer's Guide 1987

Like Publishing Partner, Fleet Street

contains a fairly bare-bones word

processor, or lets you import ASCII text

files from more powerful ST word

processors. Both programs allow you to

import and manipulate pictures from

DEGAS or NEOchrome (MirrorSoft's

new Art Director is also compatible

with Fleet Street). You can do a bit of

;
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drawing with Fleet Street, but Publish-

ing Partner gives you a full range of

built-in shapes and fill patterns.

Fleet Street presently has two main

advantages over Publishing Partner. For

one thing, Fleet Street is currently a

more reliable and bug-free program

that's not as prone to crashes as Pub-

lishing Partner

Fleet Street comes with six different

typefaces (which could also be sub-

stituted with other GDOS fonts) while

Publishing Partner is only being

shipped with two typefaces right now.

However, Fleet Street's six typefaces

have fewer type styles than Publishing

Partner-only normal, bold, italic and

underline.

Both programs essentially support

the same type size range -Fleet Street

goes from 4 to 72 points But Fleet

Street offers eight different units of

measurement, while Publishing Partner

only uses points. (A point is a printing

measurement equal to 1/72 of an inch.)

On the other hand, some users may

find that Fleet Street also has several

significant limitations as compared to

Publishing Parmer. Perhaps the biggest

stumbling block is that Fleet Street does

not yet offer any laser printer drivers.

However, Spectrum Holobyte has

promised to create a $50 Postscript

driver and a $30 driver for Atari's still-

unavailable laser printer

Primarily designed for Epson FX-80

compatibles, Fleet Street does allow

limited customizing of dot-matrix com-

mand sequences. It would be best to

phone Spectrum Holobyte if you have

any doubts about compatibility with

your own printer. And our original re-

view in the Fall 1987 START pointed out

that Fleet Street's large-size dot-matrix

type has a noticeably jagged and blocky

appearance.

Fleet Street is heavily copy protected,

unlike Publishing Partner. To run Fleet

Street from your hard disk, you must al-

ways insert your original master disk

into drive A when loading the program.

Also there are no warning prompts to

help prevent you from mistakenly delet-

ing or overwriting hies.

However, Fleet Street boasts fine

documentation with a really excellent

tutorial about creating a newsletter. The

software also lets your documents use

as much memory as your ST has avail-

able. And you can also conveniently

create as many as 20 text or style

macros for assignment to the ST's func-

tion keys.

Fleet Street comes with a whole disk

full of pictures arranged into categories.
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Publishing Partner: The "Show Multiple Pages" option Publishing Partner: "Show Rulers" with "Show Full Width"

It is priced $30 dollars lower than Pub-

lishing Partner (although you will need

to pay extra if you want laser printer

drivers.) Depending on your immediate

and future needs, either Fleet Street or

Publishing Partner could be your best

choice for getting started in desktop

publishing on your ST. Minimum re-

quirement: 520ST with TOS in ROM.

Monochrome monitor preferred. Spec-

trum HoloByte, Inc., 2061 Challenger Drive,

Alameda, CA 94501. (415) 522-3584

CIRCLE 77 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

SOFTWARE,
NON-ATARI PROGRAMS AND
THE ST

Never has an affordable computer like

the Atari ST been powerful enough to

give the user such a range of software

translation choices. Although not all the

STs bridges to the Macintosh and the

IBM PC are fully in place yet, even now

there is no reason why you cannot run

the best desktop publishing programs

of these other computers on your ST.

Among the programs that work suc-

cessfully on the ST with version 4.5 of

the Magic Sac Macintosh emulator car-

tridge are Ready Set Go by Manhattan

Graphics and Pagemaker 2.0 from

Aldus. These two programs have set the

standard for Mac desktop publishing.

An ST conversion of Ready Set Go has

been announced, but there is no firm

release date yet.

At this writing, you still need to

transfer programs into your ST from a

genuine Macintosh and then convert

them to ST disk format. But Magic Sac

inventor David Small says that his cus-

tomized disk drive interface which

translates Macintosh programs directly

to the ST is just about to be shipped.

This means that effectively the Atari ST

will be able to do everything that the

Mac can-but faster, on a bigger screen,

and for just about one-third the list

price of a Macintosh.

As for IBM emulation on the ST,

affordable PC Ditto software seems to

work just fine. START has used it to run

a number of MS-DOS programs includ-

ing Flight Simulator II and Word Perfect

on our STs. The only catch is that PC

Ditto slows down the ST to make it even

more pokey than a standard IBM XT.

However, Ventura Xerox Publisher

has been widely reviewed as the best

IBM desktop publishing software on the

market. Admittedly, START has not yet

tested the 11-disk Ventura package on

our STs because we don't yet have a

direct-connect 5!4 inch ST disk drive.

But since Ventura is not copy-protecred,

there is no reason why it shouldn't run

perfectly well on the ST with PC Ditto.

LASER CHOICES
With its built-in parallel and serial

ports, your ST should be able to run just

about any laser printer on the market

today. Laser printing is one of the

fastest-growing computer peripheral

categories. New models are coming into

the stores all the time and prices are

steadily dropping.

The current resolution standard for

laser printers is 300 dots per inch. Al-

though traditional photo typesetting has

a considerably higher resolution, the

difference between laser and photo type

is almost impossible to see with an un-

trained eye

The main factor you must keep in

mind when choosing a laser printer is

its compatibility with the software you

plan to use-plus of course the ever-

present about how much you are will-

ing to pay.

Your laser choices range all the way

from printers running Postscript to

printers that emulate popular standard

formats-daisywheel letter-quality such

as Diablo or Qume, or even Epson dot-

matrix. If you do not need graphics

capability, the letter-quality emulation

continued on page 62
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The name Atari has

always been syn-

onymous with

video games. But

video games are the

result of another notable Atari

synonym -graphics.

Graphics have always been Atari's

strong suit. Since video games depend

on sparkling explosions, pulsing laser

bolts and zooming spaceships, they've

served as strong examples for showcas-

ing flashy computer graphics, and the

ST continues that tradition.

With three different graphics resolu-

tions (two color, one black and white)

and a Motorola 68000 CPU sitting

under the hood, the ST is an inexpen-

sive but very powerful computer

DRAWING/PAINTING
PROGRAMS
DEGAS Elite ($59.95) is an en-

hanced version of the original DEGAS

(the first full-featured drawing program

available for the ST) and consequently,

the ST paint program standard. DEGAS

supports all three ST graphics modes

and includes features such as zoom, air-

brush, stipple, miiTor, block move and

copy, user-definable fills and brushes,

and color-cycling animation. It includes

printer drivers and a custom font editor,

and works in all resolutions. Batteries In-

cluded, distributed by Electronic Aits, 1820

Gateway Drive, San Mateo, CA 94404.

(415)571-7171

CIRCLE 216 ON READER SERVICE CARD

GRAPHIC ARTS

I

Drawing

animation and

computer-aided

design software

f
m?

graphics machine. Today, STs are used

for everything from business graphics

slides to video titling, cartoon-type ani-

mation to stereoscopic spectaculars.

The list of ST software for these ap-

plications is growing daily, but it all falls

into three main categories; paint, com-

puter-aided design (CAD) and anima-

tion programs. There's some overlap be-

tween categories-a drawing or painting

program might have some animation

capability, for example. But the most

important similarity between these pro-

grams is their usefulness to the

graphics-hungry 5T owner Whether

you're interested in painting a colorful

pastoral scene, drawing a black and

white graphic for a newsletter or

animating your own pixelized space

epic, you'll find an ST program that

helps you realize your computerized

visions.

By Jon A. Bell

Easy-Draw 2.0 ($99.95) is an object-

oriented drawing program with stan-

dard drawing features: lines, boxes, cir-

cles, polygons. You can also select parts

of a drawing and draw with them as

jects. Its main strength lies in creatii

technical images such as machinery

cutaways, and architectural floor plans

and newsletter illustrations (you can

mix text and graphics). Although Easy-

Draw is not designed as a desktop pub-

lishing system, many owners have been

using this program to do page layouts.

Works in medium and high res. Migmph

Cyber Paint
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Inc., 333rd Street, Suite 201, Federal Way,

WA 98003. (206) 838-4677

CIRCLE 217 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Font Pack #1 ($39.95) is a package

of two different font styles to use with

Easy-Draw: Rocky (a serif, Roman-style

face) and Hi-Tech (a futuristic sans serif

face). For use with Easy-Draw versions

2.0 and higher. Migraph Inc., 333rd

Street, Suite 201, Federal Way, WA 98003.

(206)838-4677

CIRCLE 21S ON READER SERVICE CARD

Personal Draw Art #1 C$29.95) is a

clip-art disk containing over 150 pieces

of artwork-everything from decorative

borders and symbols to vehicles, such

as airplanes and trucks. For use with

Easy-Draw versions 2,0 and higher. Mi-

graph Inc., 333rd Street, Suite 201, Federal

Way, WA 98003. (206) 838-4677

CIRCLE 219 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Technical Draw Art #1 ($29.95) is

a library of technical symbols for both

electronics and mechanical use. It fea-

tures symbols for electrical circuitry and

wiring schematics, piping, flow charts,

architectural floor plans and more. For

use with Easy-Draw versions 2.0 and

higher. Migraph Inc., 333rd Street, Suite

201, Federal Way, WA 98003. (206)

838-4677

CIRCLE 220 ON READER SERVICE CARD

NEOchrome 1.0 ($39.95) is the

commercial version of Atari's ST paint

program. (A stripped-down version was

included with all STs sold until late

1986.) NEOchrome includes many

drawing features, including multiple

brushes, color cycling animation and

block moves. You can also cut out a

piece of your screen picture and place it

behind another piece by using the Jack-

knife function. Low resolution only.

Atari Corp., 1196 Borregas Avenue, P.O. Box

3427, Sunnyvale, CA 94088. (408)

745-2367

CIRCLE 221 ON READER SERVICE CARD

New Technology Coloring Book

($19.95) is an educational paint-by-

numbers graphics program that teaches

ST users about modem technology. The

disk contains outlined images of the hu

man body, computers, lasers, genetics,

outer space and more. Pick out your

own colors for the images or follow the

program's guidelines in this unusual

electronic coloring book. Low resolu

tion only. Software Toolworks, dis

tributed by Electronic Arts, 1820

Gateway Drive, San Mateo, CA

94404. (415)571-7171

CIRCLE 222 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Paint Pro ($49.95)

is an icon-based paint

program with many of

the same features as

DEGAS Elite and NEO-

chrome. It includes

zoom, mirror, spray, vary-

ing lines and hll patterns,

and user-definable workscreen

areas. You can also rotate picture ele-

ments and invert colors. Disk includes

printer drivers. Works in all resolutions.

Abacus Software, P.O. Box 7219, Grand

Rapids, MI 49510. (616) 241-5510
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Paint Pro Library (S29.95) is a col-

lection of clip art and fonts to be used

with Paint Pro. Includes decorative

borders, electronic and drafting symbols

Spectrum
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and over 100 clip arc pieces. DEGAS-

compatible. Abacus Software, P.O. Box

7219, Grand Rapids, Ml 49510. (616)

241-5510
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Paintworks ($39.95) is an icon-

based paint program with many fea-

tures: lines, controlled fills, text, boxes,

circles and zoom. You can alter your

color palette, reverse, invert and cycle

colors, and create your own fill patterns.

Includes a slideshow program on disk

that's compatible with Audio Light's

Music Studio. Works in all resolutions.

Audio Light, distributed by Activision, P.O.

Box 7287, Mountain View, CA 94039.

(415) 940-6044
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Spectrum 512 ($69.95) is unlike

any other paint program for the Atari

ST: It allows you to draw, in low resolu-

tion, with the entire 512-color ST pal-

ette. It features block move and copy

scaling, zoom, circle, box and fill, and a

multiple-screen buffer. It has anti-

aliasing that works on drawing func-

tions, user-defined screen areas or even

the entire screen. It can load picture

files from DEGAS and NEOchrome, and

can even load 4,096-color "hold and

modify" pictures from the Commodore

Amiga. Note: Spectrum will not work in

most STs manufactured before Decem-

ber 1986, due to their older MMU chips.

The Catalog, Antic Software, 544 Second

Street, San Francisco, CA 94107. (800)

234-7001

Prinrmaster Plus ($39.95) is a

graphic design package that allows you

to produce printed borders, icons, de-

signs for t-shirt decals, bulletins, hand-

bills, calendars and more. Mix type

fonts and styles. Comes with over 100

pieces of original artwork. Unison World,

2150 Shattuck Ave., Suite 902, Berkeley, CA

94704. (415)848-6670
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Fonts (Six disks, $29.95 per disk)

Each disk contains printer and screen

fonts for medium & high resolution.

Disk #6 even has a complete set of 11

Laser Writer fonts.

Clip Art (Five disks, $19.95 per

disk) Each Clip Art disk has different

graphic designs for different needs and

cover a wide variety of topics. The Font

Factory, RQ Box 17422, Phoenix, AZ

85011. (602)265-7849
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Video Title Shop ($29.95) Allows

you to combine a computer and a VCR

M8TE meTOiY
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ATTENTION
PROGRAMMERS!

Announcing the arrival at a new programming package. . .the ST SPRITE FACTORY from

FUTURE SOFTWARE SYSTEMS. The ST SPRITE FACTORY is the first full featured profes-

sional sprite editing syj'c'.n :>! s kind. I! maudci or- on board animation routine, with

joystick simulator. The ST SPRITE FACTORY helps you to create your own arcade-style

games quickly & easily. The package allows you to:

• Use standard "DECAS" * file format to save up to 60 sprites per file.

• Use simple mouse/menu driven commands to create sprites with advanced
graphics features like: mirror, shrink, rotate, cut, paste, copy, insert, flip, fill.

• Use animation program to sy-k iv.';;ir your sprites mil look like animated and mov-

ing in any direction (User defined at the click of a mouse button-up to I0OO
frames!)

• Use the "mapmoker" to create a scrolling play field or maze for your sprites to

• Choose any of 80 masking options to pass sprites in front of. behind, or through

other objects.

• Includes source code and tutorials on how to move sprites, detect collisions, set

object priorities, and more!

The ST SPRITE FACTORY from FUTURE SOFTWARE SYSTEMS is also compatible with

the ANIMATOR from MICHTRON. Suggested Retail Price $39.95

Stopd J ifcvf p.'-juivnii'Miri i; e gome of your o

Also Available.

THE CHAMELEON - a utility that

Basic) from Neochrome, I

puree code (Assembly "C,"

gas, and IFF Block File format. Allows you to

any part of a picture (including irregular

shapes). Also allows you to convert files between Degas, Neochrome,

IFF, and Sprite Factory file formats.

Suggested Retail Price $23.95

/are Systems is always looking for good products.

a program you would like to submit please call

(BIB) 341-8681

* Degas is a produc
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Navarone Introduces the

for Your ATARI ST System!

The flexibility

to introduce

art into

desktop
publishing.

With the ST SCAN Image
Scanneryou can transfer your line

art, photographs, logos, diagrams,

text, and other graphics into your

computer.

Capture your image sharp and

clear with resolutions up to 300

dots per inch and with 32 shades

of grey.

Navarone's high speed
interface.

Navarone combines the Canon
IX- 12 Image Scanner with it's

own High Speed Interface that

plugs into the cartridge port of

the Atari ST.

Sophisticated software is

provided to allow scanning in

both line art mode and halftone

mode. The ST SCAN Image
Scanner program is very easy to

use and operates under GEM with

simple click-on menu selections.

It takes

less

than 15

seconds

to scan in

your image.

Once digitized,

you can use graphic

programs like the

DEGAS™ to edit, crop,

size, or shape your image

You can put your image into final

documents with Publishing

Partner™ or save in

PostScript
11

' to allow direct

printing on postscript

devices, such as, the Apple
LaserWriter™ or QMS PS

Compatibility with

graphic programs:

Fleet Street Publisher""

by Mirror Soft,

Publishing Partner™

by Softiogik,

Easy Draw™
by MiGraph,
or DEGAS™
by Batteries Included.

The ST SCAN
Image Scanner
Services are now
available at your
local Atari Dealer.

Some Atari Dealers now offer

Image Scanning Services. Contact

the dealer nearest you for details

about this Service.

ST SCAN Image Scanner
is the most powerful and
versatile, high resolution

scanner available for

the Atari ST
Computer!

The ST SCAN Image
Scanner comes com-
plete with scanner,

interface, cable, and

software for only:

$im a

IX- 12 Specifications

Readable Image Area
8 J/4" X 16 1/2"

Image Resolution

300, 200, 150, or 75 dpi

Scanning Speed
12 sec./page(when 300 dpi density)

6 sec./page(when 150 dpi density)

Gray Scale
32 gray shades/ 2 shades

Interface

Cartridge Port

4 foot Cable

347mm(W) X 295mm(D) X 89mm! 1 1 :

(13 5/8" X 11 5/8" X 3 1/2")

Weight
7kg (15.4 lbs.)

Power Source
120VAC60Hz0.7A
230VAC50Hz70W
240V AC 50Hz 70W
System Requirements (minium)
Atari 520 ST, mono or color monitor,

disk drive

Output File Format
DEGAS, PostScript, .IMG(standard

GEM)

For more information please

call:

1-800-654-2821 (in California]

1-800-624-6545 (nationwide).

NflftRQNE

He-red trademark of Quality Micro Systems.

Navarone Industries, Inc. • 1043 Stierlin Rd. • Suite 201 • Mountain View, CA 94040

if Apple Computer; QMS Pi
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to create title animations and graphics

effects for any video recording. Video

Title Shop has design and editing op-

tions and facilities to import graphics.

Datasoft, 19808 Nordhoff Place, Chats-

worth, CA 91311. (818) 886-5922
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ANIMATION PROGRAMS
Aegis Animator ST ($79.95) is an

object-oriented animation program.

Create a key (beginning) frame, move an

object several times, then drag it to its

final position. Animator ST will interpo-

late every movement on whatever range

of frames you've picked (a process

called tweening). It can also cut and

paste between animations, cycle colors

and save individual frames as eels. In-

cludes an animation player program.

Low resolution only. Aegis Development,

2115 Pico Boulevard, Santa Monica, CA

90405. (213) 392-9972
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Art Pak ST (S29.95) is a collection

of predrawn eels, backdrops and NFO-

chrome screens for use with Animator

ST. It contains a variety of images, such

as animals (cheetahs, elephants), build-

ings (houses, office buildings) and vehi-

cles (ships, planes, cars). Aegis Dewlop-

ment, 2115 Pico Boulevard, Santa Monica,

CA 90405. (213) 392-9972
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Cyber Paint ($69.95) is a combina-

tion paint/animation program that's

compatible with the Cyber Studio. Cre-

ate your own 2-D animation sequences,

rotate, tween, shrink and expand ob-

jects, copy to individual frames or to an

entire sequence. Cyber Paint includes

Cyber Studio

multiple brushes, airbrush, stipple, cir-

cle, box and zoom. It allows you to load

CAD-3D 2.0 animations, make precise

changes on every frame, then save the

hies back out to disk. You can also load

in multiple layers of animation and still

images on top of or behind one another.

Low resolution only. The Catalog, Antic

Software, 544 Second Street, San Francisco,

CA 94107. (800) 234-7001

Make it Move 2.0 ($69.95) is a sim-

ple graphics presentation and anima-

tion program. Create your own graphics

scripts, and define objects to move, ei-

ther in front of or behind existing ob-

jects. Includes zoom, scan (fast play),

wipes and fades. Low resolution only.

MichTron, 576 S. Telegraph, Pontine, Ml

48053. (313) 334-5700
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The ST Director ($79.95) consists

of two programs: Art Director and Film

Director Art Director is a full-featured

paint program that includes zoom, mul-

tiple brushes (16 different calligraphy

pens), and the ability to bend, stretch

and compress objects on your screen.

Film Director is an icon-based eel ani-

mation program that allows you to copy

multiple frames of artwork, or pieces of

frames, as a strip of animation. You can

define different parts of a figure (a car-

toon character, for example) and make

them move independently of the main

body. There's even a library of music

and sound effects for you to add to your

animations. You can use either An

Director and Film Director separately,

although they are designed to work as

an integrated package. Broderbund, 17

Paul Drive, San Rafael, CA 94903. (415)

492-3200
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CAD PROGRAMS
The Cyber Studio ($89.95) is actu-

ally two programs in one-Tom Hud-

son's CAD-3D 2.0 and Mark Kimball's

CyberMate, CAD-3D 2.0 is a full-

featured computer-aided design system

for creating 3-D pictures. You can spin

an object, extrude it, use custom color

palettes and multiple camera views. Ob-

jects may be wireframe (hidden lines

showing or removed) or solid (with or

without outlines) and may be saved to

disk as CAD-3D files or as DEGAS or

NEOchrome pictures. Includes a 3-D

animation program allowing you to cre-

ate computer animation with CAD-3D

objects. CyberMate is an animation

editing language that allows you to edit

your animation sequences and add dis-

solves, wipes, titles and sound effects.

Works in low-res and monochrome. The

Catalog, Antic Software, 544 Second St.,

San Francisco, CA 94107. (800) 234-7001

Cyber Control ($59.95) is an ani-

mation control language developed by

Tom Hudson. With it, you can write

your own CAD-3D animation scripts

using simple programming commands.

Envision elaborate CAD-3D movies,

write the code to handle all object

movements, then walk away and let

your ST record the frames. Cyber Con-

trol also allows you to create extremely

complicated CAD objects, with com-

pound curves and multiple facets. For

use with the Cyber Studio. The Catalog,

Antic Software, 544 Second St., San Fran-

cisco, CA 94107. (800) 234-7001

Architectural Design Disk and Hu-

man Design Disk ($29.95 each) are

collections of CAD-3D objects. The Ar-

chitectural Design disk contains objects

such as doors, windows, arches, walls

and stairways. Both packages contain

blueprints and completed models on

disk. The Human Design disk contains

male and female skeletal forms and

finely-detailed body parts, such as

heads and hands. For use with the

Cyber Studio. The Catalog, Antic Software,

544 Second St., San Francisco, CA 94107.

(800) 234-7001

Future Design Disk ($2995) is a

collection of sleek modular shapes, al-

lowing you to create futuristic hardware,

such as spaceships, space stations,

robots and 21st-century tanks. The

package contains blueprints and com-

pleted models on disk. For use with the

Cyber Studio. The Catalog, Antic Software,

544 Second St., San Francisco, CA 94107.

(800) 234-7001

N-Vision

3D-Font Package ($24.95) is a

combination font editor/super extruder

tool for CAD-3D, Create multicolored

CAD objects with the extruder, and cre-

ate your own CAD-3D Fonts. Includes

two fonts -serif and sans serif, both up-

per and lower case. For use with the

Cyber Studio. The Catalog, Antic Software,

544 Second St, San Francisco, CA 94107.

(800) 234-7001

GFA Vector ($49.95) is a CAD
graphics program that lets you create 3-

D wire-frame graphics through pro-

gramming commands, defining points

and lines by entering their coordinates

into your keyboard. The program cre-

ates picture files written in machine

language, allowing for fast generation

and real-time animation. You can also

Future Design Disk
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import the pictures into your own GFA

BASIC programs. Michlron, 576 S. Tele-

graph, Pontiac, Ml 48053. (313) 334-5700
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Graphic Artist 1.51 ($199.95) is a

business-oriented CAD package. It in-

cludes standard line drawing features,

curves, angles and symbols, and lets

you store and recall portions of a draw-

ing from a spreadsheet-style interface.

You can edit your designs from the

spreadsheet, mathematically editing the

coordinate points of a design. You can

also put text into your graphics. Progres-

sive Computer Applications, Inc., 2002

McAuliffe Drive, Rockville, MD 20851.

(301) 340-8398
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Graphics Hardware and Services

AKTablets (6x9 inches, $395;

12x12 inches, $539; 12x18, $877).

EI/O's new graphics tablets are actu-

ally electronic drawing boards used

with an electronic stylus-so you can

draw in the normal manner instead

of trying to etch fine images with

your mouse. However, you can still

use the mouse and keyboard. The

two larger tablets come with a four-

button "puck" for precision tracing

and drafting. ARTablets are compati-

ble with NEOchrome, the DEGAS

programs, Publishing Partner, CAD-

3D, First CADD, Aegis Animator and

others. El/O Products, 1559 Rockville

Pike, Rockville, MD 20852. (301)

869-5984
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Computereyes Video Digitizer

($249.95). One of the highest-rated

video digitizers available for the Atari

ST. Accepts color or B&W video in-

put. Digitizes pictures in all three ST

resolutions, and saves them in either

NEO- or DEGAS-compatible formats.

(Antic review 3/87) Digital Vision. 66

Eastern Avenue, Dedham, MA 02026.

(617)329-5400
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Navarone Video Digitizer

($139.95). The original ST video

digitizer Works in all three resolu-

tions, and can capture and display

images at up to five frames per sec-

ond. (Antic review 3/87) 'Navarone

Industries. 1043 Sterling Rd., #201,

Mountain View, CA 94040. (415)

964-2660
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Print Technik Video Digitizer

($199.95). Capture stunning color

pictures with your Atari ST using a

black and white video camera? It's

easy with the P-T Video Digitizer,

from Print-Technik. Allows the cap-

ture of images in all three ST video

resolutions. (Antic review 3/87).

MicliTrori Software. 576 South Tele-

graph, Pontiac, Ml 48053. (313)

334-5700
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Navarone Audio Digitizer

($139.95). A good 8-bit audio digi-

tizer for those of you who want to

make your own M-M-Max Headroom

tapes. Originally known as the

Hippo Audio Digitizer (Antic review

3/87). Navarone Industries. 1043 Ster-

ling Rd., #201, Mountain View, CA

94040 (415) 964-2660
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Navarone ST Scan ($1239.95). In

addition to using a video digitizer,

this may be the best way to import

pictures and graphics into your ap-

plication. This document scanner is

based on the Canon IX-12, and will

digitize documents at 75, 150, 200,

and 300 dots per inch, Navarone In-

dustries. 1043 Sterling Rd., #201, Moun-

tain View, CA 94040. (415) 964-2660
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ST PictaScan ($149.95). Picta-

Scan is a Thunderscan-type device

which attaches to your printer and

allows you to digitize photographs at

up to 400+ dots per inch. It's not

that fast, but the price is right. E. Ar-

thur Brown Company. 3404 Pawnee

Drive, Alexandria, MN 56308. (612)

762-8847
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IMG SCAN ($59.95). IMG SCAN
turns your ST and any graphics-

capable printer into a high-resolution

image scanner. A small light pipe at-

tached to the print head captures

256 gray levels, works in all screen

resolutions and allows nine levels of

magnification or reduction. Scan any

pa£e, photo, copy, etc. that will fit

into your printer. Seymor-Radix, P.O.

Box 166055, Irving TX 75016.
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GRAPHICS SERVICES

Image Set (Price varies) Image Set

Corporation will take any computer

image on disk and convert it into a

35mm slide They also do digital

color separations, which you can see

on the cover of the Fall 1987 START,

The ST Quarterly. Image Set Corp.,

555 19th St., San Francisco, CA 94107.

(415) 626-8366

CIRCLE 130 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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In the first two years

of the Atari ST's life,

an impressive num-

ber of programming

languages have been

released. In fact, there were more lan-

guages available for the ST alter eight

months than there were for the 8-bit

Ataris after eight years!

There are basically four categories of

languages for the ST First are the

BASICs, mostly interpreted but with

some compiled versions available. This

group has two standouts -GFA, which

has a compiler available and makes

GEM access fairly easy, and a relatively

new entry, True BASIC, which is one of

the most powerful and extensible lan-

guages I have ever seen. It has the ability

Fortran. These languages are more

difficult to use and learn than BASIC,

but easier (and slower) than C.

BASIC

Fast ST BASIC ($139.95) is the only

cartridge-based BASIC. It includes more

commands than any other BASIC. Vir-

tually all of GEM and DOS is supported

through keywords, and you have access

to many advanced commands. The

built-in editor allows for cut and paste

from a clipboard and multiple programs

in memory at the same time. Also in-

cluded is an in-line assembler Double

precision arithmetic is supported. Some

bugs have been cleaned up in the cur-

rent version, but it still crashes fre-

quently and there is nowhere to turn for

PROGRAMMING
TOOLS By David Platkin

A programmer's

guide to

languages

and utilities

to add many external modules, so that if

you have lots of memory, you can per-

form many tasks heretofore impossible

with the BASIC language

The second category consists of C

compilers. C is a "medium level" lan-

guage; the programmer has far more

work to do than with BASIC, but far less

than with an assembler.

The third category are the assem-

blers. Due both to the power of the

68000 microprocessor and the large

amount of memory available in the ST,

most ST assemblers for 68000 code are

powerful packages with extensive

libraries of macros, which ease a pro-

grammer's job.

Finally, there is a host of high-level

; such as Pascal, Modula-2 and

support. Computer Concepts, Gaddesden

Place, Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire

HP2 6EX England. 0442 63937
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GFA BASIC ($79.95), a German im-

port supported by MichTron, has taken

the ST world by storm. It supports

many GEM functions by keyword, and

support products have been arriving in

a steady stream. This is a structured

programming language, supporting

procedures (including variable passing)

and user-defined functions. Line num-

bers are not used, and a good editor

makes it easy to compose programs. It

supports all standard features of BASIC

and some advanced loop commands.

The new manual is much better and

more usable than the original. This BA-

SIC is very fast and small, and a com-

piler for stand-alone code is available.
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MichTron, 576 S. Telegraph, Pontiac, Ml

48053. (313) 334-5700
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LDW BASIC Compiler ($6995)

compiles ST BASIC programs into ma-

chine code, enabling stand-alone .PRG

files. Compiling takes a while, but the

to P-Code, it must have the runtime

package on the disk to run without the

BASIC package itself. Some advanced

loop commands are not supported. Soft-

works Limited, 607 W. Wellington, Chicago,

IL 60657 (312) 975-4030
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Fast ST

new version can do the job without

disk swapping on a two-disk system

and is not copy protected, so you can

install it on a hard drive Extensions to

ST BASIC include optional line num-

bers, better accuracy and extensive BA-

SIC subroutines (which can also be

used in ST BASIC) to support GEM
functions. This BASIC also includes

some extended commands not found in

ST BASIC. Logical Design Works, 780

Montague Expressway #205, San ]ose, CA

95131. (408) 435-1445
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Softworks BASIC ($79.95). Ad-

vanced data structures and superior

string manipulation are trademarks of

this language. Compatible with pro-

grams written in this language on other

computers. Extensive GEM and DOS
support through the TOOLBOX com-

mand, but you must be quite familiar

with GEM in order to use it. Compiled
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ST BASIC (free) is the BASIC in-

cluded with the ST. It's slow and clumsy,

but it is free Line numbers are required

and numeric accuracy is limited. All

GEM support is via generic calls to the

operating system. It does support labels,

but cannot use any tools of structured

programming. Atari Corporation, 1196

Bonegas Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. (408)

745-2000
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True BASIC ($99.95) is a very large

language produced by the inventors of

BASIC. It allows for just about every

command imaginable, although some of

the commands have strange names. The

ST version is compatible with versions

of True BASIC running on other com-

puters. The language is highly struc-

tured; it can use line numbers if you de-

sire, although they are not necessary.

Procedures, functions, external libraries,

a GEM toolkit and a runtime package

are all available. The advanced math,

sorting/searching, and string libraries

make this a very powerful technical lan-

guage. True BASIC is compiled, and

modular compilation is supported. True

BASIC, Inc., 39 South Main St, Hanover,

NH 03755. (603) 643-3882
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Alcyon C ($300) is the C that is

bundled with the Atari developers kit.

Included are a compiler and assembler

from Alcyon, linker, debugger and vari-

ous utilities from DR1, an editor

(EMACS) and telecommunications

package (KERMIT) and various utilities

from Atari. The documentation is 2000

photocopied pages, many of which have

nothing to do with the ST. Several

"skeleton" programs are also included to

show how desk accessories must be set

up. Batch files are a must to drive the

many pieces of this package. The im-

mense size and large amounts of irrele-

vant material make this a difficult pack-

age to use All GEM and DOS functions

are supported. Atari Corp., 1196 Bonegas

Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. (408)

745-2000
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GST C ($79.95) has a smooth inter-

face that's a pleasure to work with, but

there are restrictions that make program

development difficult. Certain fun-

damental constructions are not sup-

ported, there is no floating point pack-

age, and GEM documentation is very

limited. The package includes a shell,

an excellent editor, one-pass compiler,

assembler and linker Standard C
libraries are supplied. Relocatable code

can be generated. The size of intermedi-

ate code is a problem; you will have

problems compiling even moderate

sized programs on double-sided 2

floppy systems unless you delete some



of these files. The Catalog, Antic Software,

544 Second St., San Francisco, CA 94107.

(800) 234-7001

Lattice C ($149.95) includes ANSI

extensions which help reduce compiler

errors. The documentation is good, al-

though the section on GEM and DOS is

very weak. It includes the compiler,

linker, and a non-mouse driven editor

Lattice C does not come with an assem-

bler or disassembler, so you cannot in-

spect code generated by the compiler,

nor can you optimize code by hand. In-

tegers are 32 bits, so code generated is

larger and slower Metacomco, distributed

by The Catalog, 544 Second St., San Fran-

cisco, CA 94107 (800) 234-7001

Mark Williams C ($179.95) is a

large, complex version of C that runs in

a Unix-like environment. It includes a

compiler, linker, debugger, the Micro-

EMACS editor and shell. Batch files can

be used to implement the conversion

from C source code to machine code

and there are numerous options avail-

able to customize the results. ANSI ex-

tensions are supported. Mark Williams

Company, 1430 W. Wrightwood, Chicago,

1160614.(312)472-6659
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Megamax C ($199.95) is the lan-

guage many commercial developers

have turned to. It is very fast, uses a

one-pass compiler, and includes an edi-

tor, linker, code optimizer, disassember

and a shell to perform all of Megamax's

functions easily. Batch files are not

needed due to the straight-foward na-

ture of the language. No assembler is in-

cluded, so you cannot hand-optimize

the assembler source code. Program seg-

ments are limited to 32K in size, so

compiler directives are required to

break up the code. The documentation

is very thorough, and every imaginable

DOS and GEM function is supported

and documented. The package also in-

cludes a complete Resource Construc-

tion Set, and supports dialog box op-

tions not available in standard GEM
dialog boxes. Megamax C can also han-

dle program files which are in a differ-

ent drive than the linker, etc. Megamax,

Box 851521, Richardson, TX 75085. (214)

987-4931
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ASSEMBLERS
GST-ASM ($59.95) is a self-

contained development system for the

ST It includes an excellent GEM-based

editor, similar to the 1st Word word

processor, which allows for up to four

simultaneous hies open in windows,

and supports cut-and-paste. Also in-

cluded is the assembler and linker.

Batch hies can be used to automate the

process of producing a file. A shell pro-

gram ties the whole thing together The

assembler has many powerful options,

including macros, include hies, support

for high-level languages, and conditional

assembly The package does not include

a debugger or any documentation on

the GEM calls. The Catalog Antic Soft-

ware, 544 Second St., San Francisco, CA

94107. (800) 234-7001

Metacomco Macroassembler

($79.95) provides a TOS full-screen edi-

tor similar to EMACS, an assembler and

linker The macro facility is not as

powerful as others available and no li-

brary of macros is provided. The

documentation is for the LINK68 linker,

which is not provided, although GST-

LINK and its manual is part of the pack-

age. The assembler includes macros, lo-

cal labels, conditional assembly, include

files and high level language support.

The Catalog Antic Software, 544 Second

St., San Francisco, CA 94107. (800)

234-7001

PASCAL
Alice-The Personal Pascal

($79.95) is an interpreted Pascal; you

can debug programs written in this lan-

guage much more easily than in a com-

piled language. You can even single-step

through a program. The editor lays out

templates for you to fill in, making syn-

tax mistakes much less common. Some

GEM support is built-in, and a variety

of included libraries make access to

GEM not too difficult, although there is

not as much built-in support as with

some other languages. GEM support for

windowing and redrawing is excellent

because ALICE takes care of the gritty

details for you. It also includes five

different graphics systems, some of

which are consistent with Borland's

Turbo Pascal. There is currently no

compiler to produce stand-alone pro-

grams. Looking Glass Software, 124 King

Street, N. Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2f

2X8 (519) 884-7473
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Mark Williams C

Personal Pascal ($74.95) is a struc-

tured, compiled language. It supports

functions and procedures with full

parameter passing The package in-

cludes a non-GEM editor, compiler,

linker and extensive libraries that not

only provide access to most GEM func-

tions, but document that access well

enough to use the libraries. A shell pro-

gram makes it possible to effortlessly
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switch from one option to another, and

you can save, compile and link with the

press of one key. Optimized Systems Soft-

ware, 1221 B Kentwood Ave., San Jose, CA

95129. (408) 446-3451
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UCSD PASCAL C$99.95) This is an

implementation of the famous UCSD

PASCAL compiler Contains a complete

library of programming tools. Uses p-

system files, and features extensions for

the GEM interface. Runs in mono-

chrome or color. Pecan Software Systems,

Inc. 1410 39th Street, Brooklyn, NY 11218.

(718) 851-3100
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MODULA-2
Modula-2 ($149.95) is a block-

structured, compiled programming lan-

guage. Similar to Pascal, programs are

arranged to modules to make them eas-

ier to program and understand. All stan-

dard Modula-2 calls are supported, in-

cluding IMPORT and EXPORT, along

with messages between modules. The

package includes a GEM based program

editor, fast compiler and linker. The edi-

tor does not support many "standard"

GEM conventions, making it somewhat

cumbersome to use Extensive libraries

provide access to GEM and DOS func-

tions, but the documentation is inade-

quate to use them. The developer's ver-

sion of this language includes toolkit

disk, symbolic debugger, and a Resource

Construction Set. TDI Software, 10410

Markison Road, Dallas, TX 75238. (214)

340-4942
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FORTH
Multi-Forth ($149) comes with the

EMACS editor, which doesn't support

the mouse or GEM, and an assembler
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that has such niceties as loop structures

and Reverse Polish Notation. GEM and

DOS support for the language seems to

be thorough but is hard to use because

a complete listing of all supported

words is not provided. A large number

of demonstration programs are pro-

vided on the disk. Creative Solutions Inc.,

4701 Randolph Road, Rockville, MD 20852.

(301) 984-0262
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APL
APL.68000 ($275.00) is full-featured

and very fast, with extremely high

numerical accuracy. The editor uses

GEM to make entering and editing pro-

grams easier. It includes an Auxiliary

Processor for those who wish to extend

the language. It does not allow for direct

memory access, so the GEM features

that are not directly supported are very

hard to access. Most GEM functions (in-

cluding the mouse, menus and dialog

boxes) are supported. Spencer Organiza-

tion, P.O. Box 248, Westwood, NJ 07675

(201) 666-6011
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LISP

Cambridge LISP ($199.95). The first

of the Ai (artificial intelligence) lan-

guages for the ST. This comprehensive

package includes an interpreter and

compiler, editor and a shell program

with extensive manual (but no tutorial

section). It has an excellent math pack-

age, macros, debugging tools, and a large

library of GEM interface functions.

However, BIOS, XBIOS and GEMDOS
are only available by their function

number. Metacomco, 26 Portland Square,

Bristol BS2 8RZ England
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FORTRAN
Pro Fortran-77 ($149) is a full im-

plementation of the ANSI standard For-

tran and includes a two-pass compiler

and linker, but lacks an editor There is

full GEM and DOS support (using C

names), and all types and sizes of vari-

able are available. The package does not

produce a stand-alone application; a

memory-resident portion of code must

be present before an application will

run. Prospero Software, 190 Castlenau,

London, England SW13 9DU. 01 741 8531
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AC/FORTRAN ($195.00) Here is a

full-featured ANSI 77 professional FOR-

TRAN, which accepts source code writ-

ten by any large main-frame FORTRAN

compiler. Fully compatible with the

GEM desktop, this package includes

many extensions for GEM access. Uses

IEEE math. Completely compatible with

MicroSoft FORTRAN. Runs in mono-

chrome or color Absofi Corporation,

4268 N. Woodward Avenue, Royal Oak, Ml

48072.(313)549-7111
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THE 0S-9 OPERATING SYSTEM
Personal OS-9/ST ($150.00) Here's

a true, full featured multi-tasking operat-

ing system for your ST. Comes complete

with a structured BASIC, full documen-

tation, and a UNIX-style environment.

Comes with a free copy of The OS-9

Software Sourcebook. Runs in mono-

chrome or color Microware Systems Corp.

1900 NW 114th Street, Des Moines, Iowa,

50322. (515) 224-1929
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SERIOUS SOFTWARE
FOR THE

THINKING MUSICIAN

Dr.TV MUSIC

SOFTWARE

220 Boylston Street, Suite 306 • Chestnut Hill, MA 02167 • (617) 244-6954
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MIDI RECORDING STUDIO V 1.1

"...the most musically powerful sequencer currently available

for the home/hobbyist ST MIDI market. Not only that, but it is

also the least expensive ... I strongly recommend MRS as the
best Atari ST sequencer for home or hobbyist use. It is easier

to use and offers more features than other programs costing

three or four times as much."
Jim Pierson-Perry

Antic Sept '87

8 Tracks

Punch IN/OUT
(record with CUE)

Access to internal ST voices

FULL Hi-Lite event editing

Compatible with KCS and Copyist

Call or write for free brochure.
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DESPERATE BATTLE
FOR EARTH

STRATEGY
ACTION
SPACE
BATTLES
FIRST
PERSON

ANIMATED GRAPHICS

PROGRAM PARAMETERS
LANGUAGE MACHINE
NUViBlH Oi FLA'-'LHS 1

AVLRAGL C.C-AP-. L--HTJ 90MIN.
a::;: GROUP 10 TO ADULT
CLASS STRATEGY ACTION
SOUND VES
A 'J MAT LO UHAPHCS YES
FQJPViFNT JOYSTICK

Join the Allied Rebel Fleet.

Fight the dreaded Aliant army,

the force that holds the Earth

in chains. Their power crystals

are on the way. Once they ar-

rive, Humanity is doomed.
Top-notch bulllet pilots are
needed to stop them. Lead
the mission to free the Earth.

Only the bravest need apply.

DO YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES?
EXCLUSIVELY DISTRIBUTED BY

TDC DISTRIBUTORS INC. ORDER NOW
3331 BARTLETT BOULEVARD ^-'-'^-'v^w*
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32811 305-423-1987

STARSOFT DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
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METACOMCO's

LATTICE
—"TheMetacomco-

Lattice C compiler is

-excellent" ST User—

'

-VERSION-

3.04

MACROASSEMBLER = $ 79.95 MENU +

DETRCOnCO
t dealer/distributor or pi^

I SO., BRISTOL BS2 SRZ. UK ^—
TELEX: 444B74 FAX: 44-272 428 E1

8

rSP
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Stone Knives

& Bearskins

By Patrick Bass

START Technical Editor

What's the world's oldest profession?

No, it's toolmaking. And ever since

the dawn of humanity, we've been look-

ing for ways to make the jobs we do go

faster and be more pleasant.

Working with computers is no

different. People create and use software

tools for exactly the same purpose.

However, instead of chipping stone or

scraping bearskins, we type in a collec-

tion of letters and spaces which, we

hope, makes sense to our personal com-

puter and will use our instructions to

perform a useful task.

How are tools and utilities different

from actual application programs, like

word processors or painting programs?

Well, in a very real sense, both of those

examples actually are tools, and can be

treated as such. But here we shall treat

them as extremely complex tools, and

as they are covered elsewhere in this is-

sue, we'll focus our attention on the less

complex, smaller tools essential for

everyday ST computer problem solving.

ALT ($39.95). One feature every-

body likes when they discover word

processing is "search and replace", but

ALT goes one step further, performing

the replace function as you type. ALT

lets you store redundant phrases and

recall them with a simple keystroke.

MichTron, 576 South Telegraph, Pontiac, Ml

48053. (313) 334-5700
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Backup ($39.95). This program

helps you back up your hard disk data

to floppy disks. It allows you to choose
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which hies are saved by specifying

modification dates and image orienta-

tion. It features a variable buffer size, so

you may configure it for your own ma-

chine. Runs on monochrome or color

systems. MichTron, 576 South Telegraph,

Pontiac, MI 48053. (313) 334-5700
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C.O.L.R. Object Editor ($29.95)

Here's one of the original programs used

to create objects, like sprites, for inclu-

sion into your own programs. One big

feature of this package is it allows you to

create a source code file describing your

objects, in a variety of formats. Sprite

sizes range from a single pixel to full

screen. Color only. The Catalog 544 Sec-

ond Street, San Francisco, CA 94107. (800)

234-7001

CP/M Z-80 Emulator (Free from

Atari) This is a complete, chip-level

CP/M Z-80 emulator which transforms

your ST into a full CP/M 2.2 system.

Delivers full Z80 code emulation over

the complete 64K range. This program

will operate on monochrome or color

systems. Atari Corp., 1196 Borregas Ave.,

P.O. Box 3427, Sunnyvale, CA 94088. (408)

745-2000
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Crystal (S24.95) Crystal is a desk

accessory which provides desktop

icons for simple TOS related disk activi-

ties. Works with any GEM compatible

program. Crystal will also print ASCII

files with full formatting, including

headers and footers. Crystal runs on

color or monochrome systems. The

Catalog 544 Second Street, San Francisco,

CA 94107. (800) 234-7001

Disk Doctor ($29.95) If you ever

need to UNdelete a file, or simply want

to go snooping around on a disk to see

what's there, you need Disk Doctor. You

may examine or change data on disks,

and may view the information as Hex

numbers or ASCII letters. You may also

repair disks, recover deleted files, and

trace broken FATs. Monochrome or

color systems only! The Catalog 544

Second Street, San Francisco, CA 94107.

(800) 234-7001

DOS Shell ($39.95) As mce as the

desktop metaphor is, some people still

like the command line interface

MichTron has one of the more popular

ones, which mimics the entire MS-DOS

command structure This package in-

cludes the ability to create and execute

batch files. Runs in monochrome or

color MichTron, 576 South Telegraph, Pon-

tiac, Ml 48053. (313) 334-5700
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Hard Disk Accelerator ($39 95)

Even though hard disks are already

super-fast, here's a tool that will speed

them up even more. It relies on "disk-

caching" which means it reads in a lot,

and when you need to read some more

off the disk it first checks to see if it al-

ready has the information you want.

Often it does, so no disk access is per-

formed, and your disk access times are

speeded up. Runs in monochrome or

color. Beckemeyer Development Tools,

478 Santa Clara Ave., Suite 300, Oakland,

CA 94610
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Julian ($19.95). This is an example

of utilities at their best. Julian is a set of

routines you include in your program

for fast conversion from ASCII dates to

Julian dates, and vice-versa. This utility

is for use with the Atari Developers Kit.

Runs in monochrome or color. Mountain

Magic Software, Route 1, Box 653, Boone,

NC 28607. (704) 264-3021
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A-RAM ($19.95) Faster than a speed-

ing bullet! A RAMdisk fools the com-

puter into thinking it has another disk

drive, but this one exists only in mem-

ory, using memory normally ignored.

Since there are no moving parts, the

disk operation is extremely fast and

quiet. You may specify exacdy how

much memory is used for your RAM-



disk. Runs in monochrome or color The

Catalog, 544 Second Street, San Francisco,

CA 94107. (800) 234-7001

K-Resource ($39.95) When you

program using GEM, you'll soon need

KUMA's Resource Construction Set,

which allows you to graphically build

the Dialog Boxes and Menus GEM is

Famous for When you're finished, the

complete .RSC resource file is created

on disk, ready for the program to pick

up and use. You may even modify exist-

ing resources. Runs in monochrome or

color. The Catalog, 544 Second Street, San

Francisco, CA 94107. (800) 234-7001

Kissed ($39,951 When you start

programming in earnest, make sure you

have [he tools to help you discover what

the machine is trying to do. This pack-

age contains more than 40 commands,

ranging from a 68000 disassembler, to a

mini-assembler, to a full debugger in-

cluding breakpointing and dynamic

relocation. Runs in monochrome or

color. MichTron, 576 South Telegraph, Pon-

tine, Ml 48053. (313) 334-5700
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Menu+ ($49.95) So you have all

these tools, and use each one during the

process of putting your program to-

gether Menu+ will allow you to auto-

mate the use of those tools, by writing a

script which describes where to find

and how to use each tool. Runs in

monochrome or color MctaComCo, 26

Portland Square, Bristol BS2 8RZ UK.
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MX C-SheU ($129.95) Here is a fully

multitasking, multiuser, Unix compati-

ble operating system. While one user

operates the ST in a GEM environment,

another user may operate a UNIX-like

environment from a standard ASCII ter-

minal connected to the RS-232 port.

Comes with a true print spooler. Runs

in monochrome or color. Beckemeyer

Development Tools, 478 Santa Clara Ave.,

Suite 300, Oakland, CA 94610. (415)

658-5318
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Soft Spool ($39.95) Tired of waiting

for an immense document to print out

on your printer? With this print spooler

you may print and compute at the same

time. The ST prints your file while al-

lowing you to go on with your normal

work. Runs in monochrome or color.

MichlYon, 576 South Telegraph, Pontiac, Ml

48053.(313)334-5700
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ProCopy
ST

BACKUP
UTILITY

You can't backup your software
because copy protection locks

you out. ProCopy is the key!

: i Protects against the accidental loss of

expensive software

Works with all Atari STs

Copies both S/S & D/S disks

a Use with 1 or 2 disk drives

Not copy protected

M FREE shipping and handling

TOLL-FREE telephone number
E Updates are only SI 2 with return

Orders shipped same day
Disk analyze function included

Dealer
Inquiries
Welcome

534.95
Call (800) 843-1223

Send check lor S34.95 (overseas add S2.00 (or air mall) lo

PROCO PRODUCTS
P.O. BOX 665, CHEPACHET, RHODE ISLAND 02814 USA

(401) 568-8459

Available the moving finger co.
Internationally Building 2

n Europe .
Shamrock Quay

and
Southampton. SOl-l

England
Australasia Tel. 0703-227274

TECH-SOFT
COMPUTER WHOLESALE
324 Stirling Highway

Claremont
Western Australia 6010

Tel. 09-385-1885

METACOMCO's

PASCAL
"complete

- development -

system" 2 VERSION
$99.95

PASCAL 2 now includes:

MACROASSEMBLER - S 79.95 MENU +

DETRCOnCO
C.".iti!.!':' -.-

:. u ." ii:,:i-:^t :en rii'/dislributoror

2E PORTLAND SO.. BRISTOL BS2 BHZ, UK
TELEX: *44a74 FAX: 44-Z72 42BE1B
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dBtAAN Travels Well.
Migration Without Migraines.

Atari ST owners, nowyou can port all those dBASE
PC DOS business applications onto your ST

Announcing dBMAN-ST. dBMAN-ST is the most
powerful database manager available for your ST.

dBMAN-ST is command compatible with dBASE
III PLUS. And dBMAN-ST is available for all major

operating systems, so applications you create on
your Atari can migrate virtually anywhere.

A Debugger/Editor That GetsYou On The
Road Again. Fast.

With other database management systems, a pro-

gramming error means not only correcting the

mistake but retesting from the top. Why waste

valuable time? dBMAN-ST's on-line debugger/

editor corrects source file errors at the point of

error. Commands can be deleted, inserted,

changed, and executed as you go along. The pro-

gram can even be tested from the edit point.

A Faster Mode ofTransportation.

dBMAN-ST was developed to meet the demands
of serious system developers. So we've added over

50 powerful enhancements to the dBASE syntax.

Time-savers like single-line commands to create

menus and time arithmetic. On-the-fly validation

ofon-screen fields to simplify data input. And the

ability to update index files in less than 0.5 seconds.

The Best Vehicle For Traveling OnA Budget.
If you're looking for a vehicle with the power to

port dBASE applications to your Atari ST ... A
vehicle that lets you easily migrate your programs
to any major operating system . . . Ifyou want the

power of dBASE III PLUS and the use of existing

dBASE templates . . . Orderyour dBMAN-ST today.

dBMAN is priced at $249.95. Developers, a run-

time module with no license fee is available.

Use dBMAN-ST . . . whenyour destination
is success.

VERSASOYY

Versasoft Corporal ion

1340jUmaden Expressway, Suite 250

SanJose, CA95118

Telephone: (-408) 723-9044

TeleR 6502635806 (via WU] ) Answer Hack MCI

UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories. XENIX is a registered

trademark of Microsoft Corporation. dBASE [II and dBASE are registered

trademarks of Ashton-Tate, Inc.



rJOBflT-, S; When the Atari ST

first debuted, many

of us wondered

whether the busi-

ness world would

ever sing a tune other than "Old Big

Blue"; whether Atari's game machine

stigma would hinder their success in

entering the high-rise offices and cottage

industries of both the US and Europe.

We wondered if we would be forever

cursed to run crippled, first-generation

spreadsheets and archaic checkbook

managers on our stylish new machines.

Good news.

With the price of a fully configured

520 ST hovering around the $500 mark,

and the release of the more powerful

Mega STs, Atari is making inroads into

dural language, Manager Math, which al-

lows data manipulation, calculations,

custom reports, and custom data entry

screens, with up to 21 simultaneously

open files. It also includes a thorough,

well-written manual. BMB Compuscience

Canada, Ltd., 500 Steeles Ave., Milton, On-

tario L9T 3P7 Canada; (416) 826-2516
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Data Manager ST ($79.95) is a well-

designed, carefully-polished, non-

relational database, which includes a

healthy assortment of fields (text, nu-

meric, and calculated) and is suitable

for keeping track of anything from a

Christmas mailing list to a small com-

pany's invoices. Not a data- cruncher,

but friendly and very-easy to use. Inter-

faces with WordWnter ST and SwiftCalc

BUSINESS By Matthew G. Loveless

START Consulting Editor

Spreadsheets,

Databases and

Personal

Financial

Management

some of the largest (and the smallest!)

segments of corporate America. Just

how far will it go? That depends a lot

on the software. Judging from the sam-

pling presented here, Atari is well on its

way to becoming a realistic and low-

cost alternative to Apple and IBM.

DATABASE PRODUCTS
Database applications can turn your

computer into an electronic filing cabi-

net, Rolodex, or card catalog. They allow

you to store large amounts of informa-

tion, such as a customer list, and access

that information quickly and easily.

Databases range in complexity: some

are as simple as mailing lists, while

others support basic mathematical

functions, and still others implement

full-blown procedural command lan-

guages. What unites them is their ability

to manage and manipulate data.

The Manager (S149) is a text-based,

menu-driven, non-relational database.

The Manager offers a complex proce-

SX TimeWorks, Inc. 444 Lake Cook Rd.,

Deerfield, IL 60015. (312) 948-9200
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DataTrieve ($49.95). Flashy, power-

ful, and fully GEM-based, DataTrieve

sports a comfortable price tag and an

VtP Professional

easy-to-leam interface. The icon inter-

face offers a gearshift for changing

modes, an eraser for deleting, and a

plus and minus sign for roaming

through your data. You can also access

common functions through the key-

board. Math functions are expected in a
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future version. Interfaces with Power-

Ledger ST. Abacus Software, P. O. Box

7219, Grand Rapids, Ml 49510. (616)

241-5510
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dbMaster One ($49.95). This rela-

tively simple, first-generation ST data-

base, primarily designed for home and

business mailing lists, is easy to use and

still a favorite. Atari Corp., 1196 Bouegas

Ave., PO. Box 3427, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

(408) 745-2000
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Zoomracks II ($149.95). Designed

by user- interface expert Paul Heckel,

Zoomracks 11 uses a card-rack metaphor

to insulate the user from the usual

hassles of field types, field lengths, and

file handling, [t also allows records to be

tied to DEGAS pictures. First-time data-

base users are likely to find the rack

metaphor intuitive. Also available:

Zoomracks kits, which include tem-

plates, printer output forms, and

macros. Quicfcview Systems, 146 Main

Street, Suite 404, Los Altos, CA 94022.

(415)965-0327
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Trimbase ($99.95). This semi-

relational database allows the unitiated

user access to some relational data re-

trieval without learning a procedural

language. Not well-suited for turnkey

systems, but can open the window to

relational processing with only a small

time investment. MichTron, 576 South Tele-

graph, Pontiac, Ml 48053. (313) 334-5700
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dBMan 3.01 ($189,95). dBASE III is

the industry-standard development en-

vironment for fully-relational databases

and turnkey systems. This is a large-

scale tool for the experienced dBASE

programmer, bringing the power of that

system to the Atari ST. Not GEM-based.

Versasoft, 4340 Almaden Expressway, Suite

250, Sanjose, CA 95118. (408) 723-9044
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Regent Base ($99.95). Regent Base

offers a blend between an easy-to-use

GEM-based database and a fully-

relational dBASE-like environment. Re-

gent Base is designed specifically for the

Atari ST, and its procedural language al-

lows the programmer to access the GEM
interface. Like dBMan, Regent Base is

suitable for custom database applica-

even). START'S editorial staff uses this

product in-house. Progressive Peripherals

& Software, 464 Kalamath Street, Denver,

CO 80204. (303) 825-4144
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BASE TWO ($59.95) A solid, easy-

to-use (and powerful) GEM-based suc-

cessor to DB Master One. Authors Stan-

ley Crane and Dan Matejka have built a

Dollars & Sense

tions and turnkey systems. Regent Soft-

ware, 7131 Owensworth, Suite 45A, Canoga

Park, CA 91303. (818) 882-2800
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SuperBase Personal ($149.95). One

of the newest databases on the market,

SuperBase Personal is also one of the

best. This relational, GEM-based data-

base sports VCR (tape player) controls

for skimming through your data, B+
tree indexing, import and export facili-

ties, reports and queries across multiple

files and multiple sort levels. It will even

tie database records to graphic images:

NEOchrome, DEGAS, and GEM . IMG

files are all supported (in all resolutions,

quick-to -learn database ideal for home

use. Totally RAM-based (limited by

RAM, but searching, sorting, and re-

trieval are almost instantaneous).

Bridges the gap between the too simple

and the overly complex. The Catalog,

Antic Software. 544 Second St., San Fran-

cisco, CA 94107. (800) 234-7001

K-DATA ($49.95) K-DATA is the

latest addition to the Kuma lineup oi

GEM-based products (most notably A-

Chart and A-Calc Prime). K-DATA is a



full-featured non-relational database

with mathematical and report-

generating capabilities. The most nota-

ble features of K-DATA include its intui-

tive, fun to use, icon-based GEM inter-

face, common in Kuma's products, and

its compatability with A-Calc Prime

and A-Chart, which are available from

The Catalog (Antic Software). Kuma

Computers, Ltd., 12 Horseshoe Park, Pang-

bourne, Berkshire RG8 7]VS, England. In-

ternational number: 44-7357-4335

SPREADSHEETS
Whether you're a senior accountant or a

numerical whiz-kid, spreadsheets-

giant computerized sheets of accounting

paper-can make your job easier and

more fun. Spreadsheets are built up

from cells, and each cell can hold either

text, a number or a formula. The for-

mulas allow you to relate cells together,

making the "profit" cell equal to the

"sales" cell minus the "cost" cell.

VIP Professional, GEM version

($249.95) In the world of high-caliber

spreadsheets, Lotus 1-2-3 is the name

of the game. VIP professional is the only

spreadsheet available for the Atari ST

which is fully Lotus compatible. Profes-

sional GEM offers Lotus 1-2-3 power,

flexibility, and hie compatibility, as well

as a fairly smooth GEM interface. Two-

dimensional graphing capability

built-in.
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Masterplan ($129.95) This scaled-

down version of VIP Professional,

sacrifices full Lotus 1-2-3 compatibility

and macros for a better user-interface

and a smaller price-tag. Masterplan fea-

tures the same math and graphics as

VIP Professional. (Antic review 11/87.)

1SD Marketing, 2651 John St., Unit 3,

Markham Industrial Park, Markham, On-

tario, Canada UR 6G4. (416) 479-1880
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PowerLedger ST ($79.95). Featuring

a whopping spreadsheet maximum size

of 65,536 x 65,536, PowerLedger offers

up to three windows open simultan-

eously, seven types of graphs (including

Timeworks

the ability to add to the graphs with

freehand sketching and graphic primi-

tives like circles, boxes, and ellipses).

Interfaces with DataTrieve. Abacus Soft-

ware, P.O. Box 7219, Grand Rapids, Ml

49510.(616)241-5510
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A-Calc Prime ($59.95). This long-

awaited successor to Kuma's original A-

Calc spreadsheet offers an entirely new

icon and menu-based GEM interface. In

addition to all the features in the origi-

nal, A-Calc Prime supports macros,

conditional expressions, color coding of

cells, five simultaneous windows, and

ten clipboards. Interfaces with A-Chart

graphing software. The Catalog, Antic

Software, 544 Second St., San Francisco,

CA 94107 (800) 234-7001
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LOGiSTiX, Senior version

($149.98). LOGiSTix is an innovative

and powerful product, recently con-

verted to the Atari ST. On the surface it

is a spreadsheet, but go deeper and it

becomes a combination database,

spreadsheet, time-planner, and graphing

program. In one part of the worksheet

you can keep your database -

customers, prices, employees; in an-

other part of the worksheet you can de-

velop a timesheet, using the information

stored in the database to allocate re-

source to jobs over periods of time; in

other areas of your worksheet, you can

perform complex spreadsheet-like cal-

culations on your data; and, finally, you

can add graph commands to your

worksheet to visually display your data.

Requires one megabyte or more of RAM;

Junior version ($99. 98) without

graphics is also available. Progressive Pe-

| ripherals & Software, 464 Kalamath Street,

i Denver, CO 80204. (303) 825-4144
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| SwiftCalc ST ($79.95). SwiftCalc ST,

s TimeWorks' entry into the ST spread-

sheet market, is a solid and reliable

spreadsheet, earmarked for home use. It

supports a full range of arithmetic and

financial functions as well as a

keyboard- and GEM-based interface. In-

cludes Sideways, a graphics program for

printing your spreadsheets vertically,

and SuperGraphics, a sophisticated

graphing program. Interfaces with

WordWriter ST and Data Manager ST.

TimeWorks, Inc., 444 Lake Cook Rd.
,

Deerfield, 11 60015. (312) 948-9200
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BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND
ACCOUNTING

Dac-Easy Accounting ($69.95) In

1985, Dac-Easy Accounting won the In-

foWorld "Best Software Value" of the

year award for the IBM PC version of

this program. Dac-Easy Accounting for
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the Atari ST is a full conversion of this

popular accounting package, which in-

cludes facilities for general ledger, ac-

counts payable/receivable, inventory

management, purchase ordering, billing,

and forecasting. This sophisticated

package is suitable for maintaining the

accounts of any small business. Not

GEM-based.

Dac-Easy Payroll ($49.95).

Designed as either a stand-alone pro-

gram, or for integrating with its sister

product, Dac-Easy Accounting, Dac-

Easy Payroll provides complete payroll

management for a small business. It

supports an unlimited number of em-

ployees in up to 99 different depart-

ments, automatically handling deduc-

tions, raises, reviews, sick times, FICA,

FUTA, SUTA, and State Disability Insur-

ance Fund deductions. It will even

manage tips, piece-rate, and after-the-

fact payroll, as well as check printing,

employee lists, and summary reporting.

Not GEM-based. Dae Software, Inc., 4801

Spring Valley Rd., Bldg. 110-B, Dallas, TX

75244. (214) 458-0038
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Inventory Manager ($79-95). A sim-

ple, yet powerful, inventor}' manage-

ment program from the people who

brought you Regent-Base and Regent-

Word. Inventory Manager will handle

detailed part numbers and part descrip-

tions, price fields, custom reports, as

well as stock and obsolescence manage-

ment. It will also automatically generate

orders based on sales history and user-

defined paiamaters. Not GEM-based.

Regent Software, 7131 Owensworth, Suite

45A, Canoga Park, CA 91303. (818)

882-2800
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Synsoft General Ledger ($6995).

The first module in Synsoft's Integrated

Accounting system, General Ledger fea-
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tures automatic double-entry account-

ing, automatic check-writing, and up to

500 active accounts. Ledgers are auto-

matically posted using keyboard-

entered data; continuous error-checking

ensures database integrity. Not GEM-

based. Synsoft P. 0. Box 561, Alien, TX

75002. (214) 727-2466
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STAccounts ($249.95). From the

makers of VIP GEM and MasterPlan,

STAccounts is Ditek International's entry

.,,— ..........
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into accounting packages for small- to

medium-sized businesses. STAccounts

features a complete GEM-based inter-

face and extensive help facilities. The

program includes stock control, sales,

batch invoicing, order entry, accounts

receivable and payable, as well as cus-

tomer lists and reports. The program

does not yet support a hard disk and is

only recommended for use with a mon-

ochrome monitor 1SD Marketing, 2651

John St. , Unit 3, Markham Industrial Park,

Markham, Ontario, L3R 6G4 Canada.

(416)479-1880
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Financial Plus ($295) An account-

ing package that combines accounting

power with convenience-you don't

need to store entries on separate dis-

kettes or run transfer programs. Equal

Plus, 1406 Camp Craft Road, Suite 106,

Austin, TX 78746. (512) 327-5484
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Personal Finance for Atari ST

($29.95) An easy-to-use package for

managing finances at home. Can keep

track of eight checkbooks and credit

cards, balance checkbooks and keep

track of tax deductibles. Sparry Software

Labs, P.O. Box 632, Milford, MA 01757.

(617)478-8752
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COMPILED dBMan TURNKEY
SYSTEMS
dBMan, the dBASE III clone, is used to

develop turnkey systems -custom

database-oriented programs for busi-

ness use The following products were

developed under dBMan and then com-

piled. You need not actually own

dBMan to run them.

SBT Database Accounting Library

SBT Corporation has converted their

more popular IBM PC DBASE 111 appli-

cations to the Atari ST. All the SBT pro-

grams can share data and are designed

to work together Available at this time

are: dLedger ($295), general

ledger/finance; dlnvoice ($210), billing,

inventory control, accounts receivable;

dOrder ($145), sales order processing;

dPurchascs ($145), purchase order

processing; and dPayables ($195), ac-

counts payable/check writing.
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Source code is available for approxi-

mately 35 percent more

SBT (Small Business Technology) Corpora-

tion, One Harbor Drive, Sausalita, CA

94965. (415) 331-9900

Hi-Tech Advisors Small Business

Library

Video pro-handles most aspects of

video store management, including ren-

tals, returns, sales, accounts receivable,

inventory control and tracking, cus-

tomer records, professional transaction

receipts. $199

Mail-Pro-personal and business

file manager and mail-merge which uses



"Don't even think about another C compiler"
- Mike Fleischman, ANTIC: The Atari Resource, Sept. 1986

Megamax Professional C Development System For The Atari ST
Rated #1 C compiler by ANTIC, Computed Atari ST, and Start: The ST Quarterly

• Full Kemighan and Ritchie implementation

• Single pass compilation

Full access to GEM routines

Graphical shell

• Intelligent Linker produces efficient native code

Extensive documentation

• Disassembler

• C programmer's editor

• Code improver

Developer support included

• Resource construction program

• Create desk accessories

• In-line assembly and structure passing

• Object file librarian

Six times faster than Atari Development

Package

Develop on single drive 520 ST

• The compiler chosen for development by:

Batteries Included

FTL Games

Supra Corp.

$199.95
Mastercard, VISA, American
Express & C.O.D. accepted

Megamax
Meg

Xc
x

hid
c

son

B
T
X

x
8

75085 Development Systems
(214)987-4931
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PICK THE WRITE AXEI

REAL TIME MUSIC SCORING

ATARI 520/1040 ST
MU-SCRIPT I $99.95

16TRACK5EQUENCER
16 SEQUENCE SONG LIST

16 CHANNELS/VOLUMES
BOUr,:E.<MUTE/MERGE/SPUT

CLIP/APPEND/JOIN

For the serious mu

mV^.TER NOTE ENTRY

MULT :

-STAVE SCORING

SINGI.L STAVE SCORING

">'A,V
:i.-|ES/LYRICS

ENHARMONICS/TRIPLETS

TSA',S ;!
i:S£ MIDI OR PART

DRUMSYNC/METHONOME

AUTOPUNCHfQUANTIZE

MIDI EVENT EDITING

OTHER PRODUCTS FROM QUIET LION

MUSIC PRINTER GS The delinttive CM Sea**

MICRO-EDITOR (CS4 M.D./SON/SYN)

DIATONICA-7 (C64 w/MIDI INTERFACE)

TX81Z PATCH EDITOR/LIBRARIAN (C64)

COMING SOON:
C64 SEQUENCER FOR MUSIC PRINTER GS

C64 FILE EDITOR FOR MUSIC PRINTER GS

DIATONICA-7 FOR THE ATARI ST

$149.95

I 49.95

I 79.95

SI 39.95

QUIET LION
(818)765-6224A P.O. Box 219

Sun Valley, CA 91353

AT LAST!
GRAPHIC SOFTWARE FOR

HOMEBUILDERS!

mm.

Ashment's
House

Estimator

Available For the Atari ST®s

$49.95

BON READER SERVICE CARD

O Build Lists Using Note Pad Feature (Spiead Sheet (./Ira Costing!

) Random Changes at the Click ot a Button O All Selections Done By Moue
nt & Click Graphic Stalus Boards (See BO Categorias Simultaneously, O

Distinct Cost Code Esls (System and User DetineO)

ORDERS OR PRODUCT INFORMATION ONLY:

TOLL FREE 1-800-451-4251

Michael Ashment
Building & Software
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There are some disadvantages, of BOS/Planner ($112.50)

Who's the BOS?
course Because BOS software must

run on many kinds of computers

Spreadsheet.

BOS/Writer ($112.50) Word

without any changes, they're "plain processor

One of the most potent lines of busi- vanilla" programs that don't take ad-
.

BOS/AutoCierk ($112.50) Report

ness software for the ST comes from vantage of any of the ST's special fea- generator.

England's BOS Software tures. None of the programs use a BOS/Accounts Receivable

BOS is an acronym For Business mouse, graphics, or sound, for ($137.50)

Operating System. There are versions example BOS/Accounts Payable

of BOS for many different computers Bur though the programs may not ($137.50)

besides the ST- including the IBM have flashy features, they let the ST BOS/General Ledger ($137.50)

PC and compatibles, the PDP-11, and do the kind of work that small and BOS/Inventory Control

even minicomputers like the DEC medium-sized businesses need on a ($137.50)

VAX. What's unique about BOS is day-to-day basis. Here are a few BOS BOS/Invoictng ($75.00)

that every BOS program will run, programs for the ST; other systems BOS/Sales Order Processing

without changes, on any BOS include software for credit union ($225.00)

system. membership accounting, construc- BOS/MicroCOBOL ($112 50)

That means your ST can run the tion accounting and management, Programming language.

same programs that run under BOS country club management, doctor's BOS/MicroCOBOL Advanced

on multiuser minicomputers. If office management, and school ac- Programming Facilities ($112.50)

you're a business user, it means you counting, and many more.

can use high-powered accounting BOS/5 Operating System BOS National, Inc., 2607 Walnut Hill

and business software that wouldn't ($112.50) Lane, Dallas, TX 75229. (214)

otherwise be available for the ST BOS/Finder ($112.50) Data- 956-7722.

base/inquiry. CIRCLE 121 ON READER SERVICE CARD |

Atari's public domain ST-Writer Allows

customized form letters and mass mail-

ings. $69

Sales-Pro-complete point-of-sale

and inventory control program. Con-

tains features necessary for wholesale,

retail, or mail order Perpetual inventory

control, cash-drawer support, trans-

action records, password protection,

variable discounts, etc. Coming mod-

ules for customer files and back-order

capability as well as module #2 for ac-

counts receivable $99, or $59 (mod 1),

$59 (mod 2). Hard disk recommended.

Hi-Tech Advisors, P.O. Box 7524, Winter

Hawn, FL 33883-7524. (813) 294-1885
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HOME FINANCE

Now that you've finally talked your

spouse into buying a computer, you

have to prove how much money it will

save you. Home finance packages do

everything from writing checks to offer-

ing financial advice.

PHASAR ($89.95) A recent conver-

sion to the Atari ST environment,

PHA$AR has been well-received by its

IBM PC and Commodore Amiga users.

It is a powerful and friendly, GEM-

based, single-entry accounting system

suited for home or small-business ac-

counting. It supports 130 expense and

income categories, 40 accounts (check-

ing, VISA, etc.), easy setup and maintai-

nence, integrated calendar and

scheduler, and automatic reports, in-

cluding tax calculations, account sum-

maries, and net worth. Prints checks,

also. User-interface is mouse- and

keyboard-based. The Catalog, Antic Soft-

ware, 544 Second St., San Francisco, CA

94107. (800) 234-7001

Dollars and Sense ($99.95). A

GEM-based conversion from the IBM

PC, Dollars and $ense bills itself as a

complete home finance package. It han-

dles all aspects of home finance, includ-

ing check writing, forecasting, reports,

even graphs. It will also keep track of



your total assests and liabilities. (Antic

review 9/87.) Monogram Software, 367

Van Ness Way, Torrance, CA 90501 (213)

533-5120
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Personal Money Manager ($49.95.)

Personal Money Manager is a well-

designed application program for main-

taining personal financial records and

preparing summary reports. Completely

GEM-based, Personal Money Manager

allows you to maintain up to 999 ac-

counts ot standard double-entry trans-

actions with up to a year's worth of data

at a time. It does not print checks, nor

does it handle automatic tax records or

graphs. (Antic review 4/87). MichTron,

Inc., 576 South Telegraph, Pontiac, MI

48053. (303) 334-5700
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Isgur Portfolio ($199.95). Designed

by financial expert Lee Isgur, Vice Presi-

dent of Finance at Payne-Webber, The

Isgur Portfolio is designed to manage

and automate an individual's portfolio.

Handles different currencies, multiple

portfolios, stocks, bonds, options, and

commodities, profit and loss totals, net

value after commissions, auto updating,

reporting, and graphics and charting.

GEM-based. Batteries Included, distributed

by Electronic Arts, 2755 Campus Drive,

San Mateo, CA 94403. (415) 571-7171
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Financial Cookbook ($49.95). This

program gives you an overall perspec-

tive and advice for managing your per-

sonal finances. It consists of 32 forms,

which you fill in with your own infor-

mation. Each form is designed to cover

a different aspect of your finances. You

can even do What-if? forecasting by

changing certain parameters. GEM-

based. Electronic Arts, 2755 Campus

Drive, San Mateo, CA 94403. (415)

571-7171
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THE STATWORK By Frank Hayes

~W Now what can

the Atari ST really

do?

Of course it's

one of the fastest,

most powerful personal computers

you can buy. With its 68000 proces-

sor and up to four megabytes of

memory, it's the perfect machine for

word processing, spreadsheets, high-

powered graphics, and many other

general business and scientific appli-

cations.

But the ST is also the place to turn

for specific solutions to complicated

business problems. Let's suppose a

regular drawing program won't do for

you-you need a full-scale computer-

ized drafting program. Can the ST do

the job?

Certainly.

Suppose you need a computer-

ized cash register that will automati-

cally keep track of inventory. That

means you'll need a cash drawer at-

tached to your computer. Can the ST

handle that? No problem. The ST can

also do estimates for construction

and insurance, and almost anything

a small or medium-sized business

needs a computer for.

In fact, the ST can even handle

real mainframe jobs like running a

medical records system, complete

with tape drives, marked cards, and

real-time patient monitoring.

The ST is rapidly becoming a pre-

ferred machine for vertical applica-

tions. That means using the computer

for specific business solutions-and

with its high power and low price,

the ST is perfect for many vertical

markets. Here are just a few samples.

CAD (Computer-Assisted

Drafting)

First CADD ($49.95) turns your

ST into a computerized drafting

board. It operates entirely in terms of

drawing objects-straight lines, rec-

tangles, circles, arcs, etc.—so it's easy

for an architect to draw a basic floor

plan, then add plumbing, electrical

lines and heating ducts to the draw-

ST.w The ST Quarterly 49
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ing. Individual drawing components

such as windows, sinks or electrical

outlets can be part of a component

library that speeds drawing. With

enough memory, a complete set of

floor plans can be created, then

printed out on a dot-matrix printer.

First CADD is also useful to anyone

who needs to draw up plans -

cabinet makers, sheet metal shops,

farmers, office managers, even pro-

grammers who want to create

detailed flow charts. First CADD
drawings can be converted to work

with the IBM PC version of First

CADD and Generic CADD. Generic

Software, 8763 148th Avenue N.E., Red-

mond, WA 98052. (800) 228-3601
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GFA Draft ($99.50) is another

computer-assisted drafting

program -it makes it easy to create

circuits, scaled drawings and detailed

plans. You can draw on 255 different

levels and display up to ten levels at

once; there are two styles of lettering,

and you can print the result in

different colors and densities on a

plotter or dot-matrix printer

MichTron, 576 South Telegraph, Pontiac,

Ml 48053. (313) 334-5700
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Drafix 1 ($149.50) is a full-

featured CAD program that features

automatic dimensioning, snap

modes, layering, and transform/copy

commands. Drafix also offers a

"second-generation" user interface-

all the menus are visible all the time

Foresight Resources Corp., 932 Mas-

sachusetts, Lawrence, KS 66044. (913)

841-1121
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PCBoard Designer ($395) is

specifically designed for creating

printed circuit boards. A designer

can put integrated circuits, resistors,
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capacitors, and other components on

a PC board layout and specify con-

nections. The program will automati-

cally route the connections, calculat-

ing the best circuit traces to use for a

single- or double-sided PC board.

PCBoard Designer can also print out

the layout that the program has

created on an Epson-compatible

printer, suitable for photo- etching. It

can also print the component layout

(for silkscreening), the component

list and the list of connections. Aba-

cus Software, P.O. Box 7219, Grand

Rapids, MI 49510. (616) 241-5510
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Point-of-Sale Systems
Sales-Pro Software System

($299.00 for basic system, $149.00

for each module, $499.00 as a com-

plete package) is a point-of-sale and

inventory control system-it turns an

ST into an electronic cash register

that remembers what merchandise is

still in stock. The basic system allows

up to two billion records and han-

dles end-of-day summaries, deposits

and password security. An additional

module adds customer files and

backup capabilities; another module

includes accounts receivable and lay-

aways. Hi-Tech Advisers, P.O. Box 7524,

Winter Haven, FL 33883. (813)

294-1885
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Beckemeyer Advanced Business

System ($6,950 for basic system;

$9,950 for expanded system) is a

more elaborate point-of-sale system;

it links up to three 1040 STs in a

multi-user, multitasking system. The

system works with or without a cash

drawer, prints receipts, updates in-

ventory, maintains a list of cus-

tomers, handles accounts receivable,

and analyzes product movement,

salesman performance, and when it's

time to reorder. This isn't just a pro-

gram to run on your ST- the basic

system includes two 1040 STs, a 20

megabyte hard disk, a printer, cables,

and the software. The expanded sys-

tem includes three STs and a hard-

ware multiplexer. Beckemeyer Develop-

ment Tools, 478 Santa Clara Ave, Suite

300, Oakland, CA 94610 (415)

452-1129
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Construction

Ashment's House Estimator

($49.95) automatically performs 70

different kinds of estimates for home

construction. If features sequential or

random estimating modes,

spreadsheet-like costing, graphic sta-

tus boards, two distinct cost code

sets, full mouse and menu operation

and complete onscreen help Michael

Ashment Building & Software, 5809

Bennion Drive, Salt Lake City, LIT

84U8. (801) 966-5187
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Medical Data Management
MDA Medical Survey Data

Management System allows a med-

ical clinic or small hospital to collect

and process research information on

its patients, using marked forms and

nine-track tape drives -the kind

used on large mainframes. You can

also connect analog- to-digital con-

verters for medical monitoring. The

system is designed especially for re-

search and survey work, and is cus-

tomized for each installation - it's ex-

pensive, but the cost is still well

below that of a comparably

equipped minicomputer or main-

frame Medical Data Acquisition, Inc.,

9300 East Artesia Blvd., Suite 323,

Bellfiower, CA 90706. (213) 803-5604
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VIP Professional™ GEM 1.2 -J
VIP Professional

GEM 1.2, the

new generation

spreadsheet
Spreadsheet, Database, Graphics and

Macros With Total Lotus® 1-2-3®

Functionality.

A total Solution
LOTUS COMMANDS
VIP Professional™ uses commands
identical to Lotus 1-2-3 allowing

CIRCLE 021 ON READER SERVICE CARD

VIP Professional™ is a trademark of DITEK INT'L; Atari

and ST arc trademarks of Alar; Corp.; GflM is a trademark

of Digital Research Inc.; Lotus and 1-2-3 are trademarks of

Lotus Development Corp,

choice.
users familiar with Lotus to easily

switch to the Atari ST.

IMPROVES 1-2-3

Where VIP Professional™ really

improves on Lotus is its attention to

ease of use. Although the user may
elect to use the keyboard for all

commands, VIP Professional™ also

provides a full-featured mouse inter-

face with icons, dialog boxes, pull-

down menus, mouse ranging

and scroll bars. This makes

command selection,

movement in the sheet,

range selection, split-

screen use and a score of other

functions much more intuitive and

easy to use. What were once complex

commands with Lotus are now a

mouse-click away.

Atari ST
Special Features
GEM interface with pull-down

menus, icons, dialog boxes, ranging,

scroll bars, column grabber, etc.

Sparse matrix for conserving

memory. Works with 520ST, 1040ST
and beyond. Ultra-fast floating point

math. Compatible with printers

supported by GEM. Saves graphs

compatible with Degas™ and Neo
Chrome™. Totally supports hard drive.

Works with color or monochrome
monitors. Multiple windows for

viewing graphs and worksheet at the

same time.
Enhanced Te\t \minn I 2 nihv available.

Professional available for:

appleugs
APPLE He/c
ATARI ST™
AMIGA

FLEXIBILITY
VIP Professional™ gives the user, no
matter the computer, a uniform,

powerful program that conforms to

the Lotus standard and which can

exchange data with any other

program using the 1-2-3 file format.

VIP Professional™ is available for

the Atari ST, Apple lie, He, IIgs and

Commodore Amiga.

Available at your local Atari dealer.

1SD Marketing, Inc., 2651 John Street, Unit 3, Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R 2W5. (416) 479-1880. Fax # 1-416-479-1882.



TRUE ASIC FOR THE ATARI S T

make
Your
Own

Magic.

A File Edit filter liffil

Connand

Ok. print pi/4
7B539B

Ok. info

File size 31 lines

fit line 22

fpw ncnory 651552 b

Map i:
-

c:\3dlib\zf

Conpile
Run

Get Connand
Get Output

Save Output
Lose Output

Outp ut

m
LIBRARY "3DLIB.TRC"
CALL PersUindDH(-pi

, pi
,

-pi ^ pi
,
-1 . 5,1

f

LET x = "3

LET u = -5

LET z = 4

DG

PRINT "Eye; "jxjyjz
CfiLL SetCanera3(x,ij,z,HorkS)
CfiLL ZplottQ.JO.workS)
GET KEV xxx

! | CLEAR

Speed, great graphics and a little

bit of magic: that's what you expect

from your Atari ST. And that's

what you get from programming

in True BASIC.

It's a structured language that's

easy to use. A compiler, editor and

debugging tools rolled into one.

It's the latest from Kemeny and

Kurtz, the inventors of BASIC.

If you crunch numbers, you'll

appreciate floating-point math

that's very fast. Support for large,

dynamic arrays, and built-in

syntax for matrix algebra.

And True BASIC makes graphics

easy. Define your own coordinate

schemes and color palettes. Plot

entire arrays with a single state-

ment. Apply built-in 2D trans-

forms. Or use the 3D Graphics

library to put some depth in the

picture.

You can change line styles, add

pull-down menus and get at all

the GEM and AES routines. But

if portable code is important,

there's True BASIC for the PC,

Macintosh and Amiga as well.

True BASIC lets you build your

own libraries. They can be

separately compiled, in BASIC,

C or assembly. Debug with break-

points and immediate mode.

Visually trace program execution.

Create macros and script files

to complement True BASIC'S

fantastic mouse-based editor,

But if you're just learning, True

BASIC will coach you with on-

line HELP and friendly error

messages. If you need more, we

have textbooks and videotapes.

Find out why thousands of engi-

neers, developers, and students

use True BASIC to make a little

magic. Visit your Atari ST dealer,

or call us today at 1-800-TRBASIC.

Now Shipping!

Language System $ 79.95*

Runtime 79.95*

Both 149.95

Libraries 49.95 each

i: Special Introductory price

;lered trademark of Commodore- Amiga

:ensed to Apple Computer — Atari is

registered trademark ot Alari Corp. — True BASIC is

trademark of True BASIC, Inc.
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LANGUAGE

multi-line, user-defined functions

• local, global variables

•SELECT CASE, DO/LOOP
• recursion, modules

GKS graphics, 2D transforms

• access to GEM, AES features

COMPILER

• compiles to fast, compact b-code

• parameter type-checking

• optional LET statement

• optional declared variable names
• Runtime package creates stand-alone file

LIMITS

• strings, program lines to 1 megabyte each
• floating-point 5e-309 to 1 .8e+308

• 14-digit floating-point accuracy

• unlimited program size, data space

variable names up to 31 characters

EDITOR

full-screen, mouse-based editor

• global search, replace

block copy, move, delete

menu, function key, command line interfaces

keyboard macros, script files

DEBUGGING

• set breakpoints and continue

• immediate mode execution

visual trace, single-step execution

cross-reference utility

BASK
39 South Main Street

Hanover. NH 03755
(603) 643-3882

T
^A inc.



Take part in a con-

ference with a

dozen of the indus-

try's sharpest minds.

Examine the hottest,

most exclusive business newsletters.

Read the news hours before it appears

on the newsstand. Glean a tip from top

Wall Street brokers, research the most

profitable companies, monitor their per-

formance and buy a few thousand

shares. Count your profits and run a

demographics survey on the most

promising neighborhood for your new

house Go shopping and furnish that

house Need a rest? Find the best deals

on airline fares, make reservations and

buy your ticket. And when you're done,

two ST sections, a private software de-

velopers section, a private section for

user group officers, one for computer

faire listings, and a private SysOp sec-

tion. BBS Line 5, for example is home

to the user group and the developers

SIGs. Since both SIGs are private you

won't be able to do too much here. Atari

Corporation, 1196 Botregas Ave., P.O. Box

3427, Sunnyvale, CA 94088. (408)

745-2000
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BIX (BYTE Information eXchange)

(Available on Tymnet. $9/hr off-peak,

$12/hr prime (off-peak is 6 p.m.-7

a.m. weekdays). Does not include com-

munications surcharges).

BIX has been described as a "living

ONLINE
Telecommuni-

cations services,

hardware and

software

By Charles Jackson

pack your brain in mothballs and play a

few computer games.

All these and more are yours with

your ST computer-and a modem. Your

online adventure is only a phone call or

a keypress away.

ONLINE SERVICES

ATARI BASE (free)

(408) 745-5308 (modem)

(408) 745-5970 (modem)

(408) 745-2642 (modem)

(408) 745-4758 (modem)

(408) 745-5664 (modem)

Atari Base consists of five totally in-

dependent BBS's (passwords and user

numbers are not shared.) You can log-in

to any of these BBS's using any of the

above numbers. When you log-in, your

call will be switched to the first avail-

able BBS system, ff you're lucky, you'll

get through 10 the BBS you need. Other-

wise, hang up and try, try again.

There are nine SIGs (or Special Inter-

est Groups) scattered among the five

BBS's. These include an 8-bit section,

database" of microcomputer knowledge

Most of BIX's 17,0004- subscnbers are

high-level programmers and engineers

who work on the leading edge of the

microcomputer industry. BIX went on-

line in 1985, and offers conferencing

areas (sometimes called "Message

Bases") for more than 150 types of

computers, operating systems and lan-

guages. To subscribe, log-in to BIX and

make sure you have your credit card in-

formation handy. Byte Information Ex-

change, 1 Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough,

NH 03458. (800) 227-BYIE (United States

except NH); (603) 924-7681 (NH and

Canada)
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CitiNet (Free) CitiNet has been

called "The Videotex Marketing Future."

CitiNet is a metropolitan online service

that serves Boston. It went online in

1984, and has more than 40,000

members.

CitiNet contains movie and restau-

rant listings, current events calendars,

STart The ST Quarterly 53



ONLINE

special interest groups (including an

Atari group) and three online stores.

The service is subsidized through on-

line advertisements. All of the informa-

tion is a free and available to all users.

(The electronic mail system, however,

carries a one-time $50 registration fee.)

Similar CitiNet services are being

designed for Houston and Atlanta.

To subscribe, log-in to CitiNet at

(617) 439-5699 and enter "NEW" at

the "usemame" prompt. Applied Videotex

Systems, The World Trade Center, Suite 717,

Boston, MA 02210. (617) 439-5678 (voice)
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CompuServe, Inc. (Available

through Tymnet, Telenet, Datapac and

CompuServe networks. 300 Baud $6

per hour; 1200, 2400 Baud $12.50 per

hour. (No surcharge for prime time ac-

cess. Does not include communica-

tions surcharges.)

CompuServe is one of the oldest and

most popular online services. It is in-

tended for the casual-to-advanced com-

puter user, however there is treasure

trove of Atari information to be found

here. There are three Atari SIGs (Special

Interest Groups), each one having

several searchable databases and several

large software libraries. Antic Online,

the electronic edition of Antic Magazine,

is also available through CompuServe

(type GO ANTIC at any prompt).

CIS offers many business, educa-

tional and shopping services, including

The Electronic Mall, SUPERSITE demo-

graphics reports, electronic airline

guides, private electronic mail, two on-

line encyclopedias, company histories

and current stock quotes. To subscribe,

get a CompuServe "IntroPak" from your

computer dealer, or call CompuServe.

CompuServe, Inc., 5000 Arlington Centre

Blvd., P.O. Box 20212, Columbus, OH
43220. (614) 457-0802; (800) 848-8190
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Delphi (Available through Tymnet

and Telenet. $7.20 per hour off-peak,

$17.40 per hour prime time, 7 a.m.-6

p.m. Does not include communications

surcharges.)

Delphi will appeal to your check-

Almost any standard external

Modems and
modem that connects to an IBM PC

will also work with an ST Here are a

Telecommunications Software
few of the best:

Hayes 1200 Smartmodem (1200

baud, $399.00) and 2400 Smartmo-

By Frank Hayes dem (2400 baud, $599.00) Hayes

modems are the standard-solidly

How do you get on-line with your surprise that a faster 2400 baud built and, naturally enough, Hayes

ST? With a modem and telecommu- modem is more expensive than a compatible. They have indicator

nications software, that's how. 300 or 1200 baud modem. lights, speaker volume controls, au-

Something else to consider is todial and auto answer, but no extra

A MODEM? WHAT'S THAT? whether a modem is Hayes compati- phone jack. Hayes Microcomputer

A modem converts your ST's elec- ble. That means it uses the same con- Products, 5835 Peachtree Comers East,

tronic pulses into sounds that can trol codes as Hayes modems-the Norcross, GA 30092. (404) 449-8791

travel over regular telephone lines. most popular command set in CIRCLE 105 ON READER SERVICE CARD

That way you can call another com- modems, and one that many telecom Anchor Volksmodem VM520
puter and chat over the phone. programs depend on. ($199.00) The Volksmodem is a

Modems generally come in three Other features to look for are the compact 1200-baud modem that's

speeds: 300 baud, 1200 baud, or ability to automatically dial or an- specifically designed for the ST. It

2400 baud (about 30 characters, 120 swer your phone, volume control on supports most of the Hayes com-

characters, or 240 characters per sec- the speaker, indicator lights on the mand set and has an extra phone

ond, respectively). It should be no front of the modem, and an extra

phone jack on the modem to con-

nect your phone.

jack, but no indicator lights or vol-
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book. It offers many of the same fea-

tures as the higher-priced services, but

at a substantially reduced price. A Del-

phi subscription gives you online bank-

ing and securities transactions, AP

Videotex, Special Interest Groups

(SIGs), Public Domain software

libraries, and an electronic mail system.

This system lets Delphi users send elec-

tronic mail to users of CompuServe and

The Source. This is a one-way system,

however, Delphi users are unable to re-

ceive electronic mail from The Source

or CompuServe subscribers. Delphi also

hosts an active Atari section.

File transfers (uploading and down-

loading) are a bit sluggish on Delphi,

but this seems to be a tiny annoyance to

the many Delphi subscribers who

measure their online activity in dollars

and cents.

To subscribe, log-in to Tymnet or Tel-

enet. TypeJOlNDELPHl at the "user-

name" prompt, and SIGNUP at the

"Password" prompt. Be sure to have

your credit card information handy.

Delphi, General Videotex Corp., 3 Black-

stone Street, Cambridge, MA 02139. (800)

544-4005; (617) 491-3393
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DIALOG Information Services,

Inc. (Available on Tymnet, Telenet, Dial-

net [DIALOG-ownedl networks. Each

DIALOG database has its own access

charge. These fees range from $15 per

hour to $300 per hour. Does not in-

clude communications surcharges.)

DIALOG, formerly the information

retrieval system for Lockheed Missile &
Space Corporation, has more than

500,000 subscribers.

The service can best be used by

businessmen, particularly those in-

volved in advertising and market re-

search. DIALOG databases contain dis-

closure statements, Dun & Bradstreet

market identifiers, 1NVESTEX economic

forecasts, a career placement registry,

the Official Airline Guide, and much

more. To subscribe, call DIALOG and

request an InfoPack. DIALOG Informa-

tion Services, Inc., 3460 Hillview Ave., Palo

Alto, CA 94304. (800) 3-DIALOG (voice)
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time controls. Anchor Automation,

20675 Bahama Street, Chatsworth, CA

91311(818)998-6100
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Avatex 1200 ($159.00) and

1200HC ($199.00) are similar, but

the 1200HC is completely Hayes

compatible. Both have indicator

lights and switches on the front of

the modem, including the power

switch, but no speaker or extra

phone jack (each comes with its

own phone cord). E+ E DataComrn,

1230 Oakmead Parkway, Suite 310,

Sunnyvale, CA 94086. (408) 732-1181
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TELECOM PROGRAMS
A telecommunications program is

the software that connects your key-

board to the modem. A very simple

telecom program comes with your

ST- the VT-52 terminal emulation

program that's a desk accessory on

the ST system disk. But a full-fledged

telecom program will let you transfer

files, log on to online services auto-

matically, and put the full power of

your ST behind your modem.

Flash ($39.95) is the most popu-

lar ST telecom program. It emulates

the VT-52 and VT-100 terminals and

handles CompuServe Vidtex

graphics, and offers automatic log-

ons with 70 commands and a built-

in word processor. The Catalog, Antic

Software, 544 Second Street, San Fran-

cisco, CA 94107. (800) 234-7001

PC/Intercomm ($124.00) offers

VT-52 and VT-100 emulation, up to

19,200 baud, Xmodem and Kermk

file transfers, an autodial phone

directory and a margin bell. It's com-

patible with the IBM PC version of

the program. Mark of the Unicom,

1222 Third Street, Cambridge, MA
02142.(617)576-2760
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BULLETIN-BOARD SYSTEMS
If you'd like to start your own online

service, you just need a few things

besides your ST: A modem that can

answer and hang up the phone, and

a BBS program. The ST's large mem-
ory and fast processor makes it a

perfect machine for running a com-

puterized bulletin-board, and here's

software that will let you do it.

ST-CBBS ($129.95) offers VT-52

color sequences for users with color

monitors, three baud rates (300,

1200 and 2400) and Xmodem CRC
file transfers. Orpheus Systems, P.O.

Box 10095, Stockton, CA 95210. BBS

(209) 951-9000; voice (209) 952-4518
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ONLINE

Dow Jones News/Retrieval (Avail-

able through Tymnet, Telenet, &
Datapac. $12 annual service fee after the

first year, plus:

Baud Prime Off-Peak

300 Baud $36-$72/hr S12-$48/hr

1200, 2400 $79.20- $26.40-

Baud $158.40/hr $105.60 /hr

Connect charges vary according to the

services used

)

Dow Jones is available 22 hours a

day. Prime time: 6 a.m.- 6 p.m. Eastern

time. Off-Peak: 6 p.m.— 4 a.m. Eastern

time. Does not include communications

surcharges.

This $100,000 division of Dow Jones

& Co., Inc. has more than 200,000 sub-

scribers. It is famous for its up-to-the-

minute and consistently error-free stock

quotes. It also offers disclosure reports,

a comprehensive news-clipping service,

economic forecasts, an electronic ency-

clopedia, access to CompuStore, MCI-

Mail electronic mail, and the complete

text of every Wall Street journal pub-

lished since January, 1984.

To subscribe, call Dow Jones and or-

der a Startup Kit ($29.95). Dow Jones

News/Retrieval, P.O. Box 300, Princeton, N]

08543. (609) 452-1511
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GEnie ($5 per hour off-peak; $35

per hour prime-time 18 a.m.— 6 p.m.,

weekdays.! $10 surcharge for 2400

baud. Does not include communica-

tions surcharges.)

GEnie is another online information

network for home computer users on a

budget. It offers "Roundtable" special

interest groups, including two Atari

groups, public domain software

libraries, an online encyclopedia and

several news services. This 65,000-

subscriber system also supports private

56 Buyer's Guide 19H7

electronic mail and multi-player games.

To subscribe, log-in to GEnie at 1-

800-638-8369. When connected, type

HHH [RETURN!. At the U# prompt,

type XJM11999, GEnie [Return]. Be sure

you have your Visa or Mastercard num-

ber handy. GEnie, General Electric Net-

workfor Information Exchange, General

Electric Information Services Co., 401 N.

Washington Street, Rockville, MD 20850.

(800) 638-9636

NewsNet Inc. ($15 per month

maintenance charge, plus:

Baud Prime Off-Peak

300 $24/hr $18/hr

1200 $48/hr $36/hr

2400 $72/hr $54/hr

(Prime time: 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Eastern

time. Does not include communica-

tions surcharges.)

NewsNet is for the "power user " Al-

though it offers all the features found in

other services, NewsNet's forte is its in-

depth news databases. More than 30 in-

dustries and professions are covered.

You'll find more than 300 of the best

newsletters and wire services contained

and indexed here, including the "De-

fense Industry Report," "Japan Com-

puter Industry Scan," TRW Credit

Reports, the AP DataStream, Reuters and

UPI. As a rule, these databases are up-

dated before the newsletters are mailed

to subscribers. One drawback- each

database has its own validation proce-

dure. For example, if you do not sub-

scribe to the print version of a particu-

lar newsletter, the publishers of this

newsletter may not let you access the

electronic version. Contact a NewsNet

representative for complete details.

To subscribe, call NewsNet and order

a subscription. You'll be issued a pass-

word over the phone. NewsNet Inc., 945

Haverford Road, Bryn Mawr, PA 19010.

(215) 527-8030; (800) 345-1301
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PC Pursuit (Available on Telenet.

$25 per month, plus:

Prime time Off Peak

$10.50-$14/hr No extra Charge

(Prime time: 7 a.m.- 6 p.m. weekdays.)

PC Pursuit is a low-cost long dis-

tance telephone network for your

modem. By routing your calls through

the Telenet Public Data Network (in-

stead of AT&T or other carriers) PC Pur-

suit can cut your long distance phone

bills by as much as 75%.

You can access PC Pursuit through

any one of the 18,000 Telenet nodes

throughout the US, and use it to access

online services located in 25 major cit-

ies. These cities include: Atlanta,

Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver,

Detroit, Glendale, Houston, Los Angeles,

Miami, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, New-

ark, New York, Phoenix, Philadelphia,

Portland, Salt Lake City, San Francisco,

San Jose, Seattle, Tampa, and Washing-

ton, DC.

If your favorite online service is not

in one of these areas, however, you

won't be able to use PC Pursuit to access

it.

For more information on TELENET,

call 1-800-TELENET (voice). To leam

more about PC Pursuit, or to request a

subscription, log-in to the PC Pursuit

BBS at (800) 835-3001.

The Source (Available through Tymnet

and SourceNet.)

The Source, founded in 1979, caters

to an upscale, well-to-do, white collar

audience The Source provides easy ac-

cess to the Washington Post, AP Video-

tex, UPI, the Official Airline Guide, cur-

rent stock quotes, and online trading.

Business databases include economic

forecasts from INVESTEX and the

CareerNet, which is a searchable job

opening and resume database The
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Software
Presents
Athena II

Athena H is a professional full color, two
dimensional Computer Aided Design
program^ incorporating an ease of use seldom
seen in CAD programs. You will find Athena
II suitable for a home-maker moving the
living room furniture around, a student just

learning about drafting, or a seasoned
professional. Ifs easy-to-use menu's will
allow anyone to begin using A±.ena II in just

a few minutes, and Athena iTs wealth o£

commands makes any drafting job a breeze!!

Only
$99.95

CircuitMaker
By Ozzie Boeshans

CircuitMaker is a orofes3icnal full featured
program that enables you to design, construct
and test an unlimited variety cf digital

circuits. Using CircuitMaker, you eliminate
the need to purchase breadboards, integrated
circuits, wire and power supplies, by
allowing you to design and test ^your digital

circuits with ]ust a rew clicks of: the mouse!

CircuitMaker 'is designed for the professional
as well as the student that 13 just learning
about digital logic. Cireui:M;iker :s a must
for your electronic nrcjects!!!

Only
$79.95

Teachers Pet
At last there is a convenient way for

teachers to track their students' grades on
the Atari ST computer system. Teachers Pet
gives you the power of a spread-sheet
without the complications of having to learn
a new language! Teachers Pet is completely
GEM menu driven. Never again will you
have to recalculate a students grade after
finding a mistake, or staying up late

graphing students progress for a
parent- teachers meeting the next day. Let
1 eachers Pet do the work for you! !

!

PDOS

Only
$39.95

By Eyring Research

PDOS is a real-time operating system for the
Atari ST computer system. It is the same
system which has been in use on VME
systems for years and ifs power is now
available on the ST. PDOS is a full

multi-tasking, multi-user operating system.
PDOS allows you to develop programs using
a variety of lang-jaijea including C, Pascal,
FORTRAN and BASIC. The power of the
68000 microrjracijsacr comes alive with
PDOS!!!!

Call for Pricing
495 West 920 North,

Orem, Utah 84057

(801)226-3270
iliad

How You Can Make Your Atari ST™ Mo

POWERFUL!
Release the power of your computer
by giving it multitasking capabilities!

Run your favorite GEM program, type

commands to do background tasks and
start other applications at the same time!

Put to use idle CPU time with the most
popular alternative o/s in the ST world,

the Award-Winning MT C-Shell! $129.95

•New *New -New -New -New
Introducing a GEM bridge for MT C-Shell

VSH Manager
This program even allows multitasking to

happen in "windows"! $34.95

F Save S5.00 on any BDT Product. "1

id Send io

Beckemeyer Development Tools

|
478 Sanla Clara Avenue, Oakland, CA 9

|

Or Call (415) 452-1129 and reler to #23.

TOS. Atari ST are Trademarks of Atari Corp. GEM

I
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PICK-YOUR-PRICEH!
THAT'S RIGHT — PICK THE

PRICE YOU WANT TO PAY AND

GET FREE SHIPPING
HERE'S HOW - JUST SEARCH THRU THE
ADS OF THIS ISSUE, PICK THE ITEM YOU

WANT AT THE PRICE YOU WANT

SIDE-LINE will MATCH
THE PRICE!

Send a CERTIFIED Check or MONEY
ORDER (Sorry no COD or CREDIT CARD)

mentioning the page of the ad you
want price matched, to -

SIDE-LINE
COMPUTER
86 Ridgedale Avenue
Cedar Knolls, NJ 07927

(201) 455-7844
Orders shipped FREE within 24 hours

FULL Exchange on DOA defects

FULL Manufacturers Warranties Apply
SORRY - we do not have close-outs,

obsolete or discontinued products
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Perhaps you're won-

dering how your

children can benefit

from your 5T. Do

you teach them pro-

gramming or how to use a word proces-

sor? What if your child is five or six

years old? What's good for such a young

child?

Word processing is always a good

skill, and you can teach the basics to

young children. Programming can be

appropriate for older children who have

the interest. Additionally, you'll be glad

to know there's a varied (not volumi-

nous, however) selection of ST software

for young people, so that children rang-

ing from pre-school age through high

school will have the opportunity to ex-

you read the story, half the screen is

words, the other half an illustration. The

story advances when you press the Re-

turn key at the end of a paragraph, but

sometimes the accompanying picture

never changes. So a picture of the Cy-

clops remained on the screen even

when the words described creatures

with 50 heads. On the more positive

side, the questions that follow each

story and test vocabulary and spelling

seem educationally sound. Also, each

program allows the child, parent or

teacher to have some input. In Mythol-

ogy, the child can actually create his or

her own myth with accompanying

questions. Aesop's Fables lets you make

up your own spelling lists. Children en-

joy myths and fables, and they're part of

EDUCATION By Anita Malnig

The electronic

schoolroom—
The three R's

andyour ST

perience some "computer-age" learning.

Listed below are descriptions of soft-

ware packages from several companies

producing educational software for the

ST.

Mythology, Aesop's Fables and

The Word Master ($4995 each) Ani-

mal Kingdom (S39.95). (Primary

grades.) This series from Unicom offers

some original subject matter in the

educational software area, particularly

Mythology and Aesop's Fables. Both

programs follow a similar pattern, al-

though Aesop's Fables is aimed at

slightly younger children. The child

chooses a story (The myths are "The

Greek Gods," "Pandora's Box," and

"King Midas"; there are about ten fables

to choose from) which the child reads

(or has read to) on a series of screens.

I was impressed by the programs' vi-

brant colors, but the pictures them-

selves leave something to be desired. As

our literary heritage. These programs

offer a pleasant introduction to some of

them.
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Word Master is a spelling program

for children in grades 3 through 8. In

"Placement Test," the first activity, you

choose a grade level and are given lists

of words with definitions to choose

—. »«* /—
.

'

Aesops Fables: from the Lion and the Mouse fable

from. By assessing the amount of cor-

rect answers, you decide if you are at

the proper level. Once that's deter-

mined, you go on the "Master's Review"

in which you are given word lists with

definitions. This is where you learn the
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Aesops Fables Menu

words and prepare yourself for

"Vocabulary Challenge!' Here you select

the correct definition for a word dis-

played at the top of the screen. The final

activity is "Master Maze": A sentence

with a word missing appears at the top

of the screen. You must move a man to

the correct word in the maze to com-

plete the sentence (The mouse doesn't

work with the maze and the arrow keys

weren't much fun to manipulate Use a

joystick.

)
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As with the hrst two programs, the

illustrations are weak- Throughout the

Master Review the only picture is that of

some mountains, a nice graphic, but it

has very little to do with the program.

The "Vocabulary Challenge" shows

someone who looks like a Zen Master

who smiles at you. 1 would have pre-

ferred to see the illustrations contribute

more to the exercises.

Animal Kingdom teaches young

children about all sorts of animals and

does it quite well. The first part of the

program is "All About Animals" tn

which you choose from ten categories

to read information about specific spe-

cies such as animals of the plains, pre-

historic, fish, and so on. You get a pic-

ture and descriptive paragraph of the

particular animal. You're then given a

variety of activities based on the infor-

mation, such as seeing a picture of an

animal and writing its name, unscram-

bling names of animals, determining

which one is different, and so on.

There's a lot of information here and it

is quite sound educationally.
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Overall, Unicorn has done some nice

work with a good mix of subject mat-

ters. My main criticism is that they don't

have enough use of the ST's sophisti-

cated capabilities. These programs are

not much more than animated work-

books and that animation is limited.

Educationally, they're on the right track;

computer-wise they need to go the next

step. Unicom Educational Software, 2950

Flamingo Rd., #B, las Vegas, W 89121.

(702) 737-8862

First Shapes, Speller Bee, Math-

Talk Fractions and KidTalk ($4995

each) (Pre-school through approxi-

mately third grade.) First Byte takes the

ST technology a step farther by offering

four programs that use speech synthe-

sis. Even though the speech is robot-

like and makes pronunciation for spell-

ing words rather difficult, it is exciting

for a child to have a computer talk.

First Shapes is good for a parent to

use with a pre-school child. The pro-

gram asks the child questions, and he

or she gets to do things like identify

shapes and build their own toy crea-

tions out of all sorts of shapes. What's

nice about building the toys is that there

was no right or wrong. A child could

choose to build a truck and no matter

what shapes he or she chose to build it,

the computer would make sure it came

out looking somewhat "truckish." Nice

positive reinforcement for a young

child. On the down side, the program is

quite slow and some of the graphics

were clunky-looking, not state-of-

the-art.
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KidTalk also works for preschool

children; the company states that the

program can also be used with junior

high students, but 1 think the overall

look will appear too babyish for adoles-

cents. Kidtalk lets you write and save

stories, hear them spoken, and print

them out.
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Speller Bee, for the child learning to

read and spell, offers some charming

and useful activities. You can use the

spelling lists provided or create your

own (always a useful addition to a chil-

dren's program), listen to a word (you

must listen carefully) and then spell it.

In "Scramble Bee" the child must un-

scramble words but gets to look at the

spelling list as they try to figure out the

word. "Detective Bee" asks you to find

missing letters in words; the alphabet is

pictured at the bottom of the screen.

These are fun games and sure to make

the spelling process more fun.
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Math Talk Fractions offers some

useful, engaging ways to learn all about

fractions through four different exer-

cises. In "Problem Factory" you see a

screen that looks like moving gears from

factory machines. You enter and solve

your own problems (useful for doing

homework); the computer whirrs and

sputters and tells you if you're right or

not. This game is also very slow, with

almost too much useless activity for

what is really happening. However, it's a

Donald Duck's Playground

helpful activity for a child learning

fractions.

In "Fraction Shuffle" you choose a

card to get a fraction and then must

solve the problem. The principle is

quite similar to the previous game. (1

must point out a grammatical error: The
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program said "Your right," instead of

"You're right. . . )

"Fun House" offers several quick

games such as "Laser" in which you get

a bright, flashing set of boxes and must

determine which fraction of them are

colored- "Team Challenge" has you

choose a team of characters to oppose

you in a fraction quiz show. Again, this

activity is a variation on a theme. The

key is to get you, the user, to correctly

answer the question before it goes over

to the opposing team.
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Overall, these First Byte products

can teach young children some impor-

tant skills in an entertaining manner.

First Byte, 2845 Temple Ave., Long Beach,

CA 90806. (213) 595-7006

Typing Tutor Plus Word Invaders

($34.95) (Approximately fourth grade

through adult. ) One of the great break-

throughs with word processing is that

you don't have to hit the Return key at

the end of the line. This speeds up the

typing process tremendously. So, why in

a typing program on disk must you hit

the Return key at the end of every line? I

guess if you ever go back to a typewriter,

you'll know what to do.

That complaint aside, this is a well-

thought-out, no-nonsense typing pro-

gram that can teach you the basics and

get you up to speed fairly quickly. Each

level takes you to a new height of typing

complexity and all along the way you

get your typing speed and advice on

what you're doing wrong. Anyone who

uses the keyboard on their computer a

lot will benefit from knowing how to

touch type. Typing Tutor can help you

out.

Word Invaders lets you practice

your typing by letting you blast invading

words out oi the sky before they de-

stroy your base. To win this game, you

must be able to touch-type! Academy

Software, P. O. Box 6277, San Rafael, CA

94903. (115) 499-0850
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Atari ST Scholastic Series (3.7

volumes, $19.95 each) (Junior high and

high school) This is a very well-

designed, classroom-oriented learning

series. The subjects covered are math

and the sciences including algebra, ge-

ometry, statistics, trigonometry, biology,

chemistry and physics. Certainly appro-

priate for classroom use, the Arrakis Ad-

vantage can be used at home as well for

a young person needing help or having

a special interest in one of the subjects.

In each program you get an overview

of what will be covered (for instance,

it%m
*

M |t]
first Shapes

Algebra 1, Vol. 1 covers subsets, super-

sets, disjoint sets, and so forth), tutorial

screens that teach concepts, examples,

experiments, definitions, reviews and

questions.

The screens are nicely laid-out, easy-

to-read and offer just the right amount

of information at one time. You're nei-

ther spoon-fed nor overwhelmed. This

series bears teachers taking seriously.

Amtfeis Software. Distributed by Atari

Corp., 1196 Borregas Ave., P.O. Box 3427,

Sunnyvale, CA 94088. (408) 745-2367
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Linkword languages: French,

German, Italian, Spanish, Russian,

Portugese, Greek and Dutch ($29.95

each) "Imagine yourself having a

drunken argument about whether trout

is spelt with FOUR LS."

'Huh?" 1 said. But when the question

"What is the English word for

FORELLE?" popped up on the screen a

few minutes later, I knew at once that

the answer was "trout." Using images

that link foreign words to acoustically

similar English words is a technique

called imagery.

Linkword uses this technique, and

it's quite successful. After having memo-

rized 20 animal names and their genders

after 10 minutes with the German ver-

sion of Gruneberg's Linkword Lan-

guage Series, 1 had to tear myself from

the computer when it was time to stop.

As indicated, the Linkword series is

also available in French, Italian, Span-

ish, Russian, Portugese, Greek and

Dutch versions. Words are introduced

one at a time, with the computer giving

the English word, foreign equivalent,

phonetic spelling and quick image to

keep in mind for each. As with the trout

example, the images are often bizarre

but usually effective. After 10 words, the

program quizzes you. Then you use the

same technique to learn the genders,

and take another quiz.

The course covers such topics as

dining out and going to the doctor, and

teaches vocabulary ranging from clothes

and furniture to business and travel.

Parts of speech such as verbs and adjec-

tives are interspersed, as is the gram-

mar, throughout the 10 lessons.

At the end ol each lesson, you must

translate complete sentences. The pro-

gram comes with an audio cassette

featuring a native speaker pronouncing
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che words you've just learned. The au-

dio section is optional, but 1 found it a

very good supplement.

My main complaints with the pro-

gram concern the drills. The sentence

translations at the end of each lesson

were good practice, but at times I

thought there should have been more of

them. You can't repeat these drills with-

out going through the entire lesson

again.

The program is geared toward home

use, and constant interaction with the

computer makes it more active than the

book-and-cassette home language

courses available. Although I thought

the grammar lessons weren't very well

presented, the speed with which

vocabulary can be memorized made up

for it. The package boasts that you will

learn a vocabulary of 400 words in 10

hours-and if you're serious about

learning a foreign language, don't balk at

the claim. With Gruneberg's Linkword

method and a little dedication, you'll be

ready for that European vacation in no

time Artworx Software Co., Inc., 1844

Penfeld Road, Penfeld, NY 14526. (716)

385-6120
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Donald Duck's Playground

($24 95) Donald Ducks Playground

teaches you about money and how to

make change It's well-done and lots of

fun to play.

The game uses animated graphics.

The first screen shows a street with

three different arches representing levels

of difficulty that Donald has to walk

under. Once you have walked under the

appropriate arch, you are on a main

street housing four work establish-

ments. You move Donald to each of the

stores by using either the mouse,

joystick or the arrow keys.

There are four jobs where Donald

can earn money, one of which is the

Amquack railroad. At the station is a

map with the train path, indicating the

train's movement. You have to deliver

packages from one city to another city,

while the train keeps moving. You

change junction switches (moving

amongst six) so that the train moves

from one track to another track. This

may sound easy, but it's not-sometimes

you have to change as many as three

switches to move the train to the right

city. This job is fast and you really have

to use logic to find the right path. You

earn the most money at this particular

job.

After each job, you go to the pay

window and receive the money that

you've earned. Now you can go to any

of the stores and buy equipment for the

playground where Donald's nephews

play.

This is a colorful game with many

things to do. You choose how long to

work at any of the jobs, and if you don't

like the produce job, you don't have to

work at it. You also get to choose what

to buy.

Donald Duck's Playground is ani-

mated and very well-done. The ST

mouse isn't especially effective for some

of the movements, but the keyboard

function keys work well and are more

convenient to use It teaches you logic

and helps make you read faster You

leam about time and quality control. It

also teaches that you have to work to

earn money to buy things. All in all,

though, this is an excellent game for

children. Sierra On-Line, Coarsegold, CA

93614.(209)683-6858
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Buzzword ($42.95) Buzzword is a

word-guessing game suitable for both

adults and children which uses a subtle

sense of humor to give clues for each

set of words.

The game is quite simple The upper

right section of the screen contains the

nine boxes that stand for the words you

will be guessing. At the simplest level,

each box will contain the first letter of

the word and how many letters make

up the word. At the bottom of the

screen is a list of all the letters used in

the nine words, as well as their fre-

quency of usage. In the upper right cor-

ner is the score. As you guess each word

correctly, the number of letters available

is decreased accordingly.

The object of the game is to guess

the word and type it correctly. If you

make five mistakes, or determine all the

words correctly, your turn is over There

are 200 hundred different categories

and between 30 and 50 members in

each category, so it is very difficult to

remember all of the answers in any one

category. Each category is also divided

into three difficulty levels.

The contents of the sets of words

range in difficulty. There is only one

screen in the game, but the colors are

bright and the "typewriter" action is

good.

While not billed as an educational

game. Buzzword is quite educational. It

is also lots of fun to play in groups and

is as sophisticated as some trivia games.

This is a well-designed word game for

the whole family. Buzzword Game Com-

pany, 5582 S. Zeno Court, Aurora, CO

80044. (303) 693-4263
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1st Math, Memory Master and My
Letters, Numbers and Words ($39.95

each) 1st Math, Memory Master and

My Letters, Numbers and Words are

three excellent children's programs for

the Atari ST. These programs teach

mathematics, memory and visual skills,

and letters and numbers.

All three programs use large letters,

bright colors, animation and a mouse-
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based input system, several teaching

sections which you can adjust to your

child's skill.

1st Math teaches addition and sub-

traction skills to children ages five

through eight. In the first section the

program presents a simple equation, for

which you must type in the correct an-

swer Answer correctly and a new prob-

lem is given; answer incorrectly and

nothing happens. After three wrong an-

swers, the correct answer is shown in

outlined form. After completing ten

questions, you see a short congratula-

tory animation sequence.

In the section "Construction Set,"

you must solve a number of equations

to generate a screen picture (a bird sit-

ting on a clothesline, for example). After

you've solved the proper number of

problems, the picture becomes ani-

mated. The last game is called "Freight

Depot." Here, you use a crane to pick

the correct answer of an equation and

drop it into a trap door, where a forklift

loads the number on a truck. After five

answers, the truck drives off.
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Memory Master contains four

games to develop memory skills,

sharpen shape recognition and expand

a child's basic vocabulary. It's written for

children ages two to six but older child-

ren can also profit. The first game is

called Same, in which you must pick

out the most similar items out of four

choices.

In the game Words, you must pick

the object corresponding to the word.

This teaches word recognition skills.

The third game is called Belong. An ob-

ject (say, a hand) is shown on your

screen, and you must pick a similar ob-

ject (a glove).
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My Letters, Numbers and Words

is designed for children ages two to six

and contains three games. The first

teaches typing skills. The second game

shows a number on the screen, and re-

quires you to spell out the name of that

number Although these games are in-

teresting, both seem overly complicated

for the suggested age group.
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Overall, these are fine programs for

young children. They're easy for child-

ren to use, and with their cute rewards

and animation, children will enjoy play-

ing with them even after they've solved

all the program puzzles. Stone & Associ-

ates, 7910 Ivannoe Avenue, Suite 319, La

jolla, CA 92037. 1-800-621-0852

ONE FROM THE HEART
Cardiac Arrest! ($69) This is cer-

tainly a different piece of ST software -a

resucitation simulator! The patient has

just died. Are you good enough to

"bring him back?" In Cardiac Arrest!

you interpret EKG's, history, vital signs,

and lab data while you order drugs and

procedures for your patient. Mad Scien-

tist Software, 2063 N. 820 W„ Pleasant

Grove, UT 84062. (801) 785-3028
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DESKTOP PUBLISHING continued from page

lasers can produce impressive near-

typeset quality text pages from just

about any ST word processing software.

For example, a number of the best-

looking Atari users newsletters used

plain ST Writer for laser printing, be-

cause of this word processor's easy two-

column page layout.

The forthcoming ST version of Word

Perfect, which was shown at Atari Fairs

throughout 1987, features flexible

WYSIWYG multi-column printing and a

complete roster of laser printer drivers.

It also supports mixed type fonts on the

same page and effortless box or line

drawing. Just draw a box where you

want to paste in your illustration and

the text automatically flows around it.

As in the Mac and IBM worlds, top-
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line ST word processors can deliver

many of the essential functions of desk-

top publishing software-and it may be

all you need for your own uses. By the

way, prototypes of the Atari laser printer

shown at 1987 Atari Fairs were running

the still-unreleased Microsoft ST Write

word processor which produced many

features offered by Word Perfect.

One final suggestion. You may be

able to rent a laser printer and pay only

a few cents per page rather than buying

your own laser printer right away. A

number of high-tech photocopy centers

have branched out into laser printing.

This sort of service is often available in

the vicinity of college campuses.

The only catch to this is that laser

rental centers will probably just have

Macintosh computers and maybe an

IBM clone on-site. You'll have to decide

whether it's worth it to you to lug down

your own ST and monitor.

COMING SOON TO A DESKTOP
NEAR YOU. . .

Timeworks Desktop Publisher

(Price not set) Coming soon from Time-

works, Inc., makers of Swiftcalc, Word-

Writer ST and Data Manager ST- their

own desktop publishing package-a

typesetter, designer and paste-up artist

all in one. Features a complete word

processor, a variety of font styles, built-

in text editor, high resolution graphics

and more! Timeworks, Inc., 444 Lake

Cook Road, Deerfield, IL 60015. (312)

948-9200
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1-800-331-7054
1-800-233-6345 COMPUTER VICE
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sceivrydisk 1 "fxas

19"
12"

SUSPECT 26" HABACOM 23''
89* SCriNFRY DISK 2 ATZCNA 12"

SUSPENDED 29" ii.AB.ADrx PHONEBOOK 35" SCE.NE'iYDISK 3CAIIFORNIA 12"
TRINITY 23" HABAMERGE 23"

29» sc- ; ;l;y :.i;;km was- i rv\voK
WISHBRINGER 20" HABASPELL 23" SCENERY DISK 5 UTAH, CO. W> 12"
ZORKI 23" HABAVIEW 29" REGENT SCTNETf DISK 6 KANSAS- Iv K 12"
ZORK TRILOGY 35" HIPPOC BUSINESS TEMPLATE 1 25* SCENERY DISK 7

DR. rs
CZ PATCH
KEYBOARD CTRL. SEQUENCET
MIDI RECORDING STUDIO

HOME ACCOUNTANT 29" INVENTORY W.ANAO: R AT FLORIDA-NC-SC 12"

59*
117"
23*

MAILROOM MAIL MERGE DATA BASE S"A" SCFNERY-JAPAN 12"
MAILROOM
PRO BUSINESS LETTERS

44"
29"

REGENT BASE
REGENT PAK

59"
29°

STAR SCENERY-SAN. FRAN.
WESTERN SCENERY DISK PACK

12"
64"

THE COPYIST

ELECTRONICAARTS
ADVTN'URE CONST SET
ARCTIC FOX
AUTODUEL
C.IlS3MASTER2000
-INA,'-jc:A. COOKBOOK
GOLDEN OLDIES
M.UXE.

117"

2d"
24"
30"
27"
30"
21"

metrocomco
::amg~dgelisp
iso pascal
lattice c

119"
59"
89"

REGENT WORD
REGENT WORD H GFM Vfc:;

SPELL CHECKER

ROYAL SOFTWARE

47*
25*

TIMEWORKS
DMA MANAGER ST
SUPER GRAPHICS ST

SWIFTAX

47"
29"
49"

MACRO ASSEMBLER 47" E-Z DATA 25* SWIFTCALC. ST
MENU
METACOMCO BCPL
METECOMCO MAKE

MICHTRON

17"

41"

E-Z GRAPH
E-Z SCHEDULER
E-Z SPELL FRENCH
E-Z SPELL GERMAN
E-Z THESAURUS
HELP CALCULUS

41*
23'
23*

23s
23=

SYLVIA PORTER
SYLVIA =ORTER VOL. 2
WORD WRITER ST

X-LENT SOFTWARE

49"

val order vo.ns t
l:?s ALT TVPNOSSW/fiRNWAV SYNCH

NEW "ECH COLOR BOOK 12" a-jiva-::;;- : 23"
HELP-MATE
NEW E-Z CALC
PAYROLL MASTER

ICON COLOR DISK
OGRE 24" BBS 1 .0 29" ICONMONOC-nOVil 23"
PINBALL CONST. SET 900 CA^-IDF" 17"

47" MEGAFILER
QUIZAMI 21" CARDS 23" ViGAIRONTS" 23"
"lAONG DESTRUCTION SET 9" CORNERMAN 29" SHELBOURNE S/W MEGAFRONT II 14"
SKYFOX 27" DOS SHELL ??,' ST. POOL 7.Z- VNIAIJRLGOL -I.JS
STARnrFi

i
34" ECHO 23" ST. SHUFFLEBOARD V'JSO: BOX RGB 29"

L. 'IMA I.I 36" GFA BASIC COM VbR 47"
SIERRA

ACCOUNTS RECtIVA:;.!:

BLACK CAULDRON

PAGE DESIGNER 17"
ULTIMA IV

EPYX

36" GFA BASIC INTE JPRET1

GOLD RUNNER
47"
23" 35' PICTURE DISK

p-TJ- vaster r-nrRTAcr 17"

CHAMP WRESTLING 23" KARATE KIT II

M-CACHE 23" CASH DISBURSEMENTS 35' PRINT SHOP INTERFACE

ROGUE 23" DONALD DUCKS :'l AYGRu RUBBER STAMP

SUB BATTLE
','. NIER GAMES
WORLD GAMES
WORLD KARATE CHAMP

23"
23"
23"
23"

M-DISKPLUS
D-DUPE
MICHTRON BBS 2.0

SPACE SHUTTLE II

23"

47"
23"

1 ;-. : :-"!. .EDGER
KING'S QUEST II

35'
25*

'-.' MUSIC BOX
TRIVIA MANIA
TYPESETTER ELITE

IVI'tSbllcR MONO & RGB
WRITE 90

17"

23"
17"

TIME BANDITS 23" 1ST XLENT WORD PROCESSOR 17"
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REVOLUTIONARY
NEW PRODUCT

• Imagine Saving almost any game at any point, then being
able to return there as many times as you like.

• Imagine the Ultimate Back-up Utility that actually UNPROTECTS
programs as it copies them. Lets protected programs be
stored as files, run from a hard disk or even be transmitted

over a modem.
• Imagine saving three or more protected single sided disks on

just one double sided disk.

• Imagine Instantly switching back and forth between two
different programs, games, utilities or business applications.

Now Stop Imagining and get Switch/Back.
It can do all this and more.

Switch/Back is a revolutionary new hardware and software
package that lets you get more from your ST, MUCH MORE.

Switch/Backs gaming features lets you instantly save most games
then continue playing. If you get in trouble you can switch back
to where you were as many times as you like.

REQUIRES at

least 1 meg. of RAM
[or a MEGARAM or

' Potydlsk Cartridge)

BACK-UPS -Switch/Back can work with your favorite back-up
program and allow you to save whole protected disks to files for

archival purposes. It can also automatically unprotect a
program and save it as standard file. This method works on
hundreds of ST programs and it allows you to run the files directly.

Ifs perfect for running protected programs off a hard disk. It

creates standard TOS files, that can be stored together on disks

or even transferred by modem.
SWAP - Switch back lets you load just about any two programs
into your ST and switch instantly between them. It works with

games, business programs, utilities, compilers, etc. Although only
one program is running ot a time, the other is available instantly,

right where you left off.

The Switch/Back hardware plugs into your printer port for easy
use (It has a pass through connection for your printer too.]

Switch/Back requires at least One Meg of memory
(Or a Polydisk or Megadisk] ONLY $69.95

ST Protection Techniques
Finally ST Copy protection techniques are revealed.
This complete book and disk package details the state

of the art in ST Protection methods and much, much
more.
The Software included with the book provides many

powerful features like the AUTOMATIC PROGRAM
PROTECTOR. This easy to use Utility allows you to protect

Just about any ST program. You con choose a
combination of protection methods like encryption,

checking custom disk formats, password protection or

a lirivled use option that makes the program self-

destruct after running a preset number of times.

The book includes topics such as Phreaking, Logic Bombs, Hardware
data keys, the legal aspects of piracy and software protection. Custom
disk formats, Pirate Bulletin boards and much more.

In addition it contains reviews of the popular ST back-up programs and
detailed explanations ot ST disks and drives.

ST Protection Techniques [Book and disk package) Qn i„ $39.95

The worlds most inexpensive clock
cartridge. Finally its afforddble to

keep your time and date accurate.
3 year battery included. ONLY $34.05

U1RTCHCRRT rf

MEGADISK ik Ultra high speea sol d state cl :k drive • 500%
Faster than a Hard Disk • Provides almost instant booting • Like a RAM disk

thafs always loaded with your favorite program and ready to use • One
megabyte of Solid State storage • Built in battery back-up in case of

power failures

MEGA D\'i'< 3 actually one megabyte of RAM that sirrply plugs into your
cartridge port. It acts as an added disk drive that's ultra fast and dlways
ready for use. I ike a Hard disk, MEGADISK won't loose its memory when
your computer is turned off. It comes with its own power supply and
battery back-up system so its independent of your computer,
Megadisk can be configured according to your needs, • Set it up as

one large disk • An BOOK double sided disk and a 200K hardware print

buffer Or as two 400K single sided disks and a print buffer

Megadisk will work fine with your current system whether you have a
hard disk and two drives or you're just getting started,

Megadisk is perfect for those who want the nigh speed of a -iard disk

for a lower price. Its even better for power users or software developers
who may already own a hard disk and two drives but want extra speed
and power. Megadisk can also emulate other car-idges for testing and
back-up. In addition Megadisk can be used With Sw tch/Back to allow you
to instantly jump between two full size one meg
applications, $299.95

POlyGlSK Polydisk is a 512K version of a Megadisk. Polydisk gives

you the some fast boot features, tl-e n oh soeea access, aid the print

spooler. Polydisk has a power supply (like Megadisk) but does not contain
a battery back-up.

Note: Those with only 512K of main memory can use Switch/Back with a
Polydisk, just like those with one Meg.

Polydisk (512K Solid state drive) Only $199.95
(Clock option for Polydisk $29.95)

lllllll

COLOR COMPUTEREYES"
1 1

1

1 1

1

Ircrodiblo CO..OR video digit /er. • "he 'irst and only !U cc or a ;_;;l:.--er

for the ST • Uses standard video inputs like video camera, VCR, or video
disk. • Works in all ST resolutions, Low res provides 16 shade black and
white or full color pictures. • Pictures can be used with Degds,
Neochrome, Powerprint and others. • Automatic calibration of contrast,

brightness and white balance. • Plugs into cartridge port .for easy set-up.

• Capture your picture or that of your favorite star. ONLY $199.95
SPECIAL OFFER - Buy both Computereyes and Powerprint and SAVE 20.00

from the total.

Pe*verD BLOW YOURSELF UP

Imagine you- picture on a t foe- oosle: Create a business graph that

can cover a wall. Quality output for posters, -shirts, newsletters, and more.
POWERPRINT
Whether it's a photo digitized with ComputerEyes, a masterpiece

created with Degas, or the winning screen from your favorite game,
POWERPRINT can print it with unequaled clarify and resolution. Powerprint
supports ALL ST resolutions. It prints multiple sizes up to GIANT WALL SIZED
POSTERS. Prirl 'it shades for rciecibie detail. 3rrv tne whole screen or

ZOOM in on just the part you want. POWERPRINT offers unique effects,

including rotate, mirror and inverse options, Selective shading option
allows you to print multi-color pictures on any printer by printing one color
at a time (using color ribbons). Powerprint lets yau capture and print

almost any ST screen Works with Slar. NEC, Citoh, Gemini, EPSON. XM8048
and compatible printers. ONLY $39.95

mm :i:'CJ.::.iSTn

$89.95

igh Quality sound digitize 1" for me SI. This powerful
hardware dnd software package lets you sample real world sounds and
play them back on ory Atari SI Add spociol effects like Echo, Reverse,

looping, pitch manipulation, mixing and envelope control. Turns your Atari

keyboard into a muslca hsKiment to play songs with your digitized

sounds (also works with any MIDI keyboard;. Dgiscnd mckos it simple to

add sound to your own program, too! Unlec; 1
-, iho r.credir; e sounds in

yourSTwrthLI I i I m li i tr n 5 to 40K.->z, DIGISOUND is

the choice of the professionals. DIGISOUND was used lo create the voice

in Chessmaster 2000, and other commercial programs.

DIGISOUND ONLY

DIGISOUND PROFESSIONAL
All the excellent features of DIGISOUND plus these great extras

LOGARITHMIC SAMPLING - Special hardware extends the sound quality

far above the ofner ST scunc cig iizcis. Logarithmic sampling and
playback (external amplifiers only) greatly extends the dynamic range
while reducing distortion and noise.

Internal Real Time Mixing - Input from a stereo and a microphone so

you can sing over a tape. §Jjq Ac

UlwlKLAT tK The High powered digisound software can now be
Obtained by those who already own a digitizer for the ST Compatible all

cartridge based digitizers. Extend the power of your digitizer with
Dlgiplayer.

24 HOUR HOTLINE - VISA & MasterCard Welcome

216-374-7469
Customer Service line (216] 467-5665 Call or write

Only $49.95

Order by phone or send check or money order to:

ALPHA SYSTEMS 1012 Skyland, Macedonia, OH 44056
Ir.c'use 53.X ="ip. i V'oic [,..= J. Canada]. Ohio
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With its built-in

MIDI ports and low

cost, the ST is

widely regarded as

the new "musicians'

computer." ST MIDI programs range

from a player-piano simulation (based

on real piano rolls) to a professional 64-

track sequencer system. Atari Corp. is

helping to spearhead this MIDI invasion

by encouraging music stores to sell ST

computers.

To use most of this flood of MIDI

software, you need only your ST and a

MIDI-equipped synthesizer, such as the

Yamaha DX-7 or the Casio CZ-101. Of

course, the more MIDI equipment you

have (samplers, drum boxes and ex-

panders, for example) the more in-

unless you only want to hear your own

playing.

Music Studio ($59.95) The defini-

tive home music program. Step-time

music entry for four independent music

tracks with complete score printout.

Playback can be through MIDI and/or a

programmable internal three-voice syn-

thesizer that plays through the monitor

speaker. Over 200 song data files are

available on bulletin board systems.

Designed with the Casio CZ synths in

mind. Activision, Inc., 2350 Bayshorc

Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94039. (415)

960-0410
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Bach Songbook, Dr. Keys, and Dr.

Drums ($29.00 each) Prerecorded mu-

sic files in the Dr T sequencer format

MIDI AND MUSIC By Jim Pierson-Perry

MIDIsoftware-

patch editors,

librarians,

sequencers

and more

volved your music can be— and the

more you'll appreciate having the ST to

hold it all together!

Here we'll cover five types of MIDI

software: music players, sequencers,

scoring programs, librarians, and

patch/sample editors. Each category has

programs with various levels of features,

and there is some overlap between

them. Unless stated otherwise, you can

rim all of these programs on any ST.

MUSIC PLAYER PROGRAMS
A player program uses a data file to re-

produce music on a MIDI instrument

(typically a synthesizer)— sort of a digi-

tal jukebox. Some player programs let

you enter musical data in step-time

along with non-music control events,

such as changing the synthesizer voice

or the tempo. These programs also may

offer song playback through the ST's in-

ternal monitor speaker as well as exter-

nal MIDI instruments. For a player pro-

gram, availability of prerecorded music

on ST disks or as BBS files is important,

for selections from J. S. Bach, chord

progressions/sample riffs, and drum

patterns. Dr. Ts Music Software, 220 Boyl-

Ston St., Suite 306, Chestnut Hill, MA
02167.(617)244-6954
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Midi Magk

MIDIplay ($49.00) Combination

player and one-track sequencer. Works

with prerecorded Musicdisks (12 songs

per disk at $19.95 each). Real-time se-
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MIDI AND MUSIC

quencer can playback through MIDI or

programmable internal synthesizer

through the monitor speaker. No editing

functions. Electronic Music Publishing

House, Inc., 2210 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 488,

Santa Monica, CA 90403. (213) 455-2025
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MIDI Magic ($39.95) This MIDI

player piano uses prerecorded music

disks (six songs per disk at $19.95

each). You can't create your own song

files, but there are currently more than

100 music disks available-digital en-

codings of piano rolls, some originally

cut by Scott Joplin, George Gershwin

and Liberace. Color systems only. Micro-

W Distributing, Inc., 1342B Route 23, But-

ler, NJ 07405. (201) 838-9027
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ST Music Box ($49.95) Create your

own music by step-time entry of music

and MIDI control data for up to eight

voices across four MIDI channels. You

can change tempo or MIDI instrument

patches every measure with playback

through MIDI or the monitor speaker.

Limited score printout provided via a

separate program. Separate versions

sold for color or monochrome systems.

Xlent Software, P. 0. Box 5228, Springfield,

VA 22150. (703) 644-8881
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SEQUENCER PROGRAMS
A sequencer records real-time or step-

time input of MIDI music and controller

data. Some versions allow sophisticated

editing and music manipulation func-

tions. Sequencers are like multi-track

tape recorders and many such programs

use a tape recorder-style user interface.

The more powerful sequencers allow

editing and chaining of individual mu-

sic passages (sequences) to build a

song.

A good sequencer program lets you

edit music data much the same as you

would edit text with a word

processor-you insert or delete pas-

sages, and cut and paste repeated sec-

tions. You also need external syncing if

the song is to be tied to a drum ma-

chine or tape deck. Other useful fea-

tures are note timing correction, a

metronome to keep steady time while

playing, punch-in and punch-out to

overdub and correct bad notes, and the

ability to address system-exclusive func-

tions of your MIDI equipment.

Transform-Xtrack ($149.95) The

primary sequencer module for TRANS-

FORM MIDI software. Co-resident

under GEM with other modules. Real or

step-time music entry with graphical

MIDI event editing under mouse con-

trol. Song pointer for SMPTE. Beam

Team, 6100 Adeline Street, Oakland, CA

94608. (415) 658-3208
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MIDI Recording Studio ($59.00)

Entry level eight-track sequencer built

around a MIDI event table that holds all

notes and controller values from record-

ing. Edit single events or apply an oper-

ation (such as velocity scaling) to a

selected range of events. Files are up-

wardly compatible with other Dr. T pro-

grams- Dr. Ts Music Software, 220 Boyl-

ston St., Suite 306, Chestnut Hill, MA
02167.(617)244-6954
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Keyboard Controlled Sequencer

($225.00) Professional level 48-track se-

quencer using nonstandard GEM inter-

face. Extremely powerful control of mu-

sic via editing of MIDI event table.

Record or edit sequences then combine

them in various ways to build songs.

Foundation for series of add-on pro-

grams including Model S ($199.00), a

hardware interface box to give SMPTE

compatibility. Dr. Ts Music Software, 220

Boylston St., Suite 306, Chestnut Hill, MA
02167(617)244-6954
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Programmable Variations Genera-

tor ($75.00) Add-on software for the

KCS provides extensive editing and

musical manipulation functions. A

"patch editor" for sequences. Dr. Ts Mu-

sic Software, 220 Boylston St., Suite 306,

Chestnut Hill, MA 02167. (617) 244-6954
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Fingers ($50.00 entry level, $129.00

pro level) Real-time series generator

similar to Jam Factory for the Mac. Start

up to four independent sequences with

different loopings, then vary notes and

control parameters while playing m
real-time to create new sequences.

Compatible with KCS. Dr. Ts Music Soft-

ware, 220 Boylston St., Suite 306, Chestnut

Hill, MA 02167. (617) 244-6954
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EZ-Track Plus ($65.00) Upgrade of

the first commercial ST MIDI sequencer.

20-track tape recorder emulator, one

MIDI channel assignable per track. Fea-

tures transposing, MIDI sync, punch

in/out, change the time signature, and

cut/paste editing. Good starter program

with many BBS music files. Upwardly

compatible with other Hybrid Arts pro-

grams. Hybrid Arts, Inc., 11920 West

Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90064.

(213) 826-3777
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Synch Track ST ($375.95) Profes-

sional level 60-track sequencer using

tape deck format. Numerous overall and

regional editing features, graphical edit-

ing, time signature changes, simultane-

ous looping and linear tracks, punch

in/out, song chaining, and 191

programmable quantization levels. Mul-

tiple sync capabilities (MIDI, FSK, drum
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Music Studio Title Screen Music Studio Composing Screen

machine) through included hardware

interface box. Hybrid Arts, inc., 11920

West Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, CA

90064.(213)826-3777
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SMPTE Track ST ($575.95) Ad-

vanced version of Synch Track ST in-

cludes all its capabilities and now sup-

ports SMPTE- Comes with SMPTE Mate

hardware interface box. Hybrid Arts, Inc.,

11920 West Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, CA

90064. (213) 826-3777
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Super Conductor ($79.95) Record

music passages as blocks, then arrange

them in any order across the 16 MIDI

channels with graphical song construc-

tion. Copy and duplicate blocks, edit

them to include variations in tone and

dynamics and play the song back

simultaneously across multiple MIDI

channels. The three internal monitor

voices are provided as additional MIDI

channels. Sends and receives system-

exclusive data files. MichTron, 576 S. Tele-

graph, Pontine, Ml 48053. (313) 334-5700
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Fast Tracks ST ($129.95) Powerful,

easy-to-use 16-track sequencer Real-

time music entry. Step-time only used

to include sys-ex data. Punch in/out,

song pointer, controller data filtering,

variable tempo, and track editing.

MlDMouse Music, Box272-B, Rhododen-

dron, OR 97049. (503) 622-5451
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MIDIsoft Studio ($99.00) 32-track

sequencer with many editing options. It

allows MIDI thru with filtering of after-

touch data, synch to external devices,

punch in/out, regional track editing,

and transposition. (Antic review 7/87.)

MIDlsofi Corporation, P. 0. Box 1000,

Bcllevuc, WA 98009. (206) 827-0750
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Master Tracks Pro ($349.95)

Professional level 64-track sequencer

ported from the Mac. Core modules

support real or step-time entry, editing

of MIDI data and overall sequences, sys-

ex librarian, and keyboard mapper.

Strong graphical emphasis with power-

ful editing control. Passport Designs, 625

Miramontes Street, Half Moon Bay, CA

94019. (415) 726-0280
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Personal Musician ($12995) Entry

level starter kit for sequencing includes

software and MIDI cables. Sonus Corp.,

21430 Strathern Street, Suite H, Canoga

Park, CA 91304. (818) 702-0992
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MasterPiece ($475.00) Professional

level 32-track sequencer. Supports real

or step-time entry, keyboard mapping,

punch in/out, extensive editing and

filtering options, chain up to 24 se-

quences in song mode, and song

pointer Sonus Corp., 21430 Strathern

Street, Suite H, Canoga Park, CA 91304.

(818) 702-0992
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SST SuperSequencer ($195.95)

Starter sequencer at the professional

level. Similar to MasterPiece but with-

out as many options. Sonus Corp., 21430

Strathern Street, Suite H, Canoga Park, CA

91304. (818) 702-0992
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Pro-24 ($295,00) Professional level

24-track sequencer using a tape deck

format. Tracks are made up of multiple

independent patterns which can be co-

pied or edited and used to build loops.

Variable meter and tempo throughout

song. Real or step-time entry, filtering,

punch in/out, and graphical editing

provided. Steinberg Research, distributed

by the Russ Jones Marketing Group, 17700

RaymerSt, Suite 1001, Northridge, CA

91325. (818) 993-4091
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FINALL Y! Affordable true what-you-see-is-what-you-get word processing. No
longer be limited to your printer's built-in fonts. With Wordilp™ and its

Macintosh* -like fonts, producing typeset quality documents is a snap.

Import Graphics
• auto-routing of text around graphic

• size and crop

Mail Merge
• print multiple copies with

text merged from a file

Automatic Footnotes/Endnotes
• see on screen

• automatic numbering or selectable

Glossary
• recall text with an abbreviation

General
• versatile headers/footers

• fast search and replace

• GEM' based
• GDOS* output

• 4 windows open at once

• centering and justification as you type

• variable line spacing in

1 point (1/72 inch) increments

• automatic pagination

• left, right, center and decimal tabs

• unlimited number of sections

• restore files from before last save

• insert, save and delete

Ascii and WordUp"*' files

• and too much more to list!

Multiple Fonts
• proportional and monospaced fonts

• selectable size and type face

Multiple Font Styles

• bold, Ugiit, sAewecf, outline

• single , double , and broken underline

• stnkothrough

Effects Cursor
• cursor visually changes to indicate

style, super/subscript, and font size

Variable Superscript and Subscript
• variable to 99 points

Minimum Requirements
• monochrome or color 520ST'
• single-sided disk drive

A/fOr/?OA/£/VC/A/ff/?/A/C
™

908 Camino dos Rlos

Thousand Oaks, CA 91360

(805} 498-3840

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

American Express

and COD accepted

'Macintosh is a trademark of Mcintosh Laboratory. Inc Atari and Atari St are trademarks or registered trademarks of Atari

Corp GEM and GDOS are trademarks or registered trademarks of Digital Research Inc

" "Introductory price

1987 Neorron Eng,„een„g
CI.C1E03.0N READEK SE.VICE CA«D



MIDI AND MUSIC

MIDI Studio ($99.95) A musical se-

quencer that allows recording of music

in real time from your synthesizer. Also

allows you to create and edit patch data.

Audio Light, 20 N. Santa Cruz, Suite B, Los

Gates, CA 95030. (408) 395-0838
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Mu-Script I ($99.95) is a 16-track

sequencer with MIDI event editor and

multi-stave notation. You can enter a

track entirely from your 5T keyboard,

then overdub live tracks with it. In-

cludes quantizing and individual event

editing. Assign individual tracks to any

MIDI channel; split single tracks into

two tracks, treble and bass. Quiet Lion,

P.O. Box 219, Sun Valley, CA 91353 (818)

765-6224.
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SCORING PROGRAMS
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Ideally, a scoring
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'

I

#i
'

I program takes a mu-

sic data file and

converts it into

printed sheet music.

In practice, automating this transcrip-

tion process is very difficult because of

music's many rules and exceptions. Op-

tions to consider include the scoring

style (solo voice up to full orchestra

with drum parts); addition of lyrics,

chord, musical or even user-definable

symbols; notation editing; and what

printers are supported. Scoring pro-

grams generally are only valid with se-

quencer programs from the same com-

pany due to variations in file formats.

Transform-Xnote ($199.95) Music

transcnption module for the TRANS-

FORM MIDI software series. Can be co-

resident under GEM with the sequencer

and patch editor modules. Beam Team,

6100 Adeline Street, Oakland, CA 94608.

(415) 658-3208
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The Copyist ($225.00) Provides

music transcription for all Dr. T se-

quencer programs. Extends scoring to

included drum parts in real percussion

notation. On-line help function. Dr. Ts

Music Software, 220 Boylston St., Suite .306,

Chestnut Hill, MA 02167. (617) 244-6954
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EZ-Score Plus ($99.00) Entry level

scoring program for all Hybrid Arts se-

quencers. Supports up to three staves,

chord symbols and lyrics all under

mouse control. Hybrid Arts Inc., 11920

West Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, CA

90064.(213)826-3777
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SuperScore ($425.00) Transcription

of music files for all Sonus sequencers.

Includes built-in sequencer. Numerous

page layout (up to 40 polyphonic

staves) and editing options (music and

text). Sonus Corp., 2113 Strathem Street,

Suite H, Canoga Park, CA 91304. (818)

702-0992
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LIBRARIAN PROGRAMS
Library management programs are

caretakers of such MIDI data files as

synthesizer patches, drum machine pat-

terns, and controller effects. Librarians

can build composite files of system-

exclusive data for all instruments in

your setup. At the touch of a button, a

file can load all parameters for a partic-

ular song. A good librarian is indispens-

able for MIDI-based systems in live per-

formance.

Equipment meeting the MIDI 1.0

specification usually can be accessed by

a generic librarian, rather than requiring

a separate program for each instrument.

Two exceptions are the Casio syn-

thesizer line and Roland drum

machines, which use nonstandard sys-

tem exclusive data transfer specifica-

tions and need specialized software.

ESQ-1, D-50, and TX814Z Librar-

ians ($69.00 each) Patch file librarians

for the respective synthesizers. Beaverton

Digital Systems, P.O. Box 1626, Beaverton,

OR 97075. (503) 641-6260
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GenPatch ST ($149.00) Generic

librarian for all MIDI instruments. Disk

contains over 60 command files, regular

updates for new configurations via BBS,

and command file builder for those not

yet supported. Includes real-time MIDI

data stream display utility and desk ac-

cessory for sending MIDI data files.

Works with Casio and Roland equip-

ment. Hybrid Arts, Inc., 11920 West Olym-

pic Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90064. (213)

826-3777
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SYS/EX ($100.00) Designed espe-

cially for use by performing musicians

and uses keyboard menus rather than

mouse-based input. You create a com-

mand file to obtain parameter data for

each MIDI instrument in your setup.

The command file dumps each instru-

ment's data into a composite MIDI file.

Calling up the composite file resets all

instruments to their previous states.

Does not work with Casio synthesizers.

Key Clique, Inc., 3960 Laurel Canyon Blvd.,

Suite 374, Studio City, CA 91604. (818)

905-9136
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Matrix 12/Xpander Librarian

($49.95) Librarian for the Oberheim

Matrix 12/Xpander synths. View, re-

arrange, and get hardcopy of patch data

and bank names. MlDMouse Music, Box

272-B, Rhododendron, OR 97049. (503)

622-5451

CIRCLE 290 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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CZ Sounds Vol. 1-4 ($19.95 each)

and FB-01 Sounds ($24.95) Disks of

patches (40 per volume for CZ, 96 for

FB-01) with boot driver program to load

direct to synthesizer. MIDlMouse Music,

Box 272-B, Rhododendron, OR 97049.

(503) 622-5451
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Data Dumpstor ST ($89.95) Holds

up to 20 separate composite MIDI data

files in memory and comes with com-

mand files on disk; you can create and

store additional command files as

needed. Includes desk accessory for

sending MIDI data files for instrument

setup. Does not work with Casio syn-

thesizers. Music Service Software, 801

Wheeler Road, Madison, Wl 53704. (608)

241-5615
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TR707 Dumpstor ST ($64.95) Pro-

vides drum pattern storage for the non-

standard protocol used by the Roland

TR707 drum machines. Holds 20 full

dumps (four tracks each) from the

TR707 in memory along with names for

each individual track. Includes desk ac-

cessory for uploading pattern files to the

drum machine. Music Service Software,

801 Wheeler Road, Madison, Wl 53704.

(608) 241-5615
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Pro Creator ($240.00) Combination

patch librarian and random patch

generator for the Yamaha DX-7/TX se-

ries. Creates totally new patches or vari-

ations of existing ones. The patch gener-

ator is interesting, but limited since you

can't edit the patch parameters. Steinberg

Research, distributed by the Russjones

Marketing Croup, 17700 Raymer St., Suite

1001, Northridge, CA 91325 (818)

993-4091
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K3P0+ Synth-droid, Casio Synth-

droid and DW8000 Synth-droid

($99.95 for K3P04-, $79.95 for Casio

and DW8000 Synth-droid) These three

programs are patch editor/librarians for

70 Buyer's Guide 1987

the Kawai K3, Casio CZ 101, CZ-1000,

CZ-3000, CZ-5000 and Korg DW8000,

respectively. All feature patch editing

and waveform editing, patch librarian

functions, and sound envelope manipu-

lation. You can also save your patches in

Sound
Digitizers

ADAP SoundRack ($1995.00) A
no-punches -pulled, professional

analog/digital converter designed for

digitizing music and sounds with

your ST The SoundRack samples

music typically at 44.1 Khz with 16

bit resolution, and allows you to edit

your samples right from the ST

screen. You can store up to 64 multi-

samples in memory, and even sam-

ple directly off compact disks. 19

inches wide, rack-mountable. Hybrid

Arts, 11920 Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles,

CA 90064. (213) 826-3777
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Navarone Audio Digitizer

($139.95). A good 8-bit audio

digitizer for those of you who want

to make your own M-M-Max

Headroom tapes. Originally known

as the Hippo Audio Digitizer (Antic

review 3/87). Navarone Industries.

1043 Sterling Rd. #201, Mountain View,

CA 94040. (415) 964-2660
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the librarian modes. Compu-Mates, 8621

Wilshire Blvd., #177, Beverly Hills, CA

90211. (213)271-7410.
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PATCH/SAMPLE EDITORS

Patch editors provide an easy way to en-

ter values for the various parameters

that shape an instrument's tones. Addi-

tional features may include a librarian

function, patch generation, graphical

waveform editing, hardcopy of patch

parameters, and a variety of editing fea-

tures (cut/paste, copy, swap).

A sample editor can be viewed as a

more complex form of patch editor.

These programs let you manipulate an

existing digitized sound sample or use a

variety of synthesis algorithms to create

new sounds from their underlying har-

monic structure -sounds that can be

sent back to samplers for playing.

Perfect Patch Vcr. 2 and Four

Patch+ ($59.00 each) For the Yamaha

6-operator and 4-operator synthesizer

lines, respectively. All patch parameters

are accessible from a single screen for

very crisp graphical editing. Keyboard

scalings, envelopes and even entire

operators can be copied from a source

to multiple destinations in a single pass.

Includes sequencer, librarian, and on-

line tutorial. Aegix, P.O. Box 9488, Reno,

NV 89507. (702) 329-1943
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Transform-Xsyn ($99.00) A series

of patch editor/ librarian modules avail-

able for CZ, DX-7/TX, JX8P, FB-01,

DX27, ESQ-1, D-50, and TX814Z syn-

thesizers. Graphical editing, hardcopy,

librarian, intelligent patch creation.

Built-in sequencer to test new patches

in actual play. Multiple modules can be

co-resident under GEM. Fully integrated

with additional TRANSFORM MIDI

software. Beam Team, 6100 Adeline Street,

Oakland, CA 94608. (415) 658-3208
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Softsynth ST ($295.00) Create sam-

ples using 32 oscillator additive or FM
synthesis. Compatible with most major

brands of samplers. Well-known pro-

gram ported from the Macintosh.

Digidesign, 1360 Willow Road, Ste. 101,

Menlo Park, CA 94025. (415) 327-8811
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CZ Patch, DX Heaven, 4 Op Deluxe,

Matrix 6 ST, Kawai-K3 ST, ESQ-Apade

ST, D-50 ST, and PCM 70 ST ($129.00



DON'T PAY RETAIL!
FORMUSICSOFTWARE& INSTRUMENTS

COMPUTER-MUSIC EXPERTS!
YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE A PRO TO BUY FROM FUTURE
MUSIC -MOST OF OUR CUSTOMERS ARE "JUST PLAIN
FOLKS" WITH A HOME COMPUTER AND A LOVE FOR
MUSIC. WE'LL HELP YOU GET STARTED!

CALL1-800-FOR-MIDI

• CALL FOR FREE CATALOG!

,
HYBRID, BEAM-

• 3YNTHS. DRUM MACHINES, 4 TRACKS AND MORE!

• ALL BRANDS, ALL COMPUTERS, - ALL DISCOUNTED!

' FUTURE MUSIC
900 W. FIRSTST., BOX 1090- RENO, NEVADA89504— (702)826-6434
CUSTOMER SERVICE: (702) 359-6434, OPEN 10-6, M-SAT. (PST)
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™ E FilNT
FACTORY'

Specializing in

Quality products
for use with

FONTS kt $29.95 per disk

Printer & screen fonts for high & medium rez.

Disk 1 : Avant Garde, Courier, Calligraphy
Disk 2 : Times, Helvetica Narrow, 16 Bit
Disk 3 : Chancery, Bookman, Chicago
Disk 4 : Palatino, Schoolbook, Computer
Disk 5 : Dingbats, Symbols, 8 Bit

Disk 6 : Complete set of 1 1 LaserWriter screen fonts

CjL,II* ARX $19.95 per disk

Over JOO QUA1-ITY pictures on each disk.

Disk 1 : Computer, Office, Newsletter, School, Seasons
Disk 2 : Business, Sports, Holiday, Religious, Computer2
Disk 3 : Travel, Medicine, America, Music, Personal
Disk 4 : Food, Borders, Western, Animals, School2
Disk 5 : Tools, Pirates, Party, Hands, Transportation

The Font Factory P.O. Box 17422, Phoenix, AZ 85011
Dealer inquiries welcome.

Please include $2.50 per order for postage & handling.
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OSS Personal Pascal

The BEST ...

"...the most painless introduction to GEM..."
--BYTE, Bruce Webster

"...a better learning language than C.you
should look seriously at Personal Pascal."

-ANALOG, Douglas Weir
" [In one month] I have successfully used alert

boxes, dialog boxes, windows...! would not
have been able to do [all this] in C."

-ST APPLICATIONS, Rob Re

"...[the only language] for the ST that provides
such an excellent. ..system at the price."

--SCAT newsletter, Mike Yocum

... Just Got BETTER !

VERSION 2 of Personal Pascal : ready NOW!

The best programming environment for your ST
The best language to learn

The best value for your money

Not just another so-so translation from some other

system, Personal Pascal is specifically designed for

Atari GEM. And VERSION 2 is great, even on a
single-drive 520 ST--compile programs in seconds,
not minutes--/ncred/b/e on any ST with a hard disk!

Extra features? LOOK!

Multi-file GEM-based editor

Super-fast compiler and linker

Superbly flexible desktop manager
Easy modular compilation

Built-in D.E.G.A.S screen files

A great GEM Interface

Fully Indexed 542 page manual...

The list is just too long to print!!

Personal Pascal VERSION 2 : Two full disks of

GEM power make programming easier and more fun

than ever! Ask your dealer for a demo or brochure--

or contact OSS.
Suggested retail price: $99.

From OSS, the only company with over 9 years of

experience with Atari computers.

Optimized Systems Software, Inc.

P.O.Box 710337, San Jose, CA, 95171 (408) 446-3099

/ersion 1 owners: Contact OSS directly tor information on updates.
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each, except $149.00 for PCM 70 ST)

Series of patch editors for their respec-

tive synthesizers; 4 Op Deluxe is for

the Yamaha DX27/100/FB-01/TX814Z

line. All feature integrated graphical

waveform editing under mouse control,

patch librarian, and hardcopy of

parameters. CZ Patch does not support

the CZ-1/230S. Dr. Ts Music Software,

220 Boyhton St., Suite 306, Chestnut Hill,

MA 02167. (617) 244-6954
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VDS MIRAGE ($249.00) Visual dis-

play sample waveform editor for Mirage.

Can construct samples by FM or addi-

tive synthesis. Samples may be analyzed

by Fourier transform to give 2D plot of

first 20 harmonics. Dr. Ts Music Soft-

ware, 220 Boyhton St., Suite 306, Chestnut

Hill, MA 02167- (617) 244-6954
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Soundfiler ST Graphical sample

editor for the Akai S612 ($199.00),

X700/7000 ($249.00), and S900

($299.00) samplers. Supports waveform

drawing, looping editor, crossfade loop-

ing, digital EQ, splicing, key mapping,

and librarian functions. GenWave

($249.00) is a similar product for sam-

plers that follow the MIDI sample dump

standard (Prophet 2000, E-max). The

S900 and generic editor programs re-

quire one megabyte. Drumware, 12077

Wilshire Blvd., #515, Los Angeles, CA

90025. (213) 478-3956
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CZ-Android ST ($99.95) and DX-

Android ST ($199.95) Support the Ca-

sio CZ and Yamaha DX-7/TX syn-

thesizer lines, respectively. Graphi-

cal/numeric waveform editing, patch

hardcopy, and librarian. Patch files are

compatible with GenPatch ST. Expert

system routines for new patch creation

or variation of existing sound. Editing

functions without patch creation mod-

ule are available tor DX line as DX-

Editor ST ($149.00). Hybrid Arts, Inc.,

11920 West Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, CA

90064. (213) 826-3777
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EDIT-8000 ($79.97) Patch editor,

librarian, creator for the DW/EX-8000

synthesizer Uses graphic interface of

analog control panel (knobs, faders)

operated by mouse as well as fast nu-

meric entry. Includes sequencer to test

new patches in actual play. Desk acces-

sory to load patch files available free via

BB5. Savant Audio, 2140 Bellmore Ave.,

Bellmore, NY 11710 (516) 826-6336
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Mirage Sonic Editor ($245.00)

Graphical sample editor with ability to

accurately construct looping points. Se-

rins Corp., 2143 Strathem Street, Suite H,

Canoga Park, CA 91304. (818) 702-0992
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D-50 Design (279.95) Sound syn-

thesis patch editor/librarian to work

with the Roland D-50 synthesizer. Sonus

Corp., 2143 Strathem Street, Suite H,

Canoga Park, CA 91304. (818) 702-0992
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SampleMaker ($250.00) Software

synthesizer to generate or edit digital

samples for Mirage, Akai S900, and

Prophet 2000. Can use additive, FM,

AM, or nonlinear waveshaping routines

for sample synthesis. Virtual Sounds, P.O.

Box 3286, Plymouth. MA 02361. (617)

747-3397
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AND FINALLY. . .

MIDI Maze ($39.95) Here's one of

the most unusual uses for MIDl-and it

has nothing to do with music. MIDI

Maze is a first-person perspective game,

in which you zip down corridors and

try to shoot every enemy Happy Face

you encounter. Up to 16 STs can be con-

MIDI MAGAZINES
Where can you find out more about using your ST to make music?

Two of the best magazines for working musicians feature regular

coverage of the Atari ST. Keyboard focuses on electronic key-

boards; a year's subscription is $23.95 from Keyboard Magazine,

20085 Stevens Creek, Cupertino, CA 95014, (408) 446-1105.

Electronic Musician covers the whole range of MIDI-compatible

musical instruments; it's $22 per year from Mix Publications,

2608 Ninth St., Berkeley, CA 94710, (415) 843-7901. And, natu-

rally, you can find MIDI coverage in regular issues of START, the

ST Quarterly-the #1 Guide to MIDI on the Atari ST!
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nected together through their MIDI

ports to play the game, so your enemies

can be either computer opponents or

other players. Each player has a differ-

ent perspective, and you can play every-

man-for-himself or in teams. However,

MIDI Maze will not work in conjunction

with Yamaha, Casio, or other MIDI syn-

thesizers or drum machines. . . Hybrid

Arts, Inc., 11920 W Olympic Blvd., Los An-

geles CA 90064. (213) 826-3777 or (213)

826-4288 (BBS)
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Synthesizers

Synthesizers are no

longer the expensive

toys of rich rock

stars. Like most

electronic equip-

ment, their prices have dropped while

their useful features have skyrocketed,

and now, they're an integral part of

"serious" music composition and per-

formance. Many people have added dig-

ital keyboards to their work-everyone

from the members of the local bar band

to Hollywood him composers.

Today you can choose from among a

number of reasonably-priced electronic

keyboards offering everything from ve-

locity sensitivity to sampling

capability- and of course, MIDI. Below

is a sampling of some hot boxes with

not-so-hot prices.

CASIO

The Casio CZ-1 ($1,399) is a full-

featured, 61-key touch- (velocity) sensi-

tive synthesizer. It comes with 64

factory-loaded patches (sounds) in

RAM, and can hold an additional 64

patches which you create You can add

optional ROM cartridges for additional

sounds, and call up your patch informa-

tion on the CZ's LCD screen. Casio, P.O.

Box 7000, Dover, NJ 07801. (201) 361-5400

The Casio CZ-5000 ($1,199) which

\s one step down from the CZ-1, con-

tains 61 velocity-sensitive keys, 32

presets and 32 memory voices. Op-

tional ROM cartridges hold additional

sound information. View your patch

programming on its built-in LCD

screen.

The Casio CZ-3000 ($999.00) con-

tains all of the features in the CZ-1000,

but includes 61 keys, 32 presets and 32

in-memory voices.

The Casio CZ-1000 ($699.50) fea-

tures 49 keys, 16 presets, and handles

16 internal voices. MIDI capable and

MIDI ready. One of the most popular

Casio synthesizers, this one may be the

best buy for your ST

The Casio CZ-101 ($499.50) fea-

tures a 49-key keyboard, advanced

MIDI capabilities, and contains every

feature of the CZ-1000 on a mini-

keyboard.

Casio, 570 ML Pleasant Avenue, P.O.

Box 7000, Dover, NJ 07801. (201)

361-5400
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YAMAHA
Yamaha DX7II ($2,195) Ever won-

der about Yamaha's logo? It's three

crossed tuning forks, underlying their

deep involvement with music reproduc-

tion going back many years. This is

their best-known synthesizer, which

features dual tone generators for multi-

ple instrument capability. Also available

with a built-in disk drive for $2,495.00.

Yamaha DX7S ($1,495.00) This one

features a 16 note tone generator, 61

velocity-sensitive keys, programmable

RAM, and features 128 voices and 64

performance memories. However, this

synthesizer will not sample sounds.

Yamaha Music Corporation, Digital Musi-

cal Instrument Division, P.O. Box 6600,

Buena Park, CA 90622. Technical Informa-

tion: (714) 522-9105
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ENSONIQ
Ensoniq ESQ1 ($1,395) This syn-

thesizer offers a 61-key velocity-

sensitive keyboard and an eight-track

sequencer actually built into the syn-

thesizer itself.

Mirage Sampler ($1,295) The one

everybody wants to copy Comes com-

plete with possibly the best sampling

quality in its price range, and has a full

61-key velocity-sensitive keyboard. En-

soniq, 155 Great Valley Parkway, Malvern,

PA, 19355. (215) 647-3930
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KAWAI
The Kawai K5 ($1995 keyboard ver-

sion, $1495 module version) is a multi-

timbral digital synthesizer The key-

board version has 61 keys (velocity-

driven), 48 single sounds and 48 multi

(combination) sounds. It can play 16

sounds at the same time, and is espe-

cially useful for sequencing. It does not

have sampling capabilities.

The R100 and R30 ($795 and $495)

drum machines have drum samples in

memory. Kawaz EMI Dept., 2055 East

University Drive, Compton, CA 90224.

(213)631-1771
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When you want to talk Atari
XL/XE HARDWARE

INTERFACES
ICD

P:R Connection $59.99

Printer Connection 39.99

Supra
Microprint 34.99

1150 39.99

1151 (1200 XL) 39.99

Xetec
Graphix Interface 38.99

Atari

850 Interface 109.00

COMPUTERS

Atari 130XE $ 135
65 XE 89.99

800 XL Call

130 XE Package (Indus GT Drive, XMM801
Printer, Joystick & Diskettes) 499.00

XL/XE ENHANCEMENTS
Axlon 32K Memory Board (400/800). 19.99

Atari 80 Column Card 84.99

MODEMS
Atari

SX212 300/1200 (ST) 89.99

835 24.99

XMM301 44.99

Anchor

VM520 300/1200 Direct Connect (ST)129.00

Volksmodem 1200 99.99

Avatex
1200 89.99

2400 219.00

Supra
2400 AT (XL/XE) 159.00

2400 ST (ST) 159.00

ST HARDWAREa
520ST FM RGB/Color $~_Q
System *o59
Includes: 520ST FM with 3Vi>" internal drive,

Basic, mouse, RGB/Color monitor and
modulator.

520ST FM Monochrome System. ...509.00

520ST FM Computer 379.00

SM124 Monochrome Monitor 159.00

SM1224 RGB/Color Monitor 299.00

Call for current pricing on the full

line of ST computers & peripherals!

Atari 354 t4 __
SS/DD Disk Drive (ST)*129
Atari

XF551 Drive (XL/XE) 179.00

Indus

GT Disk Drive (XL/XE) 179.00

GT100 (ST) 219.00

w/Sony 314" DS/DD 234.00

Supra
20 Meg Hard Drive (XL/XE) 659.00

20 Meg Hard Drive (ST) 549.00

30 Meg Hard Drive (ST) 759.00

60 Meg Hard Drive (ST) Call

Interface w/Boot Software (ST) 109.00

Atari

1020 XUXE Printer/Plotter $34.99

1027 XUXE Letter Quality 119.00

XDM121 XL/XE 199.00

Atari <ttnn
XMM801 *199
Brother

M-1109 100 cps (80 col.) 199.00

M-1409 180/45 NLQ w/tractor 319.00

HR20 22 cps Daisywheel 349.00

Citizen

MSP-10 (80 col.) 259.00

Premier 35 cps Daisywheel 469.00

MSP-15 40/160 cps 379.00

C.ltoh

Prowriter 1550P (132 col.) 249.00

Prowriter 8510SP Call

Epson

LX-800 150 cps 80 col Call

FX-86E 240 cps 80 col Call

FX-286E 240 cps 132 col Call

EX-800 300 cps 80 col Call

LQ-800 180 cps 24 wire Call

HI-80 4 pen plotter Call

NEC
P660 (180 cps drafl/65 LQ) 459.00

P760 132 col (180 cps draft/65 LQ)609.00

Okidata

Okimate 20 129.00

ML-182, ML-192, ML-193 Call

ML-292, ML-293 Call

Panasonic

KX-1080i 120 cps 80 col 159.00

KX-109H 180 cps 132 col 169.00

KX-1092 240 cps 80 col 319.00

1595 200 cps 132 col 449.00

Star Micronics

NX-10 120 cps 80 col 159.00

NX-15 120 cps 132 col 339.00

ND-15 180/45 NLQ 419.00

COMPUTER MAIL ORDER



you want to talk to us.
XL/XE SOFTWARE

AtariWriter Plus $36"
Access
Leaderboard Golf $24.99

Executive Disk 14.99

Accolade

Fight Night 18.99

Atari

E.T. Phone Home 6.99

Various Titles from 2.99

Batteries Included

Paperclip w/Spellpack 39.99

B-Graph 37.99

Broderbund

Print Shop 25.99

Karateka 17.99

Cygnus
Starfleet 1 32.99

Datasoft

221 Baker St 19.

Electronic Arts

Touchdown Football 12.99

Chessmaster 2000 25

Infocom

Zork III 24.99

Microprose

Top Gunner 18.99

F-15 Strike Eagle 22.99

Silent Service 21.99

Origin Systems
Ultima 4 36.99

Roklyn SPECIAL
Gorf/Wizard of Wor/AT Deluxe

Anti-Sub/Journey to Planet (ea.) 3.99

Strategic Simulations

Colonial Conquest 23.99

Sublogic

Flight Simulator II 32.99

Scenery California 14.99

X-Lent

Typesetter 21.99

ACCESSORIES
Maxell

MD1-M SS/DD 51A" $8.49

MD2-DM DS/DD SVt" 9.49

MF1-DDM SS/DD 3t4" 12,49

MF2-DDM DS/DD 31/2" 18.49

Sony
MD1D SS/DD SVt" 7.99

MD2D DS/DD SV4" 9.49

MFD-1DD SS/DD 3%" 12.99

MFD-2DD DS/DD 31/2" 19.99

Allsop Disk Holders

Disk File 60-5%" 9.99

Disk File 30-3%" 9.99

Curtis

Emerald 39.99

Safe Strip 19.99

Universal Printer Stand 14.99

Tool Kit 22.99

ICD (XL/XE)

Sparta DOS Contruction Set 28.99

US Doubler/Sparta DOS 48.99

Real Time Clock 48.99

Rambo XL 28.99

Mull I/O Board 256K 169.00

Multi I/O Board 1 Meg 299.00

ST SOFTWARE

ACCeSS ttrt n qq
Leaderboard Golf *2439

Activiston

Music Studio 35.99

Antic

Flash 29.99

Atari

Algebra, Vol. II (Grades 7-9) 18.99

Batteries Included

Degas Elite 48.99

Thunder 25.99

Cygnus
Starfleet 1 35.99

ST SOFTWARE
Electronic Arts

Gridiron Football $36.99

IViiilMi"!'

•

Broderbund
Print Shop tnrga
for XL/XE *25Ma

Championship Wrestling 24.99

Firebird

Guild of Thieves 27,99

Infocom
Zork Trilogy 42.99

Hitchhiker's Guide 27.99

Michtron

Major Motion 25.99

Microprose

Silent Service 23.99

F-15 Strike Eagle 26.99

Miles Software

ST Wars 28.99

Mindscape
High Roller 31.99

OSS
Personal Pascal 46.99

Paradox
War Zone/Firebuster 27.99

Progressive Computer
Graphic Artist 1.5 139.00

Psygnosis
Barbarian 27.99

Sierra

Leisure Suit Larry 27.99

Sublogic

Flight Simulator II 33.99

Timeworks
Wordwriter/Swifcalc/Data Managerea. 49.99

Unison World
Printmaster Plus 26.99

VIP

Professional (GEM) 144.99

X-Lent

Typesetter 28.99

In the U.S.A. and in Canada

Call toll-free: 1-800-233-8950.
Outside the U.S.A. call 717-327-9575 Telex 5106017898 Fax 717-327-1217

Educational, Governmental and Corporate Organizations call toll-free 1-800-221-4283
CMO. 477 East Third Street, Dept. B613, Williamsport, PA 17701

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED.
POLICY: Add 3% (minimum $7.00) shipping and handling. Larger shipments may requite additional charges. Personal and company checks require 3 week!

For faster delivery use your credit card or send cashier's check or bank money order. Pennsylvani;

subject lo change and all items are subject to availability. Defective software will be replaced with the

lion within Ihe terms and limits of the manufacturer's warranty. We cannot guarantee compatibility. All s

denls add 6% sales tax. All prices are U.S.A. prices and are

m only. Hardware witl be replaced or repaired at our discre-

final and returned shipments are subject lo a restocking fee.
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SYMMETRY
FINALLY. A TRULY ADVANCED ENGINEERING DESIGN & DRAFTING

PACKAGE FDR THE ATARI ST.

Up until now, there have been

quite a few drawing programs that

have billed themselves a3 'TRUE'

CADD Packages. Some have even

used common CADD terminology to

enhance the illusion. This has

led to a somewhat tarnished image

of what a CADD package can really

do.

THE SOLUTION

We united advanced programming

with direct extensive input from

experienced CADD

users, each a

graduate in the

field of Computer

Aided Design and

Manufacturing

Technology. After

years of design

and development,

the result. . .

a few of Symmetry' s many
features. . .

* Interactive 2D & 3D modes

* 255 selectable layers

* Upto 8 simultaneous views / drawing

* Unlimited drawings / database

* Subfigures support cost analysis

* Multiple & definable fonts

* Definable co-ordinate planes at any

3D rotation

* Intelligent dynamic calculators &
menus.

* Polar, Cartesian, Relative & Absolute

co-ordinate systems.

* 4 mode dynamic tracking

* Move * Copy * Rotate

* Revolve * Sweep * Array

* Project * Trim * Mirror

* Stretch * Rescale

* Divide * Measure

* Equidist * Verify

* Mask * Erase...

SYMMETRY

Finally, a full, rich design

package is available with the

power to back up it's claims.

Symmetry turns your Atari 1040ST

or Atari Mega ST into an

incredibly versatile CADD

workstation. Listed are just

[II «[i[IE",T WT[I < ,!,(«[, 1118, ItlEUUPI ,

|M (III1I «( -,5 WflfM! •! M[1N <1 ! JP Ml IFN II lit .

From within any command a user can

* Zoom in, out or by window * Scroll

* Restore images * Use dynamic 3D rotation

* Change color, layer or plane

* Echo frames , grid, tracking and

co-ordinate planes on or off...

TO PLACE AN ORDER
OR FOR MORE INFORMATION

CALL OR WRITE

NORTHERN DESIGN SYSTEMS
649 DOWN CRESENT , OSHAWA , ONTARIO L1H 7X9

(416) 436-2941
CIRCLE 056 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Computing takes

software, but the

real world requires

hardware.

Whether you

want to print a page read a program off

disk, or see graphics on a screen, your

computer's signals have to interface with

the real world. That's where computer

software leaves off, and hardware -

peripherals and accessories -have to

take up the slack.

Fortunately, the Atari ST comes com-

plete with all the interfaces you need to

connect a printer, a second disk dive, a

hard disk and a monitor Some com-

puters require extra circuit cards for

these things, but with the ST, you can

an added bonus, a double-sided ST

drive can read disks created on IBM's

newest computers, the PS/2 line.

Atari SF354 (single sided, $199.95}

and SF314 (double sided, $299.95)

Atari's drives are the standard for the ST,

and come in single and double sided

versions with external power supplies

and cases that match your ST. Atari Cor-

poration, 1196 Borregas Avenue, Sunnyvale,

CA 94088. (408) 745-2367
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C-Systems Megadrive (one drive

$229.00; two drives. $349.00) The

Megadrives are double-sided drives that

come with internal power supplies. The

DF 1000 is a single disk drive; the DF
2000 has two double-sided drives in

HARDWARE By Gregg Pearlman and Frank Hayes

Solving real

businessproblems

with ST software

and hardware

simply plug them in and you're ready [o

go!

PRINTERS
A printer lets you communicate with

the non-computer world, printing out

words and pictures for the benefit of

those who otherwise can't see what

you've created on your ST's screen.

Whether you plan to write letters or

novels, or print out greeting cards,

newsletters, or full-scale architectural

plans, you'll need a printer to put those

things on paper

Many different printers will work

with the ST. For tips on printers and

printer accessories that will get the most

from your ST, see the nearby text box on

"Printers: What to Look For"

3Vz INCH DISK DRIVES
An ST without a disk drive is like a car

without wheels -it can't go very far Ev-

ery ST comes with at least one disk

drive, but you can have as many as two

double-sided drives on line at once-for

nearly Wi megabytes of disk storage! As

one case. C-Systems, Box 333, West Jor-

dan, VT 84084. (801)350-8855
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5V4 INCH DISK DRIVES

Why use a 5Vt inch drive with your ST?

Mostly because it lets your ST read

industry-standard IBM PC floppy disks,

so you can exchange data with IBM

users. It's also a great help when you're

using PC-Ditto, which lets you run IBM

software on the ST.

IB Drive ($269.95) If you use an

iBM PC at work and an Atari ST at

home, this drive may be just what

you're looking for. The IB Drive reads

IBM disks with PC-Ditto, or transferring

files from 5W inch disks to the ST's 3Vi

inch disks. IB Computers, 1519 SW
Marlow Avenue, Portland, OR 97225. (503)

297-8425
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Microbyte A ($235) and B (quad

density, $245) Microbyte's 5V4 inch

drives are complete floppy systems
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HARDWARE

made especially to plug into the ST and

operate as a second disk drive. Micro-

byte A is a double-sided, double-

density drive; Microbyte B is double

sided and quad density. Paradox Enter-

prises, inc., 150 South Camino Seco, Suite

#113, Tucson, AZ 85710. (602) 721-2023
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Supradrive

ST/PC Drive Cable ($39.95) If you

already have an industry-standard 3 1/:

or 5 lA inch disk drive, here's a cable that

lets you connect it to your ST. The

ST/PC Drive Cable allows you to simply

plug in an IBM compatible disk drive

for use as drive B. You'll still need a

power supply for the drive, though. E.

Arthur Brown Company. 3404 Pawnee

Dnve, Alexandria, MN 56308. (612)

762-8847
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HARD DISKS

A hard disk plugs into your ST and

changes your life. Programs start up al-

most like magic, files load and save

much faster than with regular disks, and

there's plenty of space for storing large

hies. With up to 60 megabytes or more

of disk space on line, big projects be-

come much easier. A hard disk isn't one

of the first things you're likely to add to

78 Buyer's Guide /;

your ST, but when it's time to get one,

there's nothing like it.

Atari SH204 ($699.95) A 20-

megabyte hard disk. Atari Corporation,

1196 Borregas Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA

94088. (408) 745-2367
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Astra System HD+ ($995.00) A

20-megabyte hard disk with a 3 1
/: inch

double-sided drive built in. Astra Sys-

tems, 2500 S. Fairview, Unit L, Santa Ana,

CA 92704. (714) 549-2141
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SupraDrive (20 Mb $699.00, 30 Mb

$995.00, 60 Mb $1995.00) Hard disks

in three sizes: 20, 30 and 60 megabytes.

Supra Corporation, 1133 Commercial Way,

Albany, OR 97321. (503) 967-9075
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ICD ST Hard Drive System (20 Mb
$699.95, 30 Mb $945.95, dual 20 Mb

$1149.95, dual 30 Mb $1349.95) Up to

60 megabytes with one or two 20 or 30

megabyte hard disks; you can also plug

an Atari or Supra hard drive into the

back of the ICD case for still more stor-

age on-line. Includes a fan and real-time

clock. ICD, 1220 Rock Street, Rockford, 11

61101.(815)968-2228
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VIDEO MONITORS
If you have a 520 STFM, you can hook

your computer directly to your TV set.

But for the best picture (or any picture,

if you've got a 1040 or Mega ST) you

need a high -resolution monochrome or

RGB color monitor- one specifically

designed to plug directly into your ST. If

you've got more than one monitor-or

even a composite monitor -there are

also switch boxes and cables that can

make using your monitors much

simpler.

Atari SM124 ($199.95) Atari's high-

resolution monochrome monitor shows

you 640 by 400 pixels with with an ab-

solutely flicker-free picture. It's perfect

for business applications, including

desktop publishing. Atari Corporation,

1196 Borregas Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA

94088. (408) 745-2367
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Atari SC1224 ($399.95) The RGB

color monitor from Atari lets you use

low or medium- resolution software, and

displays up to 512 colors and 640 by

200 pixels. For graphics, games and

most other ST software, this is the one.

Atari Corporation, 1196 Bojregas Avenue,

Sunnyvale, CA 94088. (408) 745-2367
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Monitor Master ($49.95) You say

you have both monochrome and color

monitors for your ST, and dread switch-

ing them because of the cable-swapping

involved? The answer: Monitor Master

This box allows simple push-button

switching between the monitors, and if

you've got a 520 FMST it lets you con-

nect a composite monitor, too. Practical

Solutions, 1930 £ Grant Rd., Tucson, AZ

85719. (602) 884-9612
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ST Video Box ($49.95) It almost

sounds too good to be true: The ST

Video Box allows the use of either a

color or monochrome monitor in any of

the three resolutions available on the

Atari ST. That means you can use low

and medium-resolution programs on

your monochrome monitor, or mono-

chrome programs with your color mon-

itor E. Arthur Brown Company, 3404

Pawnee Drive, Alexandria, MN 56308.

(612) 762-8847
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ST Composite Cable ($1995) If

your ST has a built-in RF modulator

(like the 520 STFM), the ST Composite

Cable lets you connect a standard com-

posite monitor-like the ones that con-

nect to the Atari 800 and the Apple II.

E. Arthur Brown Company 3404 Pawnee

Drive, Alexandria, MN 56308. (612)

762-8847
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SOFTWARE DISCOUNTERS
V^ * r\ IVI C IV I V-/A • Free shiDDine on orders

S.D. of A.

For Orders Only-1-800-225-7638

PA Orders- 1-800-223-7784

Customer Service 412-361-5291

Free shipping on orders —\_ ^-i~~\

over $100 in continental USA
No Surcharge for VISA/MasterCard
Your card is not charged until we ship

epyx
SUB BATTLE

The most detail-

ed, historic WWII
sub simulation \ ;;^r-^I^B.--'

ever! Y/5g«>\>^
Sub Battle v^v^
Simulator

List $39.95

N-~s^-£"

Our Discount Price $23

Plulos

Q-Bill

Trail Blazer

MIUDSCAPE-
CINEMAWARE
Defender ollheCro
S.D.I

OMNITRENDS

^SIERRA

A humorous,

harmless endeavor
for adults only!

Leisure Suit Larry

In the Land of the Lou
List $39.95

Our Discount Price $2

nge Lizards

P.O. BOX 111327-DEPT. ST- BLAWNOX, PA 15238

cks, allow 3 weeks cle

i. Canada & Puerto Ric

i! REASONS FOR CALL

inder S100 add S3; fi

just type GO SDAar
before II MM public

9 AM-a PM, Fri. 9 A

not order or bad

elurn directly (o tl
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*Special promotional offer - Save up to 50%
* This is a limited offer. This offer expires December 31, 1987 and is limited to existing stock on hand.

flTMennr
STVIDEODIGITIZER
Digitize from any standard

composite video source
(e.g. VCR, video camera,
etc.) Save digitized pictures

into NEO, or DEGAS file

formats.. This is the fastest

digitizer available for the ST.

Capture single frames in less than a second. Excellent

for student, hobbyist, or to put pictures in your desktop
publishing projects. The picture above was taken with

the ST Video Digitizer and printed directly on a laser

printer. If you were thinking about getting a video

digitizer then this is the deal you've been waiting for.

STSOUNDDIGITIZER
Digitize real-world sounds from microphones, record

player, tape recorders, guitar etc., then play back with

your MIDI keyboard . The ST Sound Digitizer can be
used to create music, experiment with sounds, edit short

commercials, or use for voice mail. Very easy to use
software provided powerful editing and mixing features.

This product is normally sold for $139.95. Get in on this

deal and save $60. dollars, but hurry, only a limited

supply is available. Regular price: $139.95

TIMEKEEPER
This is our popular clock calendar plug-in cartridge. The
TimeKeeper comes complete with removable long life

lithium battery ready to use. Just plug it into the cartridge

slot and set up either an Auto folder or Accessory
program to automatically set Time and Date each time

you turn on your ST.

Regular price: $49.95

To order: Call our toll tree numbers orsendCheckorM.O. plus

shipping (USA $2.50) (outside US $10.) VISA, MC, C.O.D
Welcome.

N/UVRQNE
1-800-654-2821 (cai,ornia)

1-800-624-6545 («°™*>

NAVARONE INDUSTRIES, INC. • 1043 Stierlin Rd. • Suite 201 • Mountain View, CA 94040
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HARDWARE

MEMORY UPGRADES
There are only three things certain in

life: death, taxes, and the fact that you

never have quite enough memory to run

the newest, neatest ST programs. You

can never have too much memory, and

the ST lets you add up to four mega-

bytes of RAM to your system. Some

RAM upgrades need installation by a

dealer or qualified hardware hacker;

others require only a screwdriver and

patience.

EZRAM 520 ($199.00) EZRAM is a

solderles5 half-meg memory upgrade

board that's quick and easy to install,

bringing your 520 ST up to a full mega-

byte of RAM. START'S technical staff has

personally supervised four EZRAM 520

installations, all of which work perfectly.

Terrific Peripherals, 17 St. Mary's Court,

Bwokline, MA 02416. (617) 232-2317
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Solderless RAMboard ($199.95)

You say one megabyte isn't enough-you

need to upgrade your ST to four mega-

bytes, but don't want to solder anything?

E. Arthur Brown's Solderless RAMboard

might be just what you need. Uses

either 256K or one megabit RAM chips.

E Arthur Brown Company, 3404 Pawnee

Drive, Alexandria, MN 56308. (612)

762-8847
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RAM Upgrade Board ($149.95) A

megabyte board that requires a mini-

mum of soldering; do-it-yourself in-

structions are included. Diverse Data

Products, 1805 NE 164th Street, North Mi-

ami Beach, Fl 33162. (305) 940-0458
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easieST RAM ($189.00; $20.00 to

replace sockets). No soldering

required -just plug this expansion

board into two existing sockets. Instruc-

tions are included. Aerco, P.O. Box 18093,

Austin, TX 78760. (512) 451-5874
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CLOCKS

Will your ST give you the time of day?

A computer clock lets GEM time-stamp

files, and you'll never have to type in the

date or time again.

SmartWatch ($59.95) Just remove

the#l ROM chip from your 520 ST, in-

sert the SmartWatch, then plug your

Microcube

ROM back into the SmartWatch socket,

and your ST has an accurate lithium-

powered clock for the next ten years.

Michigan Software, 43345 Grand River,

Novi, MI 48050. (313) 348-4477
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eSTe Clock ($49.95) A six-year,

battery-backed clock that plugs into the

ST's cartridge port. Bigfoot Industries.

2708 E Lake Street, Minneapolis, MI

55406. (612) 722-9515
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Navarone Timekeeper ($49.95) An-

other battery-powered clock that plugs

into the cartridge port-but there's an-

other cartridge port built into the

Timekeeper, so another cartridge can be

added, too. Navarone Industries, 1043

Sterling Rd. #201, Mountain View, CA

9404. (415) 964-2660
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Mind Mine ST Clock ($49.95) This

clock installs inside your ST without

soldering, and gives the standard

battery-backed clock features. Mind

Mine Computer Center, 13256 N.E. 20th

Street, Suite 4, Bellevue, WA 98005 (206)

641-6138
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ST Invisible Clock ($3995) The ST

Invisibe Clock installs on the underside

of your Atari ST keyboard, and will

automatically set the time on powerup.

E. Arthur Brawn Company, 3404 Pawnee

Drive, Alexandria, MN 56308. (619)

762-8847
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TRACK BALLS

ST Mouse Ball ($29.95) If your ST

takes up all the space on your desk and

your mouse is hunchbacked from mov-

I ing around in too small a space, relief is

| in sight. Replace your ST mouse with

s> this speedy trackball-it emulates the ST

| mouse completely and saves desk

a space, too. E Arthur Brown Company,

3404 Pawnee Drive, Alexandria, MN
56308. (612) 762-8847
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1/0 BOARDS
Gateway ($149.95) Need a high-

speed 23-channel programmable I/O

device? Gateway allows computer con-

trol of process, lab, and other external

equipment or procedures. Terrific Periph-

erals, 1 7 St. Mary's Court, Brookline, MA
02416.(617)232-2317
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Analog/Digital Converter ($115.00)

Eight analog-to- digital input channels,

two digital-to-analog output channels,

and four digital control lines for your

computer This a/d converter was

designed as a general-purpose interface

for scientific instruments, but you can

use it to sense or control almost any-

thing in the world outside your ST. SP

Innovations, P.O. Box 33395, North Royal-

ton, OH 44133. (216) 237-2382
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We were going to tell

you all about

jj&^a .',:",jam.

You program from " " pl.tcs"
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Over 700 help screens
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T^;A
Free paint program with

Powerful

"If I needed to learn Pascal all over again, or

were going to leach a course in the language, I

can't imagine using any program oilier than

ALICE."

— Adam Green, Infoworld

Visit your dealer or send us 179.95 (USD) plus

$5 for shipping and handling. Major credit

card orders may phone collect. Dealer inquir-

ies invited. IBM-PC version $95-

ALICE
The Personal Pascal

.

Multiple window editing

Programming

Made Easy

If you're into programming, or if you

want to be, you won't find a better

system for your Atari ST than ALICE:
The Personal Pascal. Already popular

on the IBM-PC, ALICE now brings

easy, interactive programming to the

Atari ST.

ALICE is, without question, the best

way around to learn about computers

and programming. Beginners can even

order our ALICE based textbook for

only S19.95 with ALICE.

Even if you're an expert, ALICE
makes it easier to write, test and

especially debug programs. ALICE'S
extensive Pascal improvements in-

clude a GEM interface even beginners

can use and most of the extensions of

Turbo Pascal. The surrounding

examples just give a glimpse at how
easy it is to put programs together

using ALICE.

,.... ;:, :,,, '-^-
frttelrr-

HivKS II,

ilMBlU

r , r -.In : i , : h .

J

Breakpoints. Single Step

"ALICE may be the n
gramming environment cu

the PC.
"

os! advanced pro

rrenlly available jot

— Michael Covington , PC World

Looking Glass Software

r00|«l/i fj|922 JWjLfMjaG

T- Atari Corp., GEM - Digital Research Inc. ALICE refers
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but we'd rather show

you . . .

fc
^jj3|jjiyj

PL

Instant-run Pascal interpreter

Every error fully explained

Ask for possible input at any tii

"If you enjoy programming languages, this

comes pretty darn close to being as muchfun as

a video game."

— Gene Wilburn, Computing Canada

Looking Glass Software Limited

124 King St. N. Waterloo, Ontario

N2J 2X8
519/884-7473

U.S.A. Orders Phone 1-800-265-2782



HARDWARE

HOME CONTROL
Echo Home Control Center

($99.95) This BSR/X-10 compatible

controller lets your ST control lights, ap-

pliances and other electrical devices-all

you need is a control module for each

device you want to control. You can

dim lights from 10 to 100 percent, and

use 256 commands for 95 different

devices. If you've already got a BSR/X10

controller, the software is available

separately for $39.95. MichTwn, 576

South Telegraph, Pontiac, Ml 48053. (313)

334-5700
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PRINTERS By Gregg Pearlman and Frank Hayes

What to lookfor

when shopping

for a printer

If you own a com-

puter, you won't get

far without a printer.

But what kind of

printer should you

buy for your ST? That depends largely

on what you want to use the printer for

DOTS, DAISIES AND LASERS

Dot-matrix printers print lots of lit-

tle dots, much the way your computer

screen does. The dots can form either

letters and numbers, like a typewriter, or

pictures. A dot-matrix printer is typi-

cally loud and comparatively fast. A

dot-matrix printer with near-letter qual-

ity print will make better looking letters

than one with ordinary (or draft qual-

ity) print. A dot-matrix printer may also

be able to rearrange those dots into

several type faces and sizes, including

bold, pica, elite, condensed, expanded,

underlined and italics. Lots of word-

processing software has these capabili-

ties nowadays, but it won't show up in

your final versions unless your printer

has these capabilities. Dot-matrix

printers have some of the lowest prices

around-but of course, a bargain-priced

printer may be lacking some features

you need.

Daisy wheel printers work like a

typewriter Each letter the printer can

create is already in the printer as a fully

formed character, on a circular "daisy

wheel." To print a character, the printer

just slaps that part of the daisy wheel

against the ribbon. You can't usually cre-

ate graphics with a daisy wheel printer,

just the preformed characters on the

wheel. However, the print is very high

quality- it's indistinguishable from

something typed on a typewriter. You

can usually get different typefaces and

sizes for a daisy wheel printer, but

changing faces requires physically

changing the daisy wheel.

Laser printers offer the best of both

worlds. Like a dot-matrix printer, a laser

STart The ST Quarterly



PUBLISHING PARTNER
CREATES LIKE A PUBLISHING COMPANY WITHOUT THE OVERHEAD

SOFT LOGIK NEWS AVAILABLE FOR ONLY $1 49.95

PUBLISHING PARTNER ™
HELPS YOU CREATE!
You'll benefit by using your Atari ST to create professional quality

journals, newsletters, ads, business cards, certificates, letterheads,

logos, art designs, bar graphs, flow charts, even bumper stickers and

all the forms you or anyone would ever need. Create
j
ust like a

professional publishing company without the overhead! Publishing

Partner is actually three progams in one-Word Processor .

Page Layout , and Forms Creator . Expand your potential in becoming

a better writer, artist and designer with your Publishing Partner.

WORD PROCESSING PAGE LAYOUT FORMS CREATOR

IE
What you see \s what you get!

Combine text and graphics easily and

quickly from existing or newly created

documents. Position entire paragraphs

or individual words exactly where you

want them. Create one, or multiple color

separations ready for printing.

Production time will never be the same-
it will be much shorlejH

Just take a look at some of its features!

' GEM based
* Justifies right or left as you type

* Edit Multiple Columns on One Screen
" Search and Replace
* User Definable Page Size

* Bold, imd8Mine ,

suPe
'' and

subscrip,

* Italicize, shadow, outlineEBB
Mirror Image

egsrnl loniM

Invert Image

|UA6Lf |ujgae

* Auto Headers/Footers, Page Number:
* Easily Move Text
* Reads S Merges other files together

* Sets Tabs
* Macros
* Vertical & Horizontal Printing

Whatever you require-cutting artwork

from other programs, custom logos,

unique borders, unusual mastheads,
digitized photos-Publishing Partner is

your solution. After all, it was specially

designed for you-the home and/or office

Atari ST user-by the pro's who realize

that there's more to your computer than

just typing letters.

* Vert, and Horz. rules-Exact Alignment

* Auto Text flow for columns/pages
* Layout Multiple Columns of text

' Change columns on finished page
* Display entire page, 50%, or 25%
* Easily Re-position Text and Graphics
* Alternating Headers/Footers
* Mix Type, Fonts, and Sizes anywhere
* Adjust Sizes from 2pts to 144 pts (2")

* Adjust line spacing (leading) by points

* Import other program's graphics

* Rotaie Graphic Images
* Multiple Patterns, Shades and Colors

* Enlarge S Reduce Graphics/Exact fit

* Cut, Paste & Crop Graphics
* Tool box function/Unlimited patterns

" Boxes, Circles, Arcs, Polygons, etc.

* Insert lines directly on the page
* Adjust Character Spacing
* Use Hairlines to separate columns

You can create a variety of forms quickly

and easily with your Publishing Partner.

For example, you can create your own:

Letterhead

Invoices

Purchase Orders

Labels

Bumper Stickers

Business Cards

Certificates

General Ledger

Shipping and Receiving

Routing Slips

"While you were out" Phone messages

Templates

Price Estimate forms

Requistion forms

Shipping Logs and much more!

Publishing Partner supports most dot

matrix printers, including the Epson 'm

Star tm and Okidata tm
Printers. Also

supported are any Postscript output

devices such as the Apple LaserWriter ' rT1

New print drivers are constantly being

released, sop/ease call to make sure

your printer is supported.

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PLACE

AN ORDER, CALL (314)894-8608.

DEALER INQUIRES INVITED.

<kSoft Loqik CoRp.' 4129 OLD BAUMGARTNER * ST. LOUIS, MO. 63129

CIRCLE 06B ON READER SERVICE CARD
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PRINTERS

printer creates its images out of dots-

but it uses so many dots (typically

90,000 per square inch!) that the

characters are as sharp as those from a

daisy wheel printer. Laser printers are

fast, and usually offer graphics and

multiple typefaces and sizes- However,

laser printers are also much more ex-

pensive than most other printers, with

prices, running from about $1,500 to

$5,000 or more.

What kind of printer should you get?

That depends on what you'll use it for,

and how much money you want to

spend. If you'll just be printing out list-

ings of your BASIC programs, a fast dot-

matrix printer may be the best choice. If

you'll be sending out business letters, a

daisy wheel printer is probably worth

the investment. And for desktop pub-

lishing, it's hard to beat a laser printer.

OTHER FEATURES

Some printers can only handle one

sheet of paper at a time That's great if

you're only printing out a few pages at a

time, and it means you can use pre-

printed forms or letterhead. On the

other hand, it makes printing long

documents a pain. Other printers can

only handle continuous-form paper-

which is great for long program listings,

but may not look good for your busi-

ness letters.

Fortunately, most printers come with

both friction feed (for single sheets)

and tractor feed (for continuous paper).

But make sure that your printer will do

what you want it to.

What about speed? Some printers

are much faster than others -in general,

daisy wheel printers are the slowest,

and dot-matrix printers can be fastest,

but it depends very much on the

printer Almost every printer will be

rated for speed (for example, 60 charac-

ters per second), but be sure you see a

demonstration of how fast the printer

really is.

There are other things to think

about, too. Do you need a printer that

prints in color? How many different

type styles or sizes are available? How

about graphics?

Before you go out shopping for a

printer, make a list of the features you

need. It'll save all sorts of time-and

help guarantee that you'll get all the fea-

tures you need in your new printer In

fact, make two lists: the features you

need, and the features you'd like (but

don't really need).

SHOPPING FOR A PRINTER

Once you know the features you want,

where can you buy an Atari ST-

compatible printer? At any store that

sells "IBM-compatible" printers, that's

where-because any printer that plugs

into the IBM PC will also work with the

ST.

That makes it much easier to shop

for an ST printer. Since almost every

printer company makes printers for the

IBM PC-and because those printers are

very widely available-you have lots of

printer choices. Just go into your local

computer store and ask to see the

printers for IBM computers.

An IBM printer has a couple specific

characteristics. First, it has a parallel

printer port (sometimes called a "Cen-

tronics port"). Don't be afraid to look at

printers that aren't advertised as IBM-

compatible-but make sure the printer

has a parallel port.

An ST- (or IBM-) compatible printer

that can print graphics is also likely to

be Epson-compatible That means that

the printer's graphics commands match

those on an Epson printer The ST is

designed to use Epson-compatible

graphics, so if your printer will be print-

ing out pictures, be sure it's Epson-

compatible. Fortunately, many printers

(and most software) are designed to use

the Epson graphics commands -includ-

ing, naturally enough, the printers made

by Epson.

AND DON'T FORGET. . .

Once you've found a printer with the

features you need and the price you can

afford, you're still not done. Don't

forget-your ST and printer will still

need a printer cable to communicate.

Fortunately, that's the same kind an IBM

uses, too.

Don't forget that you'll need ribbons

and paper. Buy your continuous-form

printer paper in big boxes, not small

ones-one box of 2,500 sheets is much

less expensive than five 500-sheet

boxes, and it's more convenient, too.

And don't forget accessories, either A

printer buffer, for example, can save you

lots of time if you print many docu-

ments, because your ST can send infor-

mation to your printer much faster than

the printer can print it out. That means

your ST must sit waiting until the

printer catches up -and when your ST

waits, you have to wait, too. A printer

buffer is an electronic box that sits be-

tween the ST and the printer, collecting

what the ST sends and feeding it to the

printer. The buffer does the waiting so

you don't have to.

There's one other thing that can

make your life with a printer easier-

mat's a printer stand. It's a platform that

lets you store your continuous-form

paper right under the printer on your

desk. That makes it less likely to jam,

and you can always see how much

paper you have left.

With a printer, cable, ribbons and

paper (and maybe a buffer and printer

stand, too), you can head for home The

printer will simply plug into your ST-

and you'll be ready to print!
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JEW • NEW • NEW • NEW • NEW > Ni

USA VERSION AATARI ST TM

ATARI ST CARTRIDGE
A new and very fast BASIC interpreter ROM cartridge lot the Atari ST
computers. This 128K program has boor .v-ilts-, s;::oci!-c;jlly fa: the At
computers and so maker h. i..t.c- of [ana ;; .;:; l-i= programmer lull a'
all the special features ot this machine.

COMPARISONS Seconds)

BASIC PCW BENCHMARK TIME

IBM PC 16.9

BASIC 9.2

.MIC 7.1

jf
1.8

SPEED. With an average PCW benchmark speed of 18 seconds,
fastest BASIC available (faster lhan any other PCW have tested) ar
than BASIC running on the new Compaq 80386 super micro. See
other comparisons.

EDITOR. A lull GEM basec
replace, cut, copy, pasle

editing window and i

PROORAMSI2E. Ther

memory, and there I:

oiling editor Is Included. Supports seorch a
! very fast scrolling speeds. Multiple prograi
* —d each program can have Its own

10 limit to program size,

ipeed degradation for n.

erprotsr:;. Strings may bi
may be over 64K.

ASSEMBLER. Similar In concept tc

VARIABLES. FAST BASIC supports a full range ot variables. 3, 16
integers tor speed. Single and double precision Hooting point.
64K and arrays of any size.

STRUCTURED. Programs are normally written without line numbr
id procedun

mpler to understand than any other

n to the ST graphic such as circle, arc,
e Is a range ot keywords tor controlling th«
- ' " '" ''"- programs that present the;i'l;. icons an;: a incows. It Is p

W with a perfectly standard GEM type Interface. An example of
mplele GEM program is supplied on the eiample disc.

- FAST BASIC INCLUDES: >

permanently available.

a range of example programs from simplej Example disc containing
> complete GEM example?

i Manual. Comprehensive 400 page spiral bound

• Quick reference car-:::.

jr fact sheet available. Demo Disk $5. Reviews

>
IIHHI

T'R 1

I A-N'GL E

bOfJ iMNe?VATI#N

PA re d6%w
3: Add S3 for CODShipping I'-Ig. Oo--lir;:T.-r;| i:-: ,-.,

Paving Info Credi: Co'd (no surcharge], c

fer or request proOucf information please telephone 1-412-947-3739
eto Eldersoft USA, Inc PO Box 2SB, fiurgettstown PA 15021. ^J^ fl©

WE NEED VOUl Pleats telaphanu lor dealer pack and lull Inlormaflon

CIRCLE 065 OK DEADER SERVICE CA^

9" Play

-^ HOME CASINCT^W
POKER,

Featuring cards that loot lite cards

- • i urn your Atari ST Willi color monitor

-I into a Draw Polcr machine jusl like the ones

In gambling casinos . Play Stud Polcr, loo

. Programmable payoffs . Other oplloos

. I lo 4 players . Many unique features

Dealers contact: ,

:£% Dubl Dubl Funware/*!*
.i^k P.O. Box 06401 / _

- vH|.f"'V. Porlland, OH 97206 / W#

* *t
CIRCLE 01 1 OK READE i SERVICE CARD

DS/DD DISKETTES
5%'

29<J

30% OFF LIST PRICE
ON ALL SOFTWARE
STOCKED EVERYDAYI!
WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF HARDWARE.
SOFTWARE, AND EVERYTHING ELSE YOU

NEED AT LOW LOW PRICES FOR
ST. MACINTOSH. IBM. ATARI. APPLE. AND

COMMODORE

TECH WAY SALES
'THE NEW MAIL ORDER HOUSE ON THE BLOCK'

P.O.BOX 605 WARREN. Ml 4809D

1-800-USA-8832 1-313-751-3307

COD. ORDERS WELCOME gS

CIRCLE 072 ON READER SERVICE CARD



ONLINE

ONLINE continued from page 56

Source also offers several online games,

and many SIGs.

Happily, your connect charges drop

whenever you are in a S1G (see chart

above). Unfortunately, there are no

Atari-specific SIGs on The Source.

To subscribe, call The Source and re-

quest a membership kit and password.

Your password will be issued to you im-

mediately. The Source, Source Telecomput-

ing Corp., 1616 Anderson Rd., McLean, VA

type "newuser" at the "login:" prompt.

Complete the questionnaire and be sure

you have your Visa or Mastercard

handy. The WELL, 27 Gate Five Road,

Sausalito, CA 94965, 415-332-4335

(voice); 415-332-6106 (modem)

CIRCLE 201 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A NOTE ON CHECK FREE

PAYMENT
Nearly all commercial online services

can be charged to your Visa or Master-

card accounts. Many commercial ser-

d Pri
,. s.f > Off-Peak (in SIGs)

300 $21.60/hr $10.80/hr $8.40/hr $6.00/hr

1200 $25.80 $13.80 $10.80 $7.80

2400 $27.60 $15.00 $12.00 $9.00

(Prime time: 7 a.m*6 p.m. weekdays. $10 minimum monthly c large. Does not

include communications surcharges.)

Rates (or The Source

22102. (703) 821-6666; (800) 336-3366

CIRCLE 200 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The WELL (Also available through

Tymnet. Monthly membership fee: $8,

usage rate: $3 per hour. Does not in-

clude communications surcharges.)

The WELL, an acronym for Whole

Earth 'Lectronic Link, is an online serv-

ice for people who enjoy interesting

conversation. Us teleconferencing areas

are a favorite among its members. The

Well offers conferences (or SIGs) for

everything from programming and Unix

to parenting and The Grateful Dead.

Surprisingly, The Grateful Dead is The

Well's most popular conference

The conferencing programs run in

the UNIX environment on a VAX 750

computer The Well also offers its mem-

bers access to UNIX. Established in

1985, The Well currently has 2,000

members.

To subscribe, log-in to The Well and

vices are also offering "Check Free"

payment plans. "Check Free" payment

means that once a month an online

service will dip into your checking ac-

count and withdraw the amount you

owe them. This amount will appear on

your monthly bank statement. Gener-

ally, "Automatic Sign-up" and "same-

day" passwords are not issued when

you use this plan. If you're planning to

purchase an online subscription

through a "Check Free" plan, you

should expect to wait at least one to two

weeks for your password.

ONLINE IN PRINT
Online services are created, modified

and upgraded so often that this year's

"must read" book will be next year's

fishwrap With a few exceptions, you

shouldn't waste money on books which

are more than two years old. Exceptions

include your modem's Owners Manual

(most are packed with information

which is rarely read. Manuals for Hayes

modems are particularly instructive.)

Manuals which describe general

search strategies are also valuable. Once

mastered, these techniques can help

you find what you need quickly, and

they can be applied to any system.

How To Look It Up Online by Alfred

Glossbrenner ($14.95, St. Martin's Press,

New York, NY, 1987). This 486-page

manual is the "must read" book for

1987-88. If you're trying to decide

which online service is best for you,

How To Look It Up will save you a good

deal of money, time and aggravation.

The book describes hundreds of online

services, and includes a wealth of

money-saving online hints, such as how

to keep your DIALOG costs to a mini-

mum and how to "sample" an online

service before you subscribe. If you're

buying a modem or an online subscrip-

tion, pick up this book, too. It will pay

for itself within several weeks.

Online Access Guide ($24.95 per year)

is a bi-monthly guide to online services.

A cross between a computer magazine

and a TV-Guide-For-Modems, the On-

line Access Guide will introduce you to

some of the newest and most powerful

information systems. Whether you're

writing a term paper or an important

business report, this magazine will help

you find the facts you need.

You won't find too many product

reviews here, though. When you find

one, you should read it with a healthy

dose of cynicism; most of the maga-

zine's advertisers are online services,

and most magazines are not often will-

ing to criticize the hand that feeds them.

You can access the Guide's BBS, The

Electronic Pub, at (312) 922-9231 (300

or 1200 baud). Online Access Publishing

Group, Inc., 53 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago,

IL 60604 M
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Make theNews
HEADLINES

Supercharger lwS«i™»D.i»d
"*

AddsPtzZAZ S&pSSTbf-SSw

with Easy-Draw!
Create professional-looking newsletters, flyers,

ads, brochures, company reports, forms, technical

illustrations, and more with Easy-Draw* by Migraph!

Easy-Draw is fast, powerful, and fun to use.

Design a page in any format using Easy-Draw's

object-oriented text and graphics features. Extensive

editing tools make it easy to achieve the results you

want. Add bit-mapped and scanned images to your

page with the new Easy-Draw Supercharger™.

With Easy-Draw and its companion products

you can put together a page layout or design system

that meets your needs! Now only $99.95.

Additional Easy-Draw Companion Products:

Supercharger: Add bit-mapped and scanned images

to your Easy-Draw page $49.95

Font Pack #1—Contains 2 fonts: Rocky and HiTech

(9 pin only) $39.95

Persona] Draw Art—Has over 150 predrawn images

incl. borders, vehicles, symbols $29.95

Technical Draw Art—Symbol libraries for piping,

electrical, floor plan design, etc $29.95

24-Pin Driver—For use with NEC P, Star NB and

Epson LQ printers, incl. Swiss font $19.95

HP Laserjet Plus Driver: 150 & 300 DPI drivers

Plus the Swiss fonts. Works with Series II . . . $39.95

<>MlGrviPH

Migraph Inc.

720 S. 333rd Si., (201)

Federal Way, WA 98003

For more info or lo order call:

1 800 223-3729

206-838-4677

/,ggg»&\

AVAILABLE NOW
Professional Computer Software

P0INT-0F-SALFJINVENT0RY CONTROL SOFTWARE
For the Atari ST and IBM Compatibles

SALES-PR0 TI $99POINT-OF-SALE

Including Inventory Control. All features necessary to operate a

Wholesale, Retail, or Mail-Order Business.

SALES-PRO PLUS™ MorH*«»i $199
Complete Sales-Pro Package with Perpetual Customer Base, Back-

Orders, Lay-Aways, Accounts Receivables and Much More. MAIL-

MERGE Module Now Available.

VIDEO-PRO™ ALL NEW VERSION! $199
Complete Video Store Management System with Sales, Rentals,

Returns, Reservations, Member Renewals, Lists, Labels, Accounts

Receivables and Much More.

MAIL-PRO™ Inventory-Pro Included FREE $69
Complete Easy to use Filing/Mail-Merge System for the Atari ST. Now
has special GEM User interlace. Lists, Labels, Form Letters and More.

Merges with ATARI'S ST Writer or Word Writer by TIMEW0RKS.

Also Available Now. ..Fuel-Pro and The Hi-Tech Church Manager

HI-TECH ADVISERS M
(813) 294-1885 for ORDERS

813) 293-3986 for TECH. SUPPORT

CIRCLE Oag ON READER SERVICE CARD

Don't Get Lost!! Order from the ST Specialists!

STPIus
.

BUSINESS
.

DATAMANAGER
WORDWRITER

GAMES GRAPHI CS

LOGISTIX
SUPERBASE
PHASAR

OPTISCAN
PRNTR SCAN 80.00

NEOCHROME1 27.95

DEGAS

GQLDRUNNER 27.95
56 CRYSTAL CSTLS 21

56 STARRAIDERS 21

104.95 JOUST 21

104.95 TIMEBANDITS 27.95 ^GAS ELITE 56
63 SUBBATTLE 27.95 SART 22.95
56 OGRE 27.95 PAINT PRO 42

MV: NTORV MGR 56 QUIZAM 24.95 CERTIFICATE 35

ZOOMRACKS 2 104 9i '/.'.ANi;-RFRil CS:?A9b F?I}RAW 2.0 40.95

DBMAN 104.95 HGA:;WAI< :-D3C ?,'.9S PUB PARTNER Kb
DAI A 'PI! v;- 35 SHANGHAI 27.95 FONTPAK 1,2.3 21

EZCALC 4B.95 TECHMATE 27.95 P. P. CLIP ART 21

REGENT 2ASE
STONEWRITE 4

VIP(LOTUS)GEM
TRIMBASE 69.!

p.",iONor:ss ^2.co aegis A'

DACEASYACCT 52
DACEASY PAYRL 42

POWERPLAN 56

CI II SSMSTH 35.00
FLTSIMMONO 35
-CINPtiY 7/11 17.50

INFOCOM 27.95

AIRBALL 27.95

PRINTMASTER27.9!
GRAPH ARTIST 139.!

GFA DRAFT 69.9!

COMPUTE REYES 199

STARGLIDER 32 50
27.95 REALTIZER

STSpecial:*4 me9 board $200

PROGRAMMERS .'.GFA BASIC J!

LDW COMPILER 56 GFA VECTOR

NATIONAL (800) 433-6222
CALIFORNIA (800) 874-4789
BAY AREA (415) 849-8717
We sell all ST HARDWARE , Laser Pr

20 % oil and porlorm ultimate service

48.95 FORTRAN

P.O.BOX 1197

BERKELEY. CA
94701

sis, Panasonics 6 Epsc
i ali Atari products we s
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BOOKS
The well-stocked

ST library—
What should be

on your shelves

--- ~- --—-- In any well-stocked

J I 5T library, you

Is
'

| would find an array

|L—^1—_J of books ranging

1 from the elements of

software design to programming in

68000 assembly language. But sifting

through the available literature, spotting

valuable additions to your library, can

be frustrating, if not completely over-

whelming. There really is no strategy.

For example, the blind process of buy-

ing anything with the letters "ST" in the

title doesn't really work: some of these

books are a waste of money. Besides,

some of the best books an ST user can

own aren't written for a specific ma-

chine, but, rather, transcend machines.

1 tried to include a wide sampling of

By Malt Loveless

START Consulting Editor

books from a variety of carefully chosen

topics, directly or indirectly related to

the ST, while avoiding the canonical

textbook material, such as the Donald

Knuth series on programming. In the

interest of brevity, I also ignored books

on Pascal, FORTH (check out Cooper's

Oh! Pascal! and Brodie's Starting

FORTH) and other, more obscure, lan-

guages. This list is biased because my

interests are unique. But each recom-

mendation comes with a degree of sin-

cerity few can rival: If it's on this list, it's

on my bookshelf,

ST PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

The Concise Atari ST 68000 Pro-

grammer's Reference Guide Peel,

Katherine D., Robin Bradbeer, series edi-

tor. (1986) England: Glentop Publisher

Limited. A terse but pithy reference

guide oriented to the assembly language

programmer It represents a thorough

distillation of the developer's documen-

tation, providing valuable TOS, GEM,

Line-A, and hardware information in

one place. The information is organized

in tables and every call is documented

with sample values and calling conven-

tions. It even provides the much-

needed information on calling GEM
irom assembly language.

Programmer's Guide to GEM,

S19.95 plus $2-00 shipping and han-

dling. Balma, Philip and William Fitler.

(1986) SYBEX Computer Books, 2020

Challenger Dr., Alameda, CA 94501. (4J5)

523-8233. By far the most professional

book on GEM to arrive yet, it systemati-

cally presents the various aspects of the

Graphics Environment Manager, care-

fully distinguishing between the various

libraries and functions. It includes a

thorough discussion of resource files

and object manipulations, events, mes-

sages, and the Virtual Device Interface

(VDI), plus a revised version of the

public domain application DEMO.

PROGRAMMER'S

CUBE TO GEM

liSlll™1

Programmer's Guide to GEM

The C Programming Language,

$26.67. Kernighan, Brian W. and Dennis

M. Ritchie. (1978) Prentice-Hall, Inc.,

STart The ST Quarterly 89
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Route 9W, Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632.

(201) 592-2000. Commonly referred to

in C circles as simply "K & R," this

book is the C bible; it is the text upon

which all other C books are based. In

short, it is the only truly authoritative

66000,68010, 68020 Primer

definition of the language. And it should

be: Dennis Ritchie started this whole

thing back in the mid-60's when he

built the language on a DEC PDP-11. No

C library is complete without this book,

and programmers will find it an invalu-

able reference. In all the years since it

was first printed, no one, suprisingly,

has delivered a worthy replacement.

The C Programming Guide, sec-

ond edition, $19.95. Purdum, Jack J.

(1985) Que Corporation, 7999 Knue Road,

Indianapolis, IN 46250, (317)842-7162. I

credit Jack Purdum for making C a

user-friendly language C is complex. It

has lots of punctuation, unobvious syn-

tax constraints, and a free-form style ev-

ery programmer uses differently. But

Purdum makes C a palatable language.

He introduces concepts with clear ex-

amples and encourages experimentation

and problem solving. This is the best

book for those just learning the lan-

guage. Once you've mastered the con-

cepts here, you're ready for Kernighan

and Ritchie (see above).

The C Puzzle Book: Puzzles for

the C Programming Language,

$24.67. Feuer, Alan R. (1982) Prentice-

Hall, Inc., Route 9W, Englewood Cliffs, bij

07632. (201) 592-2000. The computer

club I belonged to in high school

offered a small prize each year for the

student who could write the most con-

fusing and convoluted ten-line BASIC

program. The entries were judged on

their trickiness, elegance, and final out-

put. The C Puzzle Book offers a set of

over 20 puzzles like the ones from my

high school years, except these are writ-

ten in C Each puzzle is designed to il-

lustrate a specific aspect of C, and any-

one masochistic enough to solve every

one will have a firm grasp of the lan-

guage, its elements, and its syntax. A
delightful companion volume to one of

the other C books.

The C Programmer's Handbook,

$19.95. Hogan, Thorn. (1984) Brady

Communications, A Prentice-Hall Com-

pany, Route 9W, Englewood Cliffs, NJ

07632. (201) 592-2000. Every author

even thinking about making a reference

guide or handbook should look at this

book-this is how they should be made

Every conceivable aspect of the C lan-

guage, down to common library rou-

tines, is defined. Everything gets its own

page with the operator, keyword, or

function set out in bold type at the top.

In each description you'll find a declara-

tion of purpose, usage rules, defaults,

plus sample code and warnings.

68000 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
68000, 68010, 68020 Primer,

$21.95. Kelly-Bottle, Stan and Bob

The Abacus

ST Library

By Patrick Bass

START Technical Editor

When it came to documenting the

Atari ST, Abacus got the jump on

everyone The}' released the first two

of their ST reference books months

before any other third-party de-

veloper, and I've had a love-hate rela-

tionship with them ever since. While

the books are valuable, and packed

with important material, be warned

they contain many typographical er-

rors and omissions. However, what

they do contain far outweighs any

trouble you may encounter from fac-

tual omissions or misspelled words.

In the two years since they started

publishing ST reference books, Aba-

cus has introduced a complete li-

brary for the Atari ST. Let's take a

look at them, in order of importance

to the ST owner

Atari ST Internals: the

Authoritative Insider's Guide,

1985. ($19.95) You won't find a men-

tion of GEM in this book, though it

covers GEMDOS, Bios, Xbios and the

hardware Virtually every description

of each O.S. call includes sample

code, mostly in assembly language,

but often in C. This book includes

extensive documentation on the

IKBD (Intelligent Keyboard), an in-

troduction to the Line-A routines,

and a commented disassembly of an

early version of TOS.
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Atari ST GEM Programmer's

Reference, 1985. C$19.95) The only

serious alternative to the GEM
documentation in the Atari De-

veloper's Kit, the GEM Programmer's

Reference describes the basic differ-

ences between the AES (Application

Environment Services) and the VDI

(Virtual Device Interface) with clear

examples and sample values. With a

little study, you can soon be opening

windows and reading mouse clicks.

However, many of the GEM calls are

left out (for example, the entire hie

selector box library) and the manual

is by no means definitive, but I have

found it handy on a number of

occasions.

Atari ST Disk Drives, 1985

($24.95) This edition includes every-

thing you ever wanted to know about

Atari disk drives, but were afraid to

ask. All the different types of drives

are covered, from RAMdisks to hard

disks, with a sprinkling of floppies

thrown in here and there It includes

complete details on disk structure,

and even includes source code for

disk handling routines.

ST Machine Language, 1985.

($19.95) If you plan on learning how

to program in 68000 assembly lan-

guage, this is one of the books you

should pick up. Not for learning

68000, mind you, as there are many

better books that.show how to do

that (see the Books article), but for

implementing your 68000 code on

the Atari ST. I enjoyed the fact that

each one of the examples in this

book were written and designed for

use on the Atari ST, and each gives

insight into how to graft your ma-

chine language routines to the ST to

get your work (or play) done
continued on page 94

Fowler. (1985) Howard \V. Sams & Co.,

Inc., 4300 West 62nd Street, Indianapolis,

IN 46268. (317) 298-5400. This offers

what may be the clearest, funniest, and

friendliest introduction to assembly lan-

guage programming. Large, bold text and

explicitly clear diagrams make reading

easy. This is by far the best introduction

to the 68000 microprocessor family

and ideal for the person moving from a

high level language like BASIC or Pascal.

Although it does include a quick refer-

ence card which tears out of the book,

it is not a reference manual. You will

need one of the other, more sophisti-

cated books to do any serious pro-

gramming.

Programming the 68000, $22 95

plus $2.00 shipping and handling. Wil-

liams, Steve (1985) SYBEX Computer

Books, Inc., 2020 Challenger Dr., Alameda,

CA 94501. (415) 523-8233- My favorite of

the 68000 tomes, primarily because the

entire instruction set, plus some com-

mon pseudo-ops, are laid out in the

middle of the book in alphabetical or-

der, making for extremely quick

lookups and references. Every instruc-

tion is devoted about two pages of ex-

planation. Each entry describes the in-

struction's purpose, offers a table of the

allowed addressing modes, and in-

cludes actual demonstrations with be-

fore and after registers. There is enough

of an introduction that one could con-

ceivably learn 68000 assembly language

solely from this book, but not very eas-

ily. Take special note: all the examples

are written and demonstrated under

CP/M 68K using AS68 and DDT-68K,

tools which owners or the Atari De-

veloper's Kit will find familiar. Also in-

cluded is information on interfacing

with C and a listing of an entire mul-

titasking operating system. Does not in-

clude timing charts, nor does it discuss

interrupts and exceptions in much

depth. However, if you could only buy

one book on 68000 assembly language,

this is the one I'd recommend.

Geometric Modeling

M68000 16/32-Bit Microproces-

sor Programmer's Reference Manual,

fourth edition, $24.95 Motorola. (1984)

Prentice-Hall, Inc., Route 9W, Englewood

Cliffs, CA 07632. (201) 592-2000. Straight

from the manufacturer: the authoritative

guide to 68000 assembly language It

begins with a technical introduction to

the general architecture and graduates

to an alphabetical list of all the instruc-

tions. Each instruction has a terse but

pithy description, along with a list of

the condition codes it affects and its bi-

nary format. Includes extensive timing

charts and information on prefetching,

pipelining, and exception processing -

you just cannot find anywhere else

68000 Assembly Language Pro-

gramming, second edition, $19.95.

Leventhal, Lance Doug Hawkins, Gerry

Kane and William Cramer. (1986) Os-

bome/McGraw-Hi!I, 2600 Tenth Street,

Berkeley, CA 94710. (415) 548-2805. This

book should be subtitled "A Book Just

Like All Our Other Microprocessor
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Count on • "Z »
for top-rated software and books

DataRetrieve "an A-l program if 1 ever saw one", ST Applications.

Easy-to-use yet powerful data management package featuring lightning -fast

operation; multiple file handling, complete searching and file subsetting,

RAM disk support, user definable reports. Includes templates for mail list,

recipes, home inventory, music collections, more. $49.95

PalntPro "flexibility is the keystone to PaintPro" , ST World. Get full- or

half-page {Degas Compatible) graphics from this outstanding GEM based
design package. Over 16 tools (box, ellipse, zoom, fill). Use multiple

windows, cut & paste, user defined fill patterns, much more. $49.95

PaintPro Library #1 Five custom GDOS compatible fonts, over 250
drafting, electronic and clip-art symbols, and borders on 3 disks. PaintPro

and Degas compatible. $29.95

N6 'PowerLedger "highly recommended...King of low priced (spreadsheets)"
,

ASTUN Newsletter. Full powered, large capacity spreadsheet with

impressive integrated graphics. Uses up to seven windows and includes

built-in calculator and on-line notepad. New version. $79.95

TextPro "impressively powerful and useful" , Current Notes. GEM based word processor that's built for speed and
maximum printer control. With mail merge, multiple columns, automatic table of contents and index, 30 definable function

keys. Includes ElectraSpell spell checker with 40,000+ word dictionary. $49.95

NC^'BeckerText ST Deluxe word processor includes features in TextPro plus built-in dictionary (supports up to 8000 words),

merges graphics into documents, supports calculations and forms, on screen formatting. Includes ElectraSpell. $99.95

N6"'£|ectraSpell Fast interactive spell checker with 40,000+ word dictionary. Supports custom user dictionaries and is

compatible with 1 st Word, ST Writer and most other word processors. $1 9.95

AssemPro "great. ..loaded with features.. fast" , ST World. Professional machine language development package with

complete interactive editor, fast macro assembler, dynamic monitor/debugger, reassembler, disassembler, tools. $59.95

The Abacus ST Reference Library

3D Graphics Programming
BASIC to C
BASIC Training Guide
Disk Drives - Inside and Out
GEM Programmer's Reference Guide

Ne*! GFA BASIC Quick Reference Guide
Graphics and Sound
Internals
Introduction to MIDI Programming
LOGO User's Guide
Machine Language
Peeks & Pokes
Presenting the Atari STt
The Atari ST for Beginners:
Tricks & Tips

Optional program diskettes Available for our ST book titles.

The diskettes contain most of the programs found in the text of the

book and saves you the time and trouble of typing them in. Each
diskette: $14.95 t Optional disk not available for these titles.

350pp $24.95

230pp $19.95

316pp $16.95

450pp $24.95

410pp $19.95

175pp $14.95

250pp $19.95

450pp $19.95

250pp $19.95

375pp $19.95

280pp $19.95

280pp $16.95

180pp $16.95
200pp $16.95

260pp $19.95

Call today or write for your free catalog or the name of your

nearest dealer. Or you can order direct using your Visa,

American Express, or MasterCard. Add $4.00 per order for

shipping and handling. Foreign orders add $12.00 per item.

30-day money back guarantee on software. Dealer inquires

welcome—over 2000 nationwide.

uKiousHisa ;

ADacusiii
P.O. Box 721 9 • Dept. TB • Grand Rapids • Ml 4951

Phone (616) 241-5510
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BOOKS

Books" because the Kane, Hawkins,

Leventhal team chums out one of these

massive volumes every time a new mi-

croprocessor becomes popular. It covers

the full gamut of 68000 programming,

stepping you through mounds of exam-

ple programs. Its strong points are its

variegated examples, its generic chapters

on program design and debugging, and

extensive coverage of input/output. It

also has a nice bibliography.

The 68000: Principles and Pro-

gramming, $16.95. Scanlon, Leo J.

(1981) Howard W Sams & Co., Inc., 4300

West 62nd Street, Indianapolis, IN 46268.

(317) 298-5400. Leo j. Scanlon wrote

one of the more popular 6502 books

(6502 Software Design) and moved

quickly into the next generation of mi-

croprocessors by putting out one of the

first books on 68000 programming. It

has an interesting historical introduc-

tion to the 68000 family of micropro-

cessors, some nice tables, a few chap-

ters on pinouts and interfacing, and

some of the best tricks and tips I've

seen. (For example, did you know that

the quickest way to clear an address

register is to subtract it from itself as in

sub.l a0,a0?) Unfortunately, some of the

information is antiquated or just plain

incorrect. Nonetheless, I found the dis-

cussions very helpful and I constantly

use many of the tricks I picked up from

this book.

68000 Assembly Language Pro-

gramming: A Structured Approach,

$32.00. Benett, Michael J. (1987)

Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NJ

07632. (201) 592-2000. The 68000 chip

was built with high-level languages in

mind. Motorola reasoned that an envi-

ronment which aided compilers would

be for the better and so built in a num-

ber of complex operations such as

powerful stack allocation instructions,

multiplication and division, and a com-

plex error trapping and interrupt struc-

ture This book is the first to systemati-

cally implement the structures and

practices, previously found only in

high-level languages such as Pascal. It il-

lustrates the implementation of proce-

dures, parameter passing, information

hiding, local variable allocation, and in-

put/output. This book also includes

one of the best discussions on the

LINK and UNLK instructions and,

ironically, an excellent chapter on inter-

rupt service routines.

COMPUTER GRAPHICS
AND ANIMATION

Procedural Elements for Com-

puter Graphics, S27.95. Rogers, David

F (1985) McGraw-Hill Booh Company,

1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York,

NY 10020. (212) 512-2000. For computer

graphics programmers, this book is

Procedural Elements (or Computer Graphics

about as good as they get. It covers

everything from seed fills to antialiasing

to three-dimensional ray tracing and

rendering. The procedures are exten-

sively documented with flowcharts and

diagrams, and the accompanying text is

understandable, but at times brief It

WANT

MORE

ST
COVERAGE?

If you want even more information,

programs and reviews for your Atari

ST, check out every monthly issue

of Antic Magazine. Inside

you'll find The ST Resource,

a special section featuring news,

product announcements, hardware

and software reviews, and type-in

programs especially for the ST

owner. Every month it's the fastest

way to keep up with what's going

on in the ST world! To subscribe to

Antic—or for a special subscrip-

tion offer on both Antic and

Start, The #1 Guide to

the Atari ST—see the sub-

scription card in this issue!
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BOOKS

also contains a phenomenal bibiogra-

phy at the end of each chapter. The bib-

liography is worth the purchase price

alone! The book's only drawback is that

it is oriented toward larger, number-

crunching systems. This book comes

well recommended from Tom Hudson.

Turtle Geometry

Applied Concepts in Microcom-

puter Graphics, $44.67. Artwick, Bruce

A. (1984) Prentice Hall, Inc, Route 9W,

Englewood Clijfs, N} 07632. (201) 592-

2000. In the areas where Procedural

Elements falls short, this book special-

izes. The two make ideal companion

volumes. The book focuses on

microcomputer graphics and so it is

written with the ideas of limited preci-

sion and processing time in mind. All

concepts aren't covered with the depth

of Procedural Elements, but they are

dealt with clearly and systematically. Mr.

Artwick's "Flight Simulator" expertise

leads to the best chapter in the book,

"High-Performance Graphics and Ani-

mation," where he covers subjects in-

cluding flicker reduction, code optimi-

zation, and fixed-point multiplication.

The book also includes a survey of the

types of graphics systems available and

can serve as a general introduction to

computer graphics.

Principles of Interactive Computer

Graphics, 2nd edition, $47.95- New-

man, Willian M. and Robert E Sproul.

(1979) McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1221

Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY

10020. (212) 512-2000. The main

strength of the book lies in its concep-

tual models of graphics workstations,

input techniques, and user interfaces,

many of which could be well im-

plemented on the ST, but haven't been

yet. Anybody thinking of designing a

graphics application would do well to

read it. Additionally, it also contains the

basics of three-dimensional transforma-

tions, curves and surfaces, shading, and

matrix manipulation.

Geometric Modeling, $46.25. Mor-

tenson, Michael j. (1985) John Wiley and

Sons, Inc., One Wiley Drive, Somerset, NJ

08873. (201) 469-4400. A rigorous

mathematical textbook on three-

dimensional geometric modeling-the

foundation of computer graphics. Ex-

tensive coverage of curves, spatial

representation, and surfaces. Includes

some of the best discussion on splines,

B-splines, and Bezier surfaces I've seen.

The last third of the book is devoted to

applying these procedures in the com-

puter graphics environment. Note: This

book requires a background in calculus,

analytic geometry, vectors, and matrix

math.

Computer Animation; Theory and

Practice, $35.00. Magnenat-Thalmann,

Nadia and Daniel Thalmann. Tokyo

(1985) Springer-Verlag USA, 175 5th Ave.,

New York, NY 10010. (212) 460-1500.

This book is required reading for any-

one even remotely interested in com-

puter animation. At 235 concise pages,

it stands as the most complete collec-

ST Peeks and Pokes, 1985

($16.95) Here's a book which in-

cludes most of the important mem-

ory locations inside the ST, and

shows what happens when you go

POKEing or PEEKing around in

memory. That's right, folks-you can't

tell what's where without a map, but

this book is the map. It also covers

different languages, including LOGO
and ST BASIC.

ST Tricks and Tips, 1985

($19.95) This volume is a collection

of programs and information about

the Atari ST. Basically, it reproduces

source code for building everything

from a RAMdisk to a printer spooler,

all in a variety of languages. If you

need example source code for getting

started in the world of ST program-

ming, this is an inexpensive way to

ST 3D Graphics, 1985. ($24.95)

Well, you've been flying around in

Flight Simulator II for weeks now,

and you're getting interested in ex-

actly how they programmed that

three-dimensional world into your

ST. This volume contains not only

the methods used for three-

dimensional graphics, but example

source code you can just plug right

inside your own programs. What

more could you need?

ST Graphics And Sound, 1985

($19.95) Yes, we all know the Atari

ST can produce stunning pictures

and sound. Want to know how? This

book covers everything you need to

know, including exactly how images

are stored in memory, and gives ex-

ample source code for saving pic-

tures to disk or retrieving them. Ac-

cessing the sound chip is covered

also, in a section telling how to make

the ST beep in terror. Have fun!
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Intro to MIDI Programming,

1985. ($19.95) Programming is nice,

but you want to hook a synthesizer

up to your ST and turn yourself into

the next Vangelis or jean-Michel

Jarre. But how do you tell your syn-

thesizer to communicate with the

ST? In Intro to MIDI Programming,

you'll find out how to communicate

with the Casio CZ-101 synthesizer in

its own language, and make it wail

sweet violins all over your code. In-

cludes C source code for you to study.

Presenting the Atari ST, Atari

ST for Beginners, ST BASIC Train-

ing Guide, 1985. ($16.95 each) Here

are three completely low-level books

for the absolute beginner ST user. All

cover the system architecture, GEM
and various aspects of the Atari ST

operating system (TOS). If you're a

complete neophyte user, then these

books are for you.

ST LOGO Users Guide, 1985

($19.95) This book should be perfect

for those of you who are still using

the LOGO Atari gave away with the

early Atari STs. This book contains

everything you -ever wanted to know

about LOGO. You'll have that turtle

breakdancing across your screen in

no time.

ST BASIC to C, 1985. ($19.95) If

you've been using BASIC for a while,

and think you may want to move up

to a somewhat higher-level language

on the Atari ST, like C, then you

should get this book. There aren't

that many differences between

different languages, and this book

makes the transition easier. But note:

you'll need C, in addition to BASIC,

in order to use this book.

Abacus Software, P.O. Box 7211, Grand

Rapids, Ml 49510. (616) 211-5510
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tion of information on computer anima-

tion. Beginning with an introduction to

conventional animation and terminol-

ogy, it then leads into a historical survey

of computer animation systems, fol-

lowed by techniques, algorithms, and

system descriptions. It covers topics

ranging from modeled animation and

ray-tracing to actor language systems.

The last chapter is perhaps the most

valuable: a case study of the authors'

prize-winning computer animated film

Dream Flight, including storyboards,

algorithms, and flowcharts. A surprising

omission for U.S. readers, however, will

be the work done by Pixar and Evans

and Sutherland. Nonetheless, this book

is impressive.

MISCELLANEOUS
Turtle Geometry; The Computer

as a Medium for Exploring

Mathematics, $30.00 hardback; $14.95

paperback. Abelson, Harold. (1980) The

MIT Press, 55 Hayward St., Cambridge

MA. 02142. (617) 253-5251. As the sub-

title of the book indicates, Turtle Ge-

ometry involves as much mathematics

as it does turtle graphics. It begins by

explaining the basics of coordinate ge-

ometry and forages into recursion, to-

pology, general relativity, and even Ein-

steinian curved space-time, all the while

using our friendly turtle as an example.

It takes a hands-on approach-as the

preface says, "
. .much of almost any

mathematics curriculum is devoted to

practicing rote algorithms and rehashing

ancient theorems. It is the rare student

who gets the chance to approach

mathematics by doing it rather than

only learning about it." Anybody armed

with a healthy curiosity and a copy of

ST Logo or access to turtle graphics can

begin exploring mathematical concepts

that may otherwise be presented only

in advanced college courses.

Godel, Escher, Bach: An Eternal

Golden Braid; a metaphorical fugue

on minds and machines in the spirit

of Lewis Carrol, $13.95. Hofstadter,

Douglas R. (1979) Vintage Boohs, Random

House, Inc., 201 East 50th Street, New

York, NY 10022. (212) 751-2600. Pulitzer

Prize-winning mathematician, computer

scientist, and one-time Scientific Ameri-

can columnist Douglas Hotstadter be-

gins in the essence of Bach's Musical

Offering and leads us through his vast

range of knowledge, where we mingle

with formal systems, artificial intelli-

gence, semantics, neurophysiology, psy-

chology, and metaphysics. Mr. Hofstad-

ter's tour deforce encompasses a grand

philosophy of men and machines, sys-

tematically building a foundation for

such puzzling topics as Kurt Godel's in-

completeness theorem and the amazing

art of M. C Escher A long read, but a

recommended one.

The Recursive Universe: Cosmic

Complexity and the Limits of

Scientific Knowledge, $7.95. Pound-

stone, William. (1985) Contemporary

Boohs, Inc., 180 North Michigan Ave.,

Chicago, 11 60601. (312) 782-9181 The

Recursive Universe deals with the

venerable computer game of LIFE. Es-

sentially, LIFE is a game played on a

giant piece of computer graph paper

Certain cells are on and others off and

these cells interact in an ingeniously

simple manner, some dying off, some

regenerating, in a kaleidoscopic splen-

dor that hints of the primordial soup

and recombinant DNA. Poundstone al-

ternates chapters, discussing the game

of LIFE and its various implementa-

tions, and then discussing the philo-

sophical implications, grounding out in

simple thermodynamics and self-repli-

cation. This book is both approachable

and intellectually challenging. H
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Enjoy word games?
TRY WORD FOR WORD™!
Like Scrabble®, players take turns forming words
on a playing board. Unlike Scrabble, you can
design your own board and save it on the disk.

Then play with a friend or against the computer. If

you can't think of a word to play, ask WORD FOR
WORD to search its dictionary and help you out.

"...the whole game design is extremely user-

friendly ... a winner. " ANALOG COMPUTING, June 1 986

".
. .It's easy to use the mouse to design and save

your own board layout. . .makes the game even

more fun. " antic, April 1986

".
. ./ am very impressed with Word for Word. . .full

utilization of GEM. . .solid performance. . .a joy to

play. . .attention todetail. . .excellent product."

ST APPLICATIONS. Jan. -Feb. 1986

To Order
Bay View Software

177 Webster St., Suite A-295

Monterey, CA 93940

(408] 373-4011

Works with color (medium resolution) or monochrome r

WORD FOR WORD is a trademark of Bay View Software.

Scrsbb s is c< "-j!st=i-c-cl l
radema r < a! Se c".yw & Righter Co.

THE
HARD
DISK
SOLUTION
WITH THE BMS-100K HARD DISK
INTERFACE KIT. YOU CAN NOW
CONNECT READILY AVAILABLE
PC COMPATIBLE HARD DRIVES
TO YOUR ATARI ST COMPUTER.

THE BMS-100K KIT INCLUDES

BMS-100 INTERFACE CARD W/REAL
TIME CLOCK.

ADAPTEC HARD DISK CONTROLLER.
CABLES REQUIRED TO CONNECT 1

HARD DRIVE.
MOUNTING HARDWARE.
SUPPORT SOFTWARE.
FULL DOCUMENTATION.
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f C BERKELEY MICROSYSTEMS
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
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A.
ATARI

micrOtyme
A DIVISION OF MICRO PERIPHERALS, INC.

P.O. BOX 3G9 • KETTERING, OHIO 45409
A,
ATARI

HARDWARE
ST'j Color or Mono

SH-204. aOMegHarcCisk
.

SMM-804

SF-314

Supra JO/30/60 meg

IB 5V. "drive for ST

PRINTERS
PANASONIC: alitor

1091/. .teocp

1092/ 240 cps. .

1524 . .
24 wire head

KX-P!10Rifjbon{8lk}
.

KX-P- Color Ribbons .

STAR: call

NP-10

NX-IB

Power Type- Daisy Wheel

EPSON:

LX-BDO

FX-B6E

EX-B00 Color Ready . . .

LO-800

Avaiexl20rjhc 119

Avatex240D 219

VM-520 1200 bps(Volks) .. ..119

ACCESSORIES
ST Dust Covers from 8

Mouse Mat 9

Power Strip w/ Surge 15

Deluxe Power Strip w/Surge ... 24

The TERM I NAT0R Joystick ....19

EPYX500XJJoyslick 14

WIC0 Bat Handle Joystick 17

Printer Stand-Heavy Duly 13

Mail Ubels 3.5x 1 5/ 1 6-500 nk . ,4

PAPER-1000 Srita-Microperf .. .14

CompuServe Starter Kit 24

On-Line Encyclopedia Kit 36

Printer Cable 6' 19

Modem Cable 17

Desk Cart (Clock etc.} 72

Supra 64k Printer Buller 69

MIDI

CZ-101 orCZ-1000

Midi Cables 5' ..

.

Software (Hybrid Art

ST SOFTWARE
(Urges! Selection In trie U.S.)

A-CALC Prime 45

Air Ml
Allan ai . •

,

Ame'ica Coc'is Senes

Arct : Fox

Assfi" Pro

Altieia i

Auto Cei

Baroana- WOW 1

Bar.

CAI

.

. .CALL

Batle/one

Be;- .-. :
,

- sci

CAD 3-Q/Cyoerrraie

Ceriil vse Make'

Che; sirace 2GC0

Crysta Cas
1

es

DAC Easy Accounting

Data Mrage' SI

DB Man

Decna Dungeo"

Dele-ride- ot the f • * -

Desk Cart

Dollar . Kei -i

DoraiOU,:- s Playground

Dupgesmaster

Easy D'a*

FirslCADD

Firsl Won: Plus

F se: S:-eei ^.c sne-

F\ghi Simulaio' II-'.,.,

Gauntlet

[Maybe 1

j

<6 Colder. Pai-

34 Gold R.mne-

45 Grid ror

19 Gjnship

65 Hitcfike sG.ice

33 inienhk' (WOW'I .

29 Inventory Manage;

19 Isgu; Port'oi'O System

45 -upite- Prone (Great 1

)

52 Karateka

59 it-got Chicago

!b Krg's Quest i.

Melrop: 293" AD 15

M crn Cookbook 33

M crci eague Baseball

Microsoft Wire 65

Midi Maie 26

Mcdua 1 jeveioDei's Kii 54

29

OrtMte' 26

PC mttn rincreoimei CALL

Partner ST 46

Police Guest 33

p v- 26

PM At Cadries
''"'r

N

PrH'Shcp ~~nT!v 'Tall

33

69 LOW Be

;i i ne

21 Leisure Suit La'ry

26 jNb CcnDu'm "izp 1

52 Magic Sac Pius

n M*kW ar-sC

HOURS: M-F 9 am-9 pm EST
SAT 10 am-4 pm

i 33 C&bhr -g tyr?

:.i
..'

r

Hw.n !:

Sr-iftacoard

Soko-Ban

Southern Cooking

Space Guest ,

.

SjSel ti.:'\lj)'

Sprite Factory

Spy vs. Spy III

Si.ir 'rek-Hcbel Universe....

Slrip Poker

Sub Battle Simulator

Superbase

Swift Calc ST

Sylvia Porter

Te-ip's of Apshai Trilogy

ThaiBDxing

Thunder

Time Bandit

Trailblaze;

Ultima IV (Maybe!)
. ..

VecuaGsnible.'. ...(Nice!)..

VIP Professional (GEM)

vT-100 Emulator [Can) 26

Winnie the Pooh

(Vijarc's C'own

Word Perlecl 4.1

Word Wr.ler ST

'/AV"Mi;r3:eague Wrestling

Zork Trilogy

TO ORDER, CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-255-5835
Ohio Residents, Order Status or

Tech. Info, Call (513) 294-6236

• NO EXTRA CHARGES -OH CPEjI" WdS • We do nol :jil :.n: I wi

aonal or company checks lo clear • Hardware, it n ~.rr St: S;llw::

ftPO, and FPO * Canadian orders, actual shipping plus 5%. mrimur
15% r!i-s!(!Cking charge • Due to changing market conditions, call

\\\ defective products requin

D. -J3.00 • Shipping/Handling -Call lor Quote • Ohio resident icil . salt: ' • mm ,r.i low :i weeks to; per-

t3 • Overnight shipment available at extra charge • We ship to Alaska. Hawaii. Puerto Rico (UPS Blue Label Only),

a return authorization number to be accepted tor repair or replacement * No Iret trials or credit • Returns subject to

ty of product. FOR VOUP PROTECT ON, WE CHECK ALL CREDIT CARD ORDERS FOR FRAUD.

CIRCLE 030 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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ST Solderless™ RAM
1-4 Meg Upgradeable Upgrade for Atari ST

v" Solderless Installation

fits It

ding

v* 1-4 Meg Upgradeable
AERCO Quality
Construction
You're not stuck with 1 Meg Our
board is fully socketed tor adding 1

Meg chips to 2 .5 and 4 Meg capacity-

Full socketing c

forth It

ililva a Of Si

534.95 (plus$1.95 S8H)

Connect Your ST To Composite Monitors
Direct connects TV equipped 520s to any standard composite monitor. Or, con

127-4O0 ST Composite Cable $14.95 (plus $1.95 SSH]

and IBM Corp. respectively. Prices are

CIRCLE 012 ON READER SERVICE CARI

ST PictaScan $149.95
Converts Your Printer to a 400+
DPI Scanner !

RAM Disk/Spooler
Software

' Full Year Warranty T'smu""
""'" °""V ST S°"""

We repair/ rep I ace detective units / _, .... ...
tree for the original owner for a full ^ Photo Illustrated
year Instructions

330-400 ST SolderlessRAM (1 -4 Megi $199.95 (piusse.sss&H)
'"Call fori Meg Chip Pricing"*

Run IBM-PC Drives & Software On Your ST
Our ST/PC Floppy Cable connects your ST drive port to any IBM PC compatible floppy

drive(3. 5 as well as 5. 25 format). It fits Standard34 pin edgeconnectors on these drives

Free formatting software is included. Take advantage of the good deals on surplus

drives! Call for availability and pricing of complete drive units and our PC emulator.

127-403 ST/PC FloppyDrive Cable $30.95 (oius $3.95 s&m
*"*Ask about our complete drives and PC Emulators !*"

Run All 3 Rez On Either Monitor
Plus Composite
For 1040 or 520 ST"s.ourST Video Box allows low medium and high resolution(no split

screen] on either color or monochrome monitors. Separate ports assure proper
frequency/monitor. Also carries composite signal for either 1 040 or 520 when used
with our ST Composite Cable.

127-402 ST Video Box $49.95 (piusss.ss ssh)

ST Invisible" Clock Setter $34.95
incl. RAM Disk. Spooler, Alarm Clock Utilities

v
7 Auto Seta Time and Date

Turn on your ST and it's automatically set for the

correct time and date No more manual setting

^ Easy & Invisible™
Plugs into the chip socket under your keyboard.

Out of sight

v' Sell Charging
Ni-Cad batteries (included) recharge automatt-

V Free Utilities Included
RAM Disk, Print Spooler, Corner Clock, Alarm
Clock, and mora

251-400 ST Invisible Clock

v* Connects to Your Printer

figures with vour printer's control codes

v7 Publishing Partner/
Degas Compatible

Insert PictaScan Images Into graphics
and desktop publishingdocuments... Ifs

compatible!

V High REZ Ram Data
PictaScan" samples 6600 dots per sec-

ond and stores them as a raw image file.

Your own dots per inch (dpi) resolution

depends on printer speed. Here's the (or-

abyr
d Pass)(6600) X [Sees for h

ur
' Inches of Head PassDista ._.

v7 Cray Scale A Brightness
Low Rez Color gives 6 shades of gray.

Med Rez gives 2. (Double both in

DEGAS). Monochrome gives 10 shades
of brightness

220-420 STPictaScan

Call Now: 612/762-8847, 763-6393

E. Arthur Brown Company
3404 PAWNEE DRIVE, ALEXANDRIA, MN 56308

nCheck/MOEnclosed OVISA nMastercard DDi

Descriptic Price

D I

Cash t^S

k->&.
TOTAL ENCLOSED
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MichTron's new additions tot

your GFA library...

GFACoinpaiiion

If you're serious about giving your

GFA BASIC programs a professional look and

feel, but wish to avoid the confusion inherent

with maneuvering through the GEM' maze,

you'll want GFA BASIC Companion: a

dedicated RCS package that lets you create Dia-

log Boxes, Radio Button Boxes, Help and Text

Boxes, Sliders, and more, interactively on the

screen. These objects can then be saved as GFA
BASIC .LST files for easy inclusion into your

programs.

Limy Style Box
Radio Button Boi

text Only Box

SIC COMPANION

Even a beginning programmer can now pro-

duce, in a few easy steps, a quality user interface

for his or her programs. Yet the Custom Design
Option provides enough creative potential to sat-

isfy even the hungriest "power user".

While other programming languages require

a massive time investment just to learn the Ba-
sics, programming in GFA BASIC just keeps

getting easier and easier.

Requires the GFA BASIC Interpreter

GFAObject
Designing in three dimensions has never

been easier or more accessible. With GFA
Object you will be taken on a creative journey

of remarkable proportions. You will initiate

drawings of such depth and substance you'll

want to reach into the screen and pick them up.

Items in GFA Object are produced by sim-

ply placing the points, edges, and surfaces on the

screen, either with the mouse pointer, or by
entering the coordinates with the keyboard.

Further manipulation is easily accomplished.

You can displace and rotate objects, even add a

user selected light source and vanishing point.

Object surfaces can a so be filled with patterns

to produce a solid look.

These objects, once created, can be saved as

pictures (D.E.G.A.S.-). ASCII data files, GFA
DRAFT PLUS files (for two dimensional ed-

iting), and as MACROS (for repeated use as

parts of other drawings). Most importantly,

objects can be saved in Vector File Format for

use in GFA BASIC and GFA Vector routines.

$99.95

^IHichfron^
For more information

on these or other programs,

ask for our latest catalog!

576 S. Telegraph
Pontiac, Michigan 48053

(313) 334-5700

CIRO.E029 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Dealer inquiries welcome.

Visa and Mastercard accepted.



hi; catalog

The Catalog has it.

i Jie best financial software!

The Catalog has it.

Want the fastest spreadsheet!

The Catalog has it.

Shopping for the best buy!
The Catalog has that too.



Who are you Antic?
We're a resource. The Atari Resource: three magazines, on-line services, and
a catalog of software. But not just a catalog—The Catalog. And you're

holding it in your hands. Instant Gratification!

The fastest way to get Antic Software is at your local Atari dealer. But if you
can't find it there, by all means, let them know what they're missing. Then
rush on home and give us a call. One free phone call, and before you know it

your new Antic program is in your mailbox. Open the box, pop it in your
machine, and go to town.

We've worked overtime to make Antic software the best you can buy for

your Atari. Why? Because we live and breathe the Atari line of computers.

We were there at the beginning, are there now, and will always be there

—

supporting the Atari user. We design our software exclusively for the Atari

machines and know Atari hardware inside and out.

Because we've been here

the longest, we know the

most people—and they

know us. We've got the

best Atari software

because we've got the

best Atari programmers.

Simple. Tom Hudson's
been writing programs for

Atari computers for as

long as we've been in

business. He's not just a

programmer, he's a close

friend.

And, yes, we've got an

unfair advantage: Antic

magazine and STart, The
ST Quarterly. We're not

only a resource to the

Antic community. The
Antic community is a

resource to us! In 1985

we sponsored a $2,000
DEGAS art contest. This
was how we met Darrel

Anderson.

Gary Yost and Jack Powell (ttie product development team)

are 'brainstorming' specs for a new CYBER add-on. Gary and

Jack have been Atari users since 1981, and have been with

Antic since 1983. Gary may be found, almost nightly, on Com-
puServe's SIG "Atari, talking with Atari users and program-

mers, fielding questions, and uploading demos -keeping his

finger on the pulse of the Atari community. Jack bases his ex-

perience on years with the Antic Editorial department. In-

strumental in the development of ST Resource and STart, The

ST Quarterly, Jack has kept in touch with readers' problems

and needs —particularly in the area of mitten technical

information.

Darrel Anderson is far more
than a contest winner. He's a

professional artist who knows

the graphics possibilities of

the ST computer. And profes-

sional means he's flexible

and he's fast with results.

And the faster he is, the

sooner you get your pro-

gram. Want clip art for

CAD-3D? Darrel creates

FUTURE DESIGN DISK, the

most complex CAD-3D ob-

jects we've seen on this

system. Want to show what

CYBER STUDIO can really do?

Darrel blows everyone away
with CYBERSCAPE. What if

you've got a 512-color paint

program you want to show
off? Just turn the page and

check out the SPECTRUM 5 12

art.



And, when the beta

testing is finally

complete, the docu-

mentation typeset, and
the package design

finished, it's time to get

the final product to you.

Have you noticed our

new 800 number? That's

right, we've moved our

800 operators in house.

Now, you when you call

and ask for a "Bifurcated

Cyber Diphlex," your
operator will know what
you're talking about,

because an Antic staff

member is not just an

answering service. (And

remember, our toll-free

number is for orders

only.)

Once your order is taken, it's processed as quickly as possi-

ble. Fidez Bituin handles the paperwork because she is

accurate. She also has a background in accounting, so she

knows what's being entered in that computer. When Fidez

processes your order, you get the right program — and you

get it now!

Once your software is shipped, our job has Just begun. Antic

has the best follow-up and customer support of anyone in the

Atari software business. Our customer service people are

ready for your calls. Our technical resources are second-to-

none. (If Scot Tumlin can't answer your technical question, he

can always turn to the Editorial programmers: Patrick Bass,

Charlie Jackson, or Frank Hayes.)

And Antic's customer
service is not limited to

telephone support or

correspondence

.

We're the most active

Atari company on
CompuServe, and have
our own online service,

ANTIC ONLINE (type

GO ANTIC).

Through CompuServe,
you can address anyone
in Antic plus many of

the actual authors of

Antic Software (including

Tom Hudson and Alan
Page).

We used to have an outside company package and ship our

products. We'll never do that again! They couldn't handle it,

and they really didn't care. We can and we do. All our

packaging and shipping is now done in-house, supervised by

Frank Ciminesi. Frank's got a thing about secure packaging,

and he's got a thing about quick turnover. He can't stand

having orders cluttering up his mailroom. Frank will have your

shipment snugly packed, in the truck, and on its way.

One of our customers

recently had a problem
with one of our products

(okay, okay, we're not

perfect), and left us a

message on CompuServe.

We contacted the author,

who solved the problem
and mailed a fix to the

owner within a week.

That's not only goodwill,

it's good business.

Antic software support

includes product support.

When you buy an Antic

product, you join a big

family. Your program is

not an orphan. It has a

whole group of friends in

The Catalog—compatible

products that expand and

enhance its power. And
you can be sure that

more are on the way.

Antic proudly supports adult

vocational programs.

arc
O —=-



ST Graphics

Who needs an AMIGA?

SPECTRUM 512
: Omni-color Paint Progran

by Trio Engineering

"Ellen" by Darrel Anderson

SPECTRUM 512 is the

paint program you've

wanted since you bought
your ST. It gives you 512
colors to be creative with.

All at the same time.

When we first saw this

program, we couldn't be-

lieve our eyes. But there

it was — a rock-solid,

low-resolution screen

displaying rich colors

composed of a chock-full

palette of 512 colors. No
flicker, no faking, no fool-

ing. We couldn't stop

playing with it.

512 colors means a lot

more than fust bright

rainbows. Perceived

resolution is increased

threefold. Anti-aliasing

replaces staircase zags —
even in your old pictures.

And the anti-aliased line

mode creates an auto-

matic, no-zag, french curve
— smooth as a baby's

bottom. Subtle shading

and highlighting effects

become possible for the

first time, automatically.

48 Colors per Scan Line

The standard way to put

more than 16 colors on
the Atari ST screen is

through "raster inter-

rupts" — color registers

are changed with each

scan line. But this gives

you only 16 colors each

scan line, and this

limited color arrange-

ment causes "banding,"

where horizontal bands of

similar colors streak

across your picture. Pretty

restrictive.

SPECTRUM 512 gives you
48 colors per scan line!

And you don't have to

stop to think about it

because SPECTRUM 512
does it for you. Just pick

any one of 512 colors and
draw. If your chosen col-

or exceeds the 48-color

limit on any scan line,

SPECTRUM 512 auto-

matically adjusts the en-

tire scan line of colors for

a "best fit" — on the fly!

The end result is, for all

intents and purposes, you
can place 512 colors any-

where on the screen!

How did they do it? The
SPECTRUM 512 engineers

hooked an oscilloscope to

the Atari ST MMU chip

and reverse-engineered its

timers. Using this infor-

mation, they designed a

brilliant method to mani-
pulate those timers and
stuff more colors into

extra simulated bit

planes, before the signal

even gets to the video

shifter chip!

We sent SPECTRUM 512
to professional artist

Darrel Anderson. As you
can see from these pages,

he went wild. Imagine

what SPECTRUM 512 can
add to your CAD-3D,
DEGAS or NeoChrome
pictures! No question, if

you use a color monitor
and have any interest in

graphics, you will love

SPECTRUM 512.

Look at all these tools!

Drawing:
Freehand "pen" drawing
"Rubber line" and
"French curve" mode
(no jaggies]

Polygon (no jaggies)

Circle/ellipse (no jaggies)

Fill—patterned or solid

Fill New—fill over any
existing patterns or

colors!

Patterns—20 predefined,

20 user-defined

Brush
- 38 brush shapes, solid

or patterned
- User definable brushes
- Auto-align patterns,

or pixel offset for

overlap



ST Graphics

Tlie DEGAS Bumblebee, before

Airbrush—four sizes,

nine flow speeds

Undo buffer erases

mistakes

Anti-aliasing:

Zag-Out— Anti-aliasing

DEGAS/Neo pics for

smooth edges
- Full screen

- Local box
- Brush

Blur—Adjustable
neighboring pixel

averaging
- Full screen
- Local box
- Brush
No Zag—Anti-aliasing

and auto-curve for:

- Lines
- Polygons
- Circles

Colors:

Select colors from:

- 512-color system
palette

- 1 to iy2-color user-

defined palette, or

- Any color on screen

Save and load custom
palettes

Fixed or floating color

menus for auto-color

adjustment
Change last painted

color to any of 512

and after SPECTRUM 512

Works with all ST paint programs,

plus CAD-3D 1.0 (ST0214) and
CYBER STUDIO (ST0236).

' by Da

Auto-create smooth
color ranges between
any two or more colors

Color cycle paint flow

through any range of

colors:

- Brush (solid or

patterned]

- Airbrush

Fantastic color edit

mode includes;

- Search and replace

one color with another

- Search and replace

several colors with
several others

- Add or subtract red,

green, or blue values

of one or more colors

- Increase or decrease

luminence of one or

more colors

- Perform any of the

above functions glo-

bally (full screen), or

locally with cursor

control

Magnify window for all

functions

12-screen [1-meg]

scrollable cut & paste

buffer

4-way flip, and scale

Programmable slide-

show program to

display your SPEC-
TRUM 512 art

Detailed manual in-

cludes advanced screen

photography techniques

Load IFF Amiga pics

Public Domain
SPECTRUM 512 pics!

The pictures on this page,

plus many more, by Dar-

rel Anderson and Richard

Berry, are available for

only $12.00 on the SPEC-

TRUM 512 SLIDE SHOW
DISK (PD9100]. See our

ST PUBLIC DOMAIN
LIBRARY on page 20.

SPECTRUM 512

ST0249 $69.95

REQUIRES: Color monitor.
520STs built before 12/85

may require S30 MMU chip

upgrade from autb. serv.

center.

DEGAS™ Ek-etronk- Arts

NeoClirome™ Atari Corp.



ST Cyber Family

"Antic's CAD-3D is one of the best programs I've

seen for the Atari or anything else."

— Jerry Pournelle Byte Magazine

THE CYBER STUDIOT

Featuring CAD-3D 2.0

Works with all ST paint

programs, and the

CYBER family.

Tom Hudson's STEREO CAD-3D 2.0™
Hidden within your Atari ST is a professional 3D
workstation. A 3D design system that is intuitive —
yet powerful enough for professional artists, advertis-

ing agencies, or design firms.

Design and walk through your dream house with

CAD-3D 2.0. Programmers use our system for dimen-
sional tasks like flight-simulator scenic design; artists

create accurate perspective foundations for their

DEGAS or NeoChrome pictures; engineers find

CAD-3D 2.0 the perfect sketchpad for conceptual

design; and VCR owners use the CYBER STUDIO to

create 3D titles and cartoons for home videos.

We made version 2.0 an open-architecture system, so

that any programmer can easily write custom applica-

tions for CAD-3D 2.0 that run as desk accessories:

motion control choreography (CYBER CONTROL-
ST0250), advanced rendering/ray tracing, finite ele-

ment analysis, texture mapping, custom modeling
tools . . . There's no limit. CAD-3D 2.0 will never

become obsolete.

The Original. .

.

Tom Hudson's
CAD-3D™ 1.0

520ST-compatible

raiii&M
i^B^^JJ

"A remarkably powerful
modeling system.

"

Computer Graphics World
If you own a 520ST and
are interested in computer
graphics, many of the

features of CAD-3D 2.0

are included in this ori-

ginal version—even a

basic animation system.

CAD-3D 1.0

ST02U ^HiCT
REQUIRES: 512K RAM

5W $29.95

|=A°
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Let your creativity soar with all these new features:

Icon control panel — fast, intuitive interface

All new, DEGAS-style color design system permits

custom-color lines, edges and backgrounds, plus

multi-colored objects

Real-time display mode for instant response [uses

3D math developed by Jez San for Starglider)

Supports (optional) STEREOTEK 3D glasses

(TH9020) for 3D viewing
Dimensioning (feet/inches or meters/centimeters)

Graphic lighting control — drag lights anywhere
GDOS output supports laser and dot matrix
printers

Compatible with Generic CADD 2.0 from Generic
Software

User-selectable pivot points for articulated rotations

Enhanced Spin, Extrude, and foin tools

Load DEGAS pics into CAD-3D background

Mark Kimball's CYBERMATE™
The CAD-3D Animation/Editing language

CYBERMATE is a "post-production" animation

editing language that gives you control over:

Sequence looping, cuts, fades & dissolves

Color cycling animation

Sound effects (created with the G.LST. editor, on

Pg- 19)

Title generation and text display

CYBERMATE features editing power plus full pro-

grammability. At your fingertips is the most efficient

real-time playback system for 3D graphics on any
microcomputer. And it's fast! Up to 60 frames-per-

second.

CYBERMATE transforms your one-meg ST into a

TEN-MEGABYTE frame buffer. And because it's a

real programming language, CYBERMATE can adapt

to new technologies, like the new digital video tape

recorders from Japan, RGB-to-NTSC converters,

MIDI, and SMPTE time code.

THE CYBER STUDIO
STEREO CAD-3D 2.0 plus CYBERMATE
(2-disk set}

ST0236 $89.95

REQUIRES: one-megabyte RAM
Upgrade from CAD-3D 1.0 for only $60 (plus original

disk and $5 shipping)

Starglider™ Firebird Software

DEGAS™ Batteries Included

Generic CADD 2.0™ Generic Software



ST Cyber Family

THE CYBER FAMILY
TOOLS

CYBER Control

3D Developers Disk

OBJECTS

Design Disk Library

Super Extruder'Fonts

BACKGROUNDS

Maps and Legends

DEGAS/NeoChro

ROTOSCOPING

I ANIMATION 1 I STILL FRAME 1 I HARD COPY 1

CAD-3D 2.0

_G
;
STEREOTEK Gl;r

~i~r

DEGAS/N<i>CIit<

T^

_G
<>

Plotter/Printer Drivers

TZ

THE CYBER STUDIO

"Taken in total, the Cyber Studio and
allied software programs present the most
impressive graphics modelling system ever

assembled for a consumer microcomputer."
—John Anderson, Computer Shopper.

So many products are be-

ing added to the ever-

expanding CYBER FAMI-
LY, we drew a flow chart

to help you understand

how they work together.

Here's a typical use of

the CYBER FAMILY,
which you can follow us-

ing the flow chart: Using
CYBER CONTROL, you
write a program to con-

trol several unique

cameras in CAD-3D 2.0

for an animation se-

quence which uses

skeletons from the

HUMAN DESIGN DISK,

being assembled in front

of a molecular back-

ground provided by

GENESIS. Your completed

animation may be im-

mediately viewed from

CAD-3D 2.0 without even

firing up CYBERMATE.
And then, you may want
to touch up some of the

frames with CYBER
PAINT — perhaps add

some tweened Aegis

Animator sequences. This

time you check out your

new animation directly

from CYBER PAINT. If

you want to add some
wild G.I.S.T. sound ef-

fects, and eye-catching

color cycling, the editing

program, CYBERMATE,
conies into play. Finally,

you send the resulting,

real-time animation
straight out your 1-meg
520ST into your VCR,
splicing it into your 45

minute budget presenta-

tion to, say, the National

Science Foundation. And
you did it for less than a

tenth the cost of any
other 3D animation

Online CYBER
CONNECTION
To back up our growing
CYBER family of products,

we've begun an online

feedback service on Com-
puServe. It's called the

CYBER CONNECTION,
and includes the latest

CYBER STUDIO anima-
tion demos, upgrades,

public domain premieres,

and more. Much of the

new material posted here

will not be available any-

place else. Send messages
directly to the authors

like Tom Hudson and
Mark Kimball. And check
out their replies as they

respond to other users.

CYBER CONNECTION
includes hints, tips, and
suggestions from the best.

The CYBER CONNEC-
TION is easy to find: At

the CompuServe prompt,

type GO ANTIC. When
the first menu appears,

select Online Cyber Con-

nection, and you're in!

Composite Video Cables

For those of you who
own a 1-meg 520ST with

composite outputs, Prac-

tical Solutions sells a

special monitor cable

($15) that has composite

video jacks which avoid

the noisy (and VCR-
incompatible) RF signal

output.

NOTE: Those with

1040STs will soon be

able to use The Video

Key, an RGB-to-composite

converter with a much
higher quality NTSC
signal, available from
Practical Solutions

(602-884-9612).
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CYBER
CONTROL1

The CAD-3D Motion
Control Language
by Tom Hudson

Works with
CYBER STUDIO

Tom's latest brainstorm:

CYBER CONTROL, The
CAD-3D Motion Control

Language—a desk ac-

cessory programming
language, with built-in

GEM text editor. When
you want to simulate a

real event with

articulated life-like

animation, plug in to

CYBER CONTROL.

CYBER CONTROL is an
animation scripting

language that locks in to

CAD 3-D 2.0, controls all

of its functions, and
magnifies its already

powerful capabilities.

Whether you're a hobbyist

or a scientist, you can

create animated 3D
models in a single after-

noon. Simulate particle

physics; 3D animation for

entertainment or educa-

tion; 3D financial analysis;

animated, fully dimen-
sional math models; event

reconstruction of P.I. liti-

gation; human factors

engineering. . .you

name it!

Now, you can write code

to control any feature of

CAD-3D 2.0—plus power-

ful new features not in

CAD-3D 2.0! With the

new hierarchical control,

you can create graceful

birds with wings of many
pieces, soaring in beautiful

harmony. Or a complex
clockwork mechanism of

linked parts, moving in

offbeat syncopation. . . .

But we'll let Tom de-

scribe his newest baby:

As CAD-3D 2.0 grew into

a powerful animation
system, I realized that

truly complex animations
would require a scripting

language for proper con-

trol. I purposely designed

CYBER CONTROL as a

BASIC-Iike language so

anyone could pick it

up quickly.

When activated in

CAD-3D 2.0, CYBER
CONTROL takes over

full control of all func-

tions, creating and
manipulating objects and
cameras (yes, three dif-

ferent ones). Its primary

use is as a cinematic

motion-control script

language, but its flexible

nature makes it an ideal

-front-end" for CAD-3D
so you can write your

own BASIC-like pro-

grams that use CAD-3D
as a "graphic engine!"

Language Features

include:

FOR/NEXT for full

Loop control; Condi-

tional IF/THEN;
GOSUB/RETURN.
Labels instead of line

numbers
Numeric expression

handling; floating

point; logical AND and
OR; parenthesized ex-

pressions; function

library including sine,

cosine, tangent, square

root, and more!

Up to 128 user-defined,

alphanumeric variables,

significant to 8 char-

acters! Hardcopy Print

statement for debugging.

Other features include:

Two new cameras!

Now, move your camera

anywhere in the

CAD-3D universe —
fly through your scenes!

Real-time animation

preview mode!

Hierarchical Connec-
tivity. Attach objects

to each other for fluid,

connected movement
- walking skeletons,

or hinged mechanisms.
Smooth 3D splines:

- Move cameras along

realistic flight paths
- Apply natural move-
ment to articulated

models
- Build new types of

models (coils, frac-

tals, etc.)

Layer foreground and

background images for

eel animation.

/ hope you enjoy CYBER
CONTROL. Your ST can
automatically create

animations that would
take you days to com-
plete — in a matter of
hours. Start the program
and walk away, as your
computer does all the

work!

— Tom Hudson

CYBER CONTROL
ST0250 $59.95

REQUIRES: CYBER STUDIO
Recommended: CAD-3D
version 2.0 2

CAD-3D 2.02 is available

only in The Catalog's

CYBER STUDIO package
(ST0236), which also in-

cludes CYBERMATE.

HOLOGRAM
CONTEST!
You can win a CAD-3D
hologram signed by Tom
Hudson! What's that?

A CAD-3D hologram?

That's right! Using a

revolutionary new
production process,

Advanced Dimensional
Displays, Inc. has

developed reflective,

laser disk holograms that

float holographic

images above the disk!

(Like an inanimate
version of: "Help me
Obi-wan Kenobi. . .

.

"]

And this incredible new
process uses CAD-3D im-

ages as objects!

The three best mono-
scopic and stereoscopic

animations [six total),

designed using CYBER
CONTROL, will earn their

respective authors a

five-inch hologram,

generated by CAD-3D and

autographed by Tom
Hudson. Contest deadline

is midnight, January 31,

1988.

Note: This contest is

only available to

registered CYBER
CONTROL owners.

Limited to one entry per

owner, and you must in-

clude the contest entry

blank enclosed in the

CYBER CONTROL
package.
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CYBER PAINT™
Pro Animation Studio
by Jim Kent

Sometimes 3D animation

just isn't enough. The
classic Disney animations

were painted, eel by eel,

in a flowing, two-

dimensional brilliance of

color. Some of the best

animation is still created

this way. Thus, CYBER
PAINT.

CYBER PAINT is a

frame-by-frame animation/

paint program with a lot

of extras. You can use it

by itself to create 2D
animated fantasies, or. . .

. . . load in a three-

dimensional CYBER
STUDIO animation and

add classic animation

flourishes.

Say you've just created a

CYBER STUDIO anima-

tion of a rocket launch,

and it looks great — a

realistically shaded 3D
space vehicle lifting off.

But now you want to add

flickering exhaust flames,

smoke, and some alien

trees waving in the breeze.

CYBER PAINT lets you
do it fast. And it's fun!

Designed by |im Kent,

author of Aegis Animator,

CYBER PAINT lets you
touch up individual

frames, or add smooth,

tweening effects —
automatically — to any

range of frames. And,

with CYBER PAINT, you

can merge your Aegis

Animator animations
directly into the 3D
CYBER Universe!

And, since CYBER
STUDIO isn't required,

you can use CYBER
PAINT as a stand-alone

2D animation/paint

system. The possibilities

are limitless.

CYBER PAINT touch up

Works with all ST paint programs, plus CYBER
STUDIO (ST0236), and AEGIS ANIMATOR.

t^T

CYBER
PAINT

|ust a few of CYBER
PAINT'S many features;

Automatic mode for

eel registration

ADO-style special efx

Fly animations on
multiple axes or paths

Real-time "scratch

video"

Cut & Paste, Stretch,

Flip & Rotate

Overlay or underlay
entire animation files,

portions, or single pics.

Multiple brushes +

Airbrush & Stipple

Pen, Line, Polygon,

Circle, and Box

Tweening operations

on selected areas

Time menu for global

or local tweening
Flood fill and Color

Separation

Real-time Magnify, ac-

tive at any time

Color Cycle, Tint,

Inverse, Change
Intuitive mouse or

keyboard control

CYBER PAINT
ST0251 $69.95

REQUIRES: One-megabyte
RAM & color monitor
Aegis Animator™ Aegis

Development
DEGAS™ Electronic Arts

NeoChlOme™ Atari Corp.

CYBERSCAPE™
A 3-D "feature film"

on disk
by Darrel Anderson

Skim the fantastic,

3-dimensional terrain of

the mind! Metamorphos-
ing metallatons and trans-

forming tubular time

slots! This full-color,

animated feature was
created by professional

artist Darrel Anderson, to

show what can be done
with CYBER STUDIO
(ST0236). An incredible

tour de force of computer
graphic power, this demo
is a guaranteed auto-

lobotomy of the very first

order!

CYBERSCAPE DS
(1 double-sided disk)

SB0104 $10.00

REQUIRES: Double-sided
drive and 2 megabyte RAM
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FUTURE
DESIGN DISK™
by Darrel Anderson

Get a fast start on your
three-dimensional explora-

tions with the CAD-3D
FUTURE DESIGN DISK.
Everything you need to

create spacecraft, sta-

tions, bases, vehicles,

robots, and androids.

Model your future then

populate it with androids

and CAD-People. Bring it

to life with CYBERMATE;
detail it with any popular

paint program. Includes:

Blueprints

Complete models
Component parts

Construction tips

FUTURE DESIGN DISK
ST0232 $29.95

REQUIRES: CAD-3D 1.0,

or CYBER STUDIO

HUMAN DESIGN
DISK™
by Richard Berry

Populate the CAD-3D
Universe. Bring to life

your CAD-3D creations

with the CAD-3D
HUMAN DESIGN DISK.

Complete modular male
and female prototypes, in

skeletal anatomy forms,

are included. Complex

head and hand details add

realism to your figures.

Modify your figures to

create the infinite variety

of the human form, pose

your figures, detail the

images with any popular

paint program, or bring

them to life with the

CYBERMATE Animation
System. Includes;

Blueprints

Tips on the dynamics
of human anatomy.

HUMAN DESIGN DISK
ST0242 $29.95

REQUIRES: CAD-3D 1.0,

or CYBER STUDIO

ARCHITECTURAL
DESIGN DISK™
by Darrel Anderson

Create CAD-3D render-

ings of your Dream House
or build an entire

CAD-3D City from the

ground up. Component
parts including: Doors,

Windows, Arches, Roofs,

Walls, Stairways, and a

wide variety of architec-

tural accoutrements.

Create your own CAD
structures and populate

them with HUMAN DE-
SIGN figures. Build

"sets" for your CYBER-
MATE animated movies.

NOTE: The ARCHITEC-
TURAL DESIGN DISK
can be used to visualize

and render real world

architecture. It is not in-

tended for use as an ar-

chitectural engineering

tool. Includes:

Blueprints

Complete models
Design tips

ARCHITECTURAL
DESIGN DISK
ST0243 $29.95

REQUIRES: CAD-3D 1.0.

or CYBER STUDIO

Now you can write

the next hit 3D
program!

3D DEVELOPER'S
DISK
For CYBER STUDIO
by Tom Hudson
Works with most popular
ST C's plus machine
language

While Tom was rewriting

CAD-3D, he quickly real-

ized that it was impos-

sible to add everything

and still release a product

in this century. Plus, who
wanted CAD software that

required a 4 megabyte
machine? So he opened
up the system—by pro-

viding a programmer's
'pipeline' through desk

accessories.

Opportunity Knocks!
The 3D DEVELOPERS
DISK clearly explains to

programmers and de-

velopers how to access

the pipeline. Included on
the disk are full-featured

source and object code

examples, plus detailed

instructions by Tom
Hudson showing you how
to hook into CYBER
STUDIO. Create your

own 3D applications

—

with no knowledge of 3D
math. There's no licens-

ing fee required.

3D DEVELOPER'S DISK
ST0244 $29.95

REQUIRES: CYBER
STUDIO

3D-FONT
PACKAGE™
by Tom Hudson

Works with CAD-3D 1.0

and CYBER STUDIO
Design your own 3D
greeting cards, signs,

logos, and letterheads

with CAD-3D. Over 250K
of serif and sans-serif let-

ters. At the heart of this

packed disk is Tom
Hudson's Super Extruder

Tool, which doubles as a

3D Font Editor. With it,

you can create new kinds

of complex, multicolored

3D objects (such as those

seen in the 3D DESIGN
DISKS) that can't be built

with CAD-3D alone.

3D-FONT PACKAGE
ST0224 $24.95

REQUIRES: CAD-3D 1.0,

or CYBER STUDIO

3D PLOTTER
& PRINTER
DRIVERS™
Supports Hewlett-Packard

pen plotters (and com-
patibles),- plus Gemini/
Star, Epson, Okidata,

IBM, Color, NEC, Pana-

sonic, C-Itoh dot-matrix

printers.

PLOTTER DRIVERS
ST0225 $24.95

REQUIRES: CAD-3D 1.0.

or CYBER STUDIO
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True stereoscopic 3D graphics

for your Atari ST
STEREOTEK™ 3D GLASSES
by LC Technologies

Put on the STEREOTEK
glasses and jump into a

new universe. Discover a

magical world that you
always knew existed. That
extra dimension—depth.

Now you can add depth

to your computer graphics

with STEREOTEK Liquid

Crystal glasses. Solid,

realistic, 3D images you
want to reach out and

touch. STEREOTEK glasses

plug into your Atari ST
cartridge port to provide

absolutely realistic 3D
graphics in full color or

high-res monochrome. Your
STEREOTEK depth-view

system includes:

One pair electronic

Liquid Crystal Shutter

glasses with six-foot

cable (can be comfor-

tably worn over eye-

glasses]

ST cartridge interface

unit—supports six sets

/rORDElO
TOLL FREE"^

y-

(800)234-7001

3

of glasses [additional

sets optional)

DEGAS Elite Stereo

Desk Accessory

Stereo CAD-3D anima-

tion and stereo slide

show by Tom Hudson
For programmers:
Complete developer's

instructions plus

source code for adding

stereo to your own pro-

grams (C or GFA BASIC)

The secret to full-color

stereo images on a com-
puter screen is electronic

Liquid Crystal Shutter

(LCS) glasses. Two optical

shutters in eyeglass frames

arc connected electroni-

cally to the ST. Every

time the ST screen re-

freshes 160hz/color
y

70hz/mono), one shutter

closes and the other opens.

The monitor displays alter-

nating right and left eye

views synchronized with

the shutters. The alter-

nating views appear faster

than the eye can see, and
your brain translates the

normally flat monitor im-

age into one of startlingly

realistic depth.

STEREOTEK 3D SYSTEM
TH9020 $149.95

ADD-ON GLASSES
ONLY
TH9021 $99.95

Satisfaction guaranteed or

your Money Back!

(during 30-day warranty
period)

LC Technologies is a venture of

Tektronix, Inc.

GENESIS™
The 3D Molecular Modeler
by Scott Legrand

"/itt^

The atoms of life:

carbon. . . nitrogen. . .

hydrogen. . . oxygen. . .

phosphorus . .

.

This is the stuff we're

made of. But until now,
only research scientists

in large universities could

actually image the

building blocks of matter.

Imagine creating the

basic elements yourself,

then watching as they

come to life. And with a

pair of STEREOTEK
glasses, this miraculous

process unfolds in 3D
stereoscopic depth.

Using GENESIS and your

mouse, you can:

load and display amino
acids, hydrocarbons,

and sugars

create your own
molecules onscreen or

build them with data

from pre-stored

libraries

Explore X-ray

Crystallography

Rotate 3D molecules on
any axis — X, Y, or Z,

using real-time control.

In stereo, hexagonal car-

bon rings and delicate

fingers of hydrogen burst

right out of your monitor.

With two molecules on-

screen, you may:
create your own rules

for molecular bonding,

then animate the

chemical reaction

between them
derive the new em-
pirical formula and

print hardcopy data for

reference

GENESIS offers the same
type of iconic control

panel and intuitive human
interface pioneered on
the Atari ST with CYBER
STUDIO (ST0236).

Three different display

modes far every imaging

need:

1) STEREOTEK LCS
glasses (TH9020)

2) Red/blue anaglyphic

glasses

3) No-glasses (monoscopic)

And with data provided

on the program disk, you
can create virtually any

known molecule using

the on-line periodic table

of elements.

GENESIS
ST0239 $79.95

REQUIRES: One-megabyte
RAM
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Now available for use

with StereoTek J^fe.
Glasses

LCS
WANDERER™
Deep space has never

been so real!

by Pyramide Software

LCS WANDERER is the

first ST game designed

for full-depth stereo. Writ-

ten in. France, but set in

outer space, this stunning

arcade adventure trans-

ports you through galac-

tic Space sectors, Black

holes, and Limbo. Start-

lingly realistic, stereo

point-of-view animation

puts you in the cockpit

as you swoop and dive

through star fields while

dodging enemy aircraft.

This is no ordinary space

shoot-em-up. The bizarre,

complex plot involves the

ruthless kidnapping of

every cat on earth. As
you wander though space,

collecting purloined pussy-

cats, you run across the

Heads of State of the

Planetary sectors with

whom you must play in-

terstellar poker. LCS
WANDERER is a com-
plex, multimodular
program— really several

games in one. Journey

from the dogfights in the

Space sectors to the in-

terstellar poker strategies,

from the Battlezone-stylc

of the Planetary sectors

to the stereo tunnel of

the Black holes, and Lim-

bo. . .well, there's always

Limbo.

The liquid crystal clarity

of the StereoTek glasses

transforms LCS WAN-
DERER into a multi-

colored micro universe

within your monitor. In-

cludes a completely re-

designed solid-surface

cockpit, full 16-coIor

displays, and reduced eye

fatigue compared to the

original red/blue version.

LCS WANDERER
ST0238 $39.95

REQUIRES: Color monitor
and StereoTek Glasses
Battlczone™ Atari Corp.

$5,000 CONTEST
Antic and LC Tech-

nologies arc co-sponsoring

a competition to search

for the most innovative

stereo application program.

We're going to pay $5,000

in cash (advance against

royalties] for the winner,

plus a continuing royalty

upon publication here in

The Catalog.

For an official entry

blank and competition

details, write to:

STEREO COMPETITION,
The Catalog,

544 Second Street,

San Francisco, CA 94107,

or call (415) 957-0886.

A new perspective in Arcade Action!

SHOOT THE MOON™
3D Alien Invaders

by Mountain Fresh Software

^jj£>-
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You've been in worse

fixes — but you can't

remember when. Aliens!

Floating down from the

sky, dropping bombs.
And not just overhead

. . .and not just to the

right . . . and not just to

the left. . .but way down
back there, and right up
front here!

Fortuitously, your three

years of depth indoctrina-

tion at the Leadership

Cadet Spaceways [LCS)

institute has handily

prepared you for exactly

this kind of vile, humanity-

threatening situation.

With the LCS STEREOTEK
glasses (TH9020) firmly

affixed to your face, you
correctly perceive the

precise Z-space location

of each ugly little alien

beastie, manipulate your

Kronos-Smithfield servo-

remote laser tractor

beneath the erratically

twitching horror, and

blow the abhorrent critter

out of the sky. But, no
time to enjoy the view,

Depth Cadet! There's

plenty more space nasties

where that thing came
from. And, if you clear

this sky, it's on to another

world — where the mon-
sters get smarter.

SHOOT THE MOON is a

colorful, high-speed

shoot-em-up in the classic

arcade tradition, with
fabulous animation, ori-

ginal sounds, and one big

difference — stereo. The
floating aliens menace
you from multi-depth

levels as you maneuver
your ship beneath them,

find the right depth level,

and pulverize them.

Beyond the sheer enter-

tainment value of SHOOT
THE MOON, we've found

stereo games to be ex-

cellent training tools for

children requiring ocular

muscular excercise,

or training in depth

perception.

And, for those who want
their traditional arcade

games to remain com-
pletely traditional, you
can play SHOOT THE
MOON in 2D without
the glasses. The game
play is just different

enough to make it a

whole new challenge.

Master the double-

dimension version before

moving on to the

STEREOTEK universe, or,

if you already have
STEREOTEK glasses,

master both versions

.

SHOOT THE MOON
ST0252 $39.95
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The world on a disk.

Maps for everybody!

MAPS AND i

LEGENDS™
The Cartographer
Enhanced Version
by Harry Koons and
David Chenette

Hold on a second. Now
that you've word-processed,

spreadsheeted, databased

and telecommunicated
with your Atari ST, aren't

you looking for something
different?

How about Cartography?

Until now, mapmaking
has been a unique art

mastered by only a few
talented people. With
MAPS AND LEGENDS,
your Atari ST becomes a

personal desktop carto-

graphy system.

Show your children exact-

ly what the world looks

like—with or without poli-

tical boundaries. And in

STEREO, the world globes

appear to be floating in

front of your monitor. Or
print an impressive cus-

tom map to go with your
travel itinerary. We use

MAPS AND LEGENDS
all the time at the office

for sales and marketing
maps. And since it's based

on the GEM interface,

it's GEM-easy to use!

MAPS AND
LEGENDS 3.0

ST0202 $34.95

(upgrade is $15)

LETS GET TECHNICAL
Packed with features, in-

cluding- Stereo Compati-
bility, Built-in 900(1-

Coordinate Database, 1

1

Different Map Perspec-

tives, Plotting from any

altitude, Works in all 3

screen modes, Built-in

Paint System (and com-

patible with DEGAS and

NEO], Multi-font Label

ler, Custom Overlay Plot-

ter (create your own
maps—build your own map
databases!, Auto-locate

Mode [reads coordinates,

distance and bearing from

maps] and so many more
that we don't have room
to list them all.

DATAMAP
COLLECTION™
Expand Your Maps
and Legends Database!

NATIONAL POLITICAL
BOUNDARIES
Europe, Latin America,

S. America, Asia, Africa

PROVINCIAL
BOUNDARIES
Australia, Canada, China,

LT.S.S.R.

PLUS HISTORICAL MAPS
AND MORE'

DATAMAPS
ST/0227 $24.95

REQUIRES: MAPS AND
LEGENDS 2.0 or greater

Now! A professional

flight planner for

the ST!

THE NAVIGATOR™
by Scott D. Stephenson

Works with MAPS AND
LEGENDS

Sometimes, you really

need to know exactly

where you're going. Have
you ever wondered, while

boarding your plane, how
the pilot will find his

way to your destination?

The answer is navigation.

The pilot follows a de-

tailed flight plan created

by his navigator.

Now, accurate computer-
ized navigational plan-

ning is available on the

Atari ST. THE NAVIGA-
TOR is a professional,

automated flight planner

created specifically for

the ST by professional

navigator Scott D. Stephen-

son. Private pilots, mili-

tary pilots, navigators

(ocean-going as well as

air), and commercial
operators can use this

amazing program to create

accurate, detaded flight

plans.

Amateurs, arm-chair flyers,

teachers and students of

navigational theory can
discover how the profes-

sional navigator plans his

flight, compensates for

wind direction, estab-

lishes waypoints, and cal-

culates tunes and distances.

And we've included a

special MAPS AND LEG-
ENDS overlay function

which creates custom map
overlays, graphically dis-

playing your flight paths.

Private Pilots: You'll

love THE NAVIGA-
TOR'S printed flight

plan and extensive

ICAO waypoint
database.

Armchair Pilots: Gener-

ate your own flight

plans for subLogic's

FLIGHT SIMULATOR.
Teachers: Show your
students the rudiments

of navigation. Use THE
NAVIGATOR plus

MAPS AND LEGENDS
to measure the earth!

Sailors: Plan for cur-

rents or winds—taking

fuel flows and times

into consideration.

THE NAVIGATOR
comes complete with
these databases: Euro-

pean ICAO, Asian

ICAO, and US ICAO.

i

WtgfM.

"?S
7-;lV^sL^HkJ^ji

?

2 PROGRAMS IN 1!

Included with THE
NAVIGATOR is THE
NAVIGATION TOOLKIT,
a bonus program of com-
puter navigation tools

which performs sophis-

ticated data management
operations on your way-
point databases. Create

new data files or modify
existing files using its ad-

vanced random-search
technique.

THE NAVIGATOR
ST0245 $49.95



ST Business

Byte tests show A-Calc almost twice as fast

as Microsoft Multiplan on the Mac Plus!

A-CALC PRIME™
by Kuma Computers, Ltd. UK

That's right! In the Feb-

ruary 1987 review of the

Atari 1040 ST, Byte

magazine selected A-CALC
1.0 to test the Atari

against the Amiga and
the Macintosh Plus. On
recalculation of a 25 x 25
cell spreadsheet, A-CALC
was the clear winner at

4.7 seconds, compared to

7.5 on the Mac Plus, and
6.5 on the Amiga (using

Lattice Unicalc).

And now, you can have
all the speed of the ori-

ginal GEM-based spread-

sheet plus the

powerhouse features of

the next generation:

A-CALC PRIME— it blows
away the competition.

Features that made the

original A-CALC 1.0 the

easiest-to-use spreadsheet

"This is the easiest to

use spreadsheet that I've

ever seen. " —W. Krieger,

Computer Shopper
Magazine

Up to five windows
open at once

- WIDE VIEW option to

see 50 percent more of

your worksheet at once
SEARCH for character

strings

Powerful PRINTER
FORMATTING
commands
.DIF file compatibility

Exclusive A-CHART
compatibility

Sparse-matrix design

maximizes available

RAM
And now, PRIME adds

dozens of special features:

Row and column lock

Conditional expres-

sions (IF, THEN, ELSE,
etc.)

MACROS
Labels

8192 rows x 256
columns
Color/pattern coding of

formula, text, value, etc.

SORT and FIND
Trig functions

Sideways printing (for

Epson FX 80)

High-speed SMOOTH
updating

Complete printer con-

trol from within the

spreadsheet

Password-protected

cells (hide and unhide)

Additional ease-of-use

features:

- Off-screen scrolling

with the mouse
- Out-of-the-way conve-

nient edit window
- Cell and range

reference by pointing

with the mouse (even

reference cells in in-

active windows!)
- Ten clipboards

- Illustrated manual
and on-disk examples

In short, PRIME gives

you premium spreadsheet

power for the rock-bottom

price of $59.95. And, for

A-CALC 1.0 owners, the

upgrade is only $20.00

(plus $5.00 shipping. En-

close your original ver.

1 disk).

A-CALC PRIME
ST0235 $59.95

Make your next pre-

sentation the one
they remember.
A-CHART™
by Kuma Computers,
Ltd. UK

A-Chart

When was the last time

you were excited about

your spreadsheet? A-

CHART makes working
with figures fun and
intuitive.

A-CHART automatically

turns your A-CALC (or

A-CALC PRIME) spread-

sheets into beautiful

graphs that are DEGAS-
compatible. And, if you
don't have a spreadsheet,

A-CHART's built-in

editor will help you
organize those numbers
into a super-sharp pre-

sentation.

View your data in eight

different chart styles

—

change styles instantly

with one mouse click.

Drag and size multiple

charts in each window,
define your own fill pat-

terns and line styles. The
flexibility of the graphic

presentation of your num-
bers will give you an en-

tirely new perspective on
your business or home
budget. And A-CHART
grows as you do, with the

capability of storing up to

50,000 data points in a

512K machine and 150,000

datapoint in a 1 meg
machine. Full statistics

menu for detailed analysis

includes Mean, Median,
Variance, Standard Devia-

tion, Skewness, T-test, F-

test, and much more.
A-CHART
ST0230 $39.95

Epson Compatible Printer

from A-CHART
Multi-printer compatible

from DEGAS

Degas Enhanced

File Compatible with

BASE-TWO, PHASAR and
A-CALC PRIME



ST Business

PHASAR
Professional Home Accounting System and Register

by Marksman Technology

PHASAR: A friendly,

GEM-based, single-entry

accounting system that

will make your life easier.

PHASAR is fast, sophis-

ticated and contains the

best interface program-

ming design we've seen

in any ST applications

program.

GENERAL FEATURES
130 expense/income

categories

40 accounts (VISA,

checking, etc.)

Up to 500 transactions

per month
Custom check printing

A.I. parser predicts in-

put, minimizes typing

Instant help messages
with right mouse button

Relational design in-

tegrates financial data

TRANSACTIONS
Automatic transfers be-

tween accounts

Split-category trans-

actions

Create transaction

macros for repetitive

entries

Point-and-type

spreadsheet-style rela-

tional summary update

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
Easy budget setup and
maintenance

Analyze loan/savings

plan

Display multiple loans

simultaneously for easy

comparison

RECONCILIATION
Display outstanding

transactions for any
account

Confirm transactions

with a single keystroke

IBM and Amiga users say: PHA$AR
'The first home account- js the standard
ing package I have found

fry wnjcn other
in five years that is ac- r . . , .

tually usable.- - Mark financial packages

Baldwin, Littleton, CO will be measured

"1 am enjoying your tutor-

ial almost as much as I

admire the power and
versatility of the software

itself." — Joe (oyce, Hun-
tington, VT

REPORTS
Clearly formatted

printed reports include:

-Account Summaries
- Category Summaries
- Net Worth Statement
- Tax Calculations
- And more . . .

Display or print total

income/expenses, month-
ly or year-to-date

Sort categories in any
order

Built in data graphing
Compatible with A-

CHART JST0230)

DATE/ADDRESS
ORGANIZER

Store up to 250 names,
addresses and phone
numbers
Integrated scheduler

stores special occasions

Display calendar with
highlighted special

occasions

Optional auto-alert re-

minds you of impor-

tant events

TAX
Design your own tax

forms—-never out

of date

Calculate tax liability

in less than one minute
Project tax liability at

any time

PHASAR
ST0237 S89.95



ST Business

BASETWO
The GEM Database by the Authors of DBMASTER ONE

The next step in databases!

by Dan Matejka and Stanley Crane

It's no fun re-learning

your database commands
every time you boot it

up. And those simplistic

"filecard" databases just

don't have the power to

do the job. Or, maybe
you've just created your

custom database, entered

5,000 records, and now
you want to print a

report. . .good luck. You
need a degree in program-

ming just to get some
decently formatted hard

copy-

Dan Matejka and Stanley

Crane have eight com-
bined years of experience

writing databases on
computers ranging from
the IBM PC to the Apple

Macintosh. And their

databases range in com-
plexity from the extreme-

ly powerful and complex
IBM PC DB MASTER to

the familiar, introductory

DB MASTER ONE on the

Atari ST. They've watched

the ST database market
grow—and they've spot-

ted a gap; until now, ST
databases have been either

too simple, or too com-
plex. Until now, ST
owners were limited to

easy-to-use, inflexible

"mailing lists," or in-

volved, programmable
"throw-backs" to the

CP/M or MS-DOS world.

Until now, there was no
intuitive, yet powerful

database featuring an adap-

table report generator.

Until now.

BASE-TWO fills the gap.

Entirely GEM-operated,

DB MASTER ONE owners

will find it familiar, yet

far more powerful. Look
over some of the features

and see if it solves your
problem:

INSTANTANEOUS SORTING!
size number records sort time

512K 5,000 5.1 sec

1 Meg 10,000 9.7 sec

2 Meg 20,000 19.2 sec

4 Meg 50,000 46.1 sec

Using a sample eight-field mailing list.

Variable field types:

- Implicit (default)

- Alpha
- Numeric
- Date (calculable)

- Formula
Formula fields

automatically calculate

results from several

fields in same record

Adjustahle numeric
decimal placement
Re-edit database at any

time without losing data

User-definable .DIF file

creation for software

compatibility (with A-

CHART, for example]

DB MASTER ONE con-

version program
On-line Help screens

Optional mouse or

keyboard control

64 character label length

100 fields per record

Multi-level Search and

Sort

Totally RAM-based for

instant action

Format disks from
within program

The intuitive BASE-TWO
Report generator includes:

Multi-line field word-

wrap; screen and printer

Completely adjustahle

lahel or column-format
report

Optional, automatic
date, time and page

numbering
Print reports to screen,

printer, or ASCII disk

file for word-processor

editing

Optional subtotal

printout

Adjust number of re-

cords per page

Double-line report

headers

Place "comment" text

anywhere
Customize with printer

control codes

"Soft" field borders for

autofield truncation

Single-sheet or con-

tinuous feed option

Store 10 custom
reports for each file

Up to 100 unique fields

per report

BASE TWO
ST0246 $59.95

DB MASTER ONE is a

registered trademark nf Oil

MASTER Associates.



As you can probably tell from reading the

Catalog, we Antic folks are very proud of our

products, and we're particularly proud when we
receive letters from you.
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At publication time, the Cyber Studio is being used by:

General Motors (Project Trilby division)

Rockwell Space Systems (Spoce Station division)

Industrial Light and Magic (Lucasfilm)

Forensic Computer Graphics, Inc. (accident reconstruction)

General Dynamics, Ft. Worth (F-16c human factors design)

Yate University (Dept. of Physiology exchange program

with Shanghai University, China)

Disneyland (computer displays for Star Tours)

Never miss an issue—or

The Catalog

SUBSCRIBE TODAY
to ANTIC and START

Call (800)234-7001 6:00 am
to 6:00 pm Pacific Time

Monday through Friday

ATTENTION

RETAILERS!

The complete line of Antic

Publishing software offered in

THE CATALOG is available to

retailers. You can carry the

top-quality, bestselling pro-

ducts you've come to expect

trom Antic: titles such as

FWSH, MAPS AND LEGENDS,

and CAD-3D, as well as our

exciting new products, in-

cluding CYBER STUDIO and

all its add-ons! And, we offer

profitable discounts, ease of

ordering, and speedy delivery

so you can capitalize on the

swiftly growing Atari market.

We're eager to help you serve

the growing community of

Atari owners in your area.

Please give us a call at

(415)957-0886 and ask for

Brian Sarrazin, Sales Manager.

8-BIT SOFTWARE
AUTHORS AND
DEVELOPERS
The Catalog has embarked

on a global search for greot

software. If your software is

great and runs on the Atari

800/XL/XE, we are searching

for you. Help us find you.

Contact:

Product Manager

The Catalog

544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

(415)957-0886

We ore putting products from

around the world into distri-

bution around the world.



Bargains

ST WORKSHOP

1ST MAIL by GST, Ltd.
Powerful mai 1 merge program for use with 1ST WORD.
BBV001 WAS. . . 129.95 NOW ONLY. . .515. 95 1

MACRO ASSEMBLER by GST, Ltd.
A professional quality 68000 macro assembler + library.
BB9009 WAS. . . 479. 95 NOW ONLY *49.95!

C COMPILER by GST, Ltd.
A powerful GEM software devel op merit packai
BB9O10 WAS. . .499. 95 NOW ONLY. . . *59. 95!

PERSONAL PASCAL from O.S.S., Inc.
GEM supported Pascal devel opment system.
BB9006 WAS . . . *79 . 95 NOW ONLY . . . »49 . 95

!

HOME ACCOUNTANT by Habba
A powerful, full featured home a
BB9007 WAS... 469. 95 NOW ONLY.

MAPS & LEGENDS 2
The original MAP
compat i bl e) .

BB9Q0S WAS. . . *34.9

the Atari

LEGENDS cartography system by Antic

NOW ONLY. . .*19.95!

ot STEREOTEK

ST ENTERTAINMENT

TRANSYLVANIA by Polarware
The classic graphic adventure ga le featur ing the Co tnt hi msel-f !

Now for the Atari ST!
BB9002 WAS. . . *29. 95 NOW ONLY. .$15.95!

CRIMSON CROWN by Polarware
Exciting sequel to TRANSYLVANIA!
BB9003 WAS...*29.95 NOW ONLY.

CARDS by Michtron
Play Poker, Cribbage,
BB9004 WAS. . .539.95

SPECIAL ST VALUES!

NOW ONLY. . .*15.95

EXPERT OPINION bv Mind Soft
Transform your ST into sn e;:pert on any subject. EXPERT OPINION
product i on-rul e knowl edge bases ; GEM based so you don t need to
programming language. BONUS application disk on gemology includi
PI ease note this is a sophisti cat ed computer science tool requir
study to use effectively.
BB9012 WAS. ..$99.95 NOW ONLY. . . 159 . 95

!

DISK DOCTOR by Dan Mate
Disk sapped by a power DISK DOCTOR

lost data

soft yare
use its built-in GEM di sk ed

and error messages.
tor
It* s the per

al l

f

yai
le repa r

uti 1 ity md a va Liable progr amm ng tool.
BB9C 13 WAS. . *24 95 NOW DNLY . .*19 95!

STAR STRUCK—THE ASTROLOGER by Ha
This GEM-based celestial workhors
f ormul as for the nine most pop u la
you don * t know the coordinates of
U.S. or world maps! STAR STRUCK
comes with loads of e:;tra fonts.
BB9014 WAS... 524. 95 NOW ONLY.

our birthpl ace

ates charts



Bargains

High quality sa-ftware at bl OW-out prices' All ite
first—come, .first serve basis from limited stock.
Software bargains exclusively from The Catalog.

DISK SALE!
25 5-1/4" HIGH QUALITY DISKETTES ONLY 49.95.
Single-sided single-density, we use them as double-sided
Bulk erased overstock, disks at this price must be sold

"f 1 ipp
BB0013

THE BOOKSHELF -for the Atari XL/XE

BEST OF ANTIC ANTHOLOGY
298 pages of material from ANTIC s f i rst year. Or i ginal magazines
are now out-of-print collector's items!
BB0004 WAS...* 12. 95 NOW ONLY. . . *3. 95 ! WITH DISK BB0005 46.95

ATARI PLAYER-MISSILE GRAPHICS IN BASIC
Create prcfessi anal —

q

lality Atar speci al effect s

.

BB0007 WAS. . .414.95 NOW ONLY. .45.95! WITH DISK BBO >oe. . *0. 95!

ATARI COLOR GRAPHICS
Master the Mysteries! 202 pages unlock the secrets.
BB0006 WAS . . . * 1 2 . 95 NOW ONLY. . *3.95!

ATARI GRAPHICS AND ARCADE GAME DESIGN
477 pages of tricks, tips and si:: ready-
BB0009 WAS... 41 9. 95 NOW ONLY. . . 46 . 95

!

XL/XE FUN AND GAMES'

HALLEY FATROL
ColiI d be the closest 1 ook anyone' s going to get of Hal ley' s Co
BB0015 WAS. . . 417. 95 NOW ONLY. . . 45. 95!

DANDY DUNGEON
Unique game and construct i on set . 4 pi ayers/scrol 1 ing screen.
BB0016 WAS. . . 419. 95 NOW ONLY. . .45.95!

SEVENS AND KLONDIKE SOLITAIRE
Two classic strategy card games for the price of one !

BB0017 WAS. . . 419. 95 NOW ONLY. . .93.95!

THE XL/XE BARGAIN WORKSHOP

REAL ESTATE AND STRATEGIC FINANCIAL CASH FLOW ANALYSIS
Two powerful model 1 i ng tool s for the price of one 1

BB0020 WAS. . . 419. 95 NOW ONLY. . .15.95!

DISK SCANNER
Edi t and repa
BB0021 WAS.

DRAGON'S TAIL
A comprehensive collection of BASIC progra
BB0023 WAS. . . 424. 95 NOW ONLY. . .45.95!

130XE MAGIC
Word , Spel 1 and Gr aphi c Magic. Three for
BBOG22 WAS. . . 412. 95 NOW ONLY. . .45.95!

MAPWARE
Create high-r
BB0018 WAS.

DEEP BLUE SECRETS
Source code for The Catalog's own DEEP BLUE C COMPILER (AP0188).
BB00 1 9 WAS . . .419.95 NOW ONLY ... 45 . 95

!



The Archives

THE

INCREDIBLE ANTIC

BACK ISSUE SALE!

6 MONTH BACK-PAKS' $20.00 EACH

Antic Disk Paks or Magazine Paks

(Order both magazine and disk Back-Paks - get a complete set!)

JULY THRU DECEMBER 1983

ADS8302

JANUARY THRU JUNE 1984

ADS8401

JULY THRU DECEMBER 1984

ADS8402

JANUARY THRU JUNE 1985

ADS8501

JULY THRU DECEMBER 1985

ADS8502

JANUARY THRU JUNE 1

ADS8601

JULY THRU DECEMBER 1

ADS8602

JULY THRU DECEMBER 1983

AMS8302

JANUARY THRU JUNE 1984

AMS8401

JULY THRU DECEMBER 1984

SMS8402

JANUARY THRU JUNE 1985

AMS8501

JULY THRU DECEMBER 1985

AMS8502

JANUARY THRU JUNE 1986

AMS8601

JULY THRU DECEMBER 1986

AMS8602

'Available only in the six month sets shown above.

Individual back issue disks and magazines are available for Ordering individual magazines or disks is easy! AMS stands

July 1983 through the current issue. September 1984

magazine is sold out.

Individual disks dre $5.95 each, magczines are $4.00 each

Remember to include shipping and handling charges (see

ORDERING INFORMATION, page 17).

for Antic Magazine. ADS stands for Antic Disk. Follow these

product codes with the month and yeor you wont. For exom
pie, to order the March 1987 disk dnd magazine, write:

AMS0387
For ANTIC MAGAZINE
MARCH 1987

ADS0387
For ANTIC DISK MARCH 1987

ST

ARCHIVES
Get your library off

to a good START

START
back issues

MAGAZINE S DISK *

START #1 SUMMER '86 SMS0686 SDS0686
START #2 FALL '86 SMS0986 SDS0986
START #3 WINTER '86 SMS 1286 SDS1286
START #4 SPRING '87 SMS0387 SDS0387
START #5 SUMMER '87 SMS0687 SDS0687
START #6 FALL '87 SMS0987 SDS0987
All magazines only Disks are $10.95

$4.00 each.

ST RESOURCE
programs (horn Antic}

on 3 1/2" disk

ST RESOURCE
COMPENDIUM

COMPENDIUM #1

COMPENDIUM #2
COMPENDIUM #3

COMPENDIUM #4
COMPENDIUM #5

Compendium disks

only $10.95 each

ISSUES
8/85—1/86
2/86—5/86

6/86—9/86
10/86—2/87
3/87—7/87

DISKS
SB0101
SB0102
SB0103
SB0106
SB0107



8-Bit Public Domain

All programs in this series

sold as is. There's almost no

documentation included, ex-

cept what's built into the pro-

grams themselves. Therefore,

you may need some expertise

in order to use the products

properly. Because this is

public domain software, the

Customer Service Department

cannot provide the same type

of service as for programs we
publish ourselves (i.e., copy-

righted Antic software).

However, ail programs have

been tested at Antic and will

perform.

TRIVIA QUIZ

The ultimate Trivia Game!

100% machine language.

Play alone or with 2 friends (2

on XL/XE). Plus create your

own Trivia Files (over 350
questions per disk-730 with

double density). Includes in-

structions and Assembly

SOURCE CODE.

PD0072 $10.00

THE RAMBRANDT
COLLECTION

Now you can design your

own special effects slide

shows for RAMbrandt pic-

tures. Choose a different

dissolve for each picture:

horizontal or vertical wipes,

pixel dissolve, spin, telescope,

and five others. Change the

speed of the dissolves, mix

graphic modes, repeat pic-

tures or dissolves in any

order. Supports 130XE RAM-

disk, comes with a selection

of the best RAMbrandt art.

(RAMbrandt not required.)

PD0073 SI 0.00

FIX XL (PD

TRANSLATOR)
Run early 400/800 software

on your XL or XE.

PD0026 S10.00

DOS 4.0

by Michael Barall

Here if is-the DOS that Atari,

Inc. spent over $100,000 on

and never released. Code

named QDOS, it supports

single, 1050 (enhanced), and

double density drives. Single

drive systems require minimal

disk swapping. Docs included

in Atari's 100 screen online

(Help) system. DOS 4.0 is

fast—two times faster than

DOS 2.0, three times faster

than DOS 2.5.

PD0067 310.00

ICON GRAPHICS
EDITOR

by Gregg Tavares, The

NightHowk Group

Drow your own Print Shop

icons with this advanced

paint program. Use this

fabulous "MacPainf'-style

program to create your own

libraries of icons. Full-featured

drawing program includes

user-definable fill and a smart

brush which can AND, OR or

XOR with the background.

PD0088 S10.00

REQUIRES: Print Shop

Print Shop'" Bfoderbund Software

VT1 00 TERMINAL

EMULATOR
Turn your Atari into a DEC-

compatible 80 column VT-100

graphics terminal. Works with

Hayes-compatible modem and

interface. No other hardware

needed.

PD0037 S10.00

ANTIC FORTH

Learn the fast, compact FIG-

FORTH language. Double-

sided disk includes tutorial

and editor.

PD0020 $10.00

RADIO & ELEC-

TRONICS (JACE)

Another great JACE collection.

This one will teach you Ohm's

law, satellite orbit prediction,

ond Morse code. It also in-

cludes a YAGI antenna de-

signer, three resistor design

programs, an LC circuit com-
puter and HAM programs.

PD0064 $10.00

130XE HI-RES

DESIGNER
For 130XE owners only. R-

DRAW, a powerful new Mode
8 paint program that has lots

of goodies like spray paint,

auto-artifacting, 4 text sizes,

star fields, L-R reverse (for T-

shirts), and more. R-DRAW is

so good that, if it had run on

all the machines, it would've

been accepted for APX.

Special: includes the BASIC

SOURCE CODE for this com-

piled program.

PD0070 $10.00

AMIS XM10. BBS
from M.A.C.E.

A full-featured bulletin board

for the 835, 1030 and XM301
modems. Version 4.5PD sup-

ports the auto answer on the

XM301. The other modems will

require an easy-to-build ring

detector (instructions in-

cluded). Join the telecom-

munications revolution with

this easy-to-use and easy-

to-maintain BBS.

PD0080 $10.00

COMPUTER USING
EDUCATORS SOCIETY

(C.U.E.S.)-San

Mateo

Official Education Packages

from teachers who use Ataris.

EDPACK #1 includes world

geography, states and capi-

tals, French and English

Hangman, math games. ED-

PACK #2 has spelling bee,

metrics, advanced moth, and

the famous Function Machine.

C.U.E.S. EDPACK #1

PD0044 SI 0.00

C.U.E.S. EDPACK #2

PD0045 $10.00

1030 EXPRESS/
TSCOPE
850 EXPRESS/

TSCOPE
MPP EXPRESS/

TSCOPE
Keith Ledbetters's brilliant

modem program, now avail-

able for all modems: 1030
EXPRESS for Atari 835. 1030

and XM301; MPP EXPRESS for

the Supra/MPP 1000 series;

850 EXPRESS for modems
using the 850 (or compa-

tible) interface. Bonus: each

comes with the correct version

of TSOOPE/MSOOPE so you

can access the R.L.E. VIDTEX

graphics on CompuServe.

1030EXRESS/TSC0PE

PD0081 S10.00

850 EXPRESS/TSCOPE

PD0082 S10.00

MPP EXPRESS/TSCOPE

PD0087 S10.00

ASTRONOMY &
METEOROLOGY (JACE)

The Jacksonville Atari

Computer Enthusiasts (JACE)

have collected these wonder-

ful programs for amateur

astronomers. Includes an

observation simulator for

tracking objects in the solar

system, a planetarium proto-

type, a planet tracker, and
much more.

PD0063 $10.00

PD MICROPAINT
ARTIST

(A.C.A.O.C.)-BBS:

714-731-6523

Improved clone of the original

high-power graphics program

for Atoris. Full documentation.

PD0053 $10.00



8-Bit Software

This 2 DISK SET gives you complete command
of your dot matrix printer.

PICTURE PLUS 3.0 and LISTER PLUS 1.5

Non-Standard Magic! Uk
by Chef Walters

" ' s,i,
Mi:,

PICTURE PLUS is the total

graphics utility combined with

the ultimate ATARI screen

dump. Now Version 3.0 is

faster ond works with nearly

any DOS. It even works with

RAMdisks.

Translate pictures between

Microlllustrator, SuperSketch,

Paint, Fun With Art, B/Graph,

Movie Maker, Micropainter,

Atari Light Pen, Atari Touch

Tablet, Koolo Pad, LOGO,

Computer Eyes, Drawlt, RAM-

brandt (when converted),

Graphics 1, 7 + , 8, 9, 10, 11,

and 15.

Work with the entire picture

or just the area you want.

PICTURE PLUS will merge two

pictures, reverse a picture left

to right (for T-shirts), turn it

upside down, move it in any

direction, moke a negative, or

change colors. Add text any-

where on the picture, in any

color(s) ond any font(s), in

6 sizes.

PICTURE PLUS will print screens

in 4 sizes from 3" x 4" to 8"

x 14". Directly supports printers

compatible with Epson, Gemini,

Prowriter, Okidato, color IDS,

and color Mannesmonn Tally.

Custom printer installation

program handles most others.

LISTER PLUS will print any-

thing exactly as it appears on

your screen including control

characters, inverse letters,

custom character sets, and

character graphics. These two

packages formerly sold for

over $30 each.

PICTURE PLUS and LISTER

PLUS

AP0179 S19.95

REQUIRES: 48K RAM, Atari

BASIC

Optional; Dot Matrix Graphics

Printer

Simulate a trip to the Moon.

ORBIT- A TRIP TO THE MOON ***>,

by John D. Reagh

Dock with the Space Station

to get supplies, then head for

the Moon. Establish a low

altitude orbit, detach the land-

ing module and descend to

the lunar surface. This is a

serious simulation of a true

mission, Fuel consumption,

life support systems, orbital

position, altitude, rocket burn

time, thrust vectors, radial

velocities, orbital constants-

keep track of them all.

On-board ship's computer in-

stantly plots new courses.

Designed and written by a

Lockheed aerospace engi-

neer. Complete with docu-

mentation that's educational

too.

ORBIT-ATRIP TO THE MOON
AP0168 S15.95
REQUIRES: Joystick

The RAMbrandt of char-

acter graphics

ENVISION
by Darren Schebek

Create giant, multi-screen,

8-way scrolling pictures. Build

effortless animations (up to

128 frames at 10 speeds).

There has never been any-

thing like ENVISION before.

Did you think character

graphics were blocky, ugly

substitutes for the real thing?

Take another look at this

screen shot. Graphics 0. And
in real life, it's animated.

H5S
<E^int_AslOin

ENVISION has over 50 com-

mands giving you total control

over the Atari's 6 incredible

text modes. Print out your pic-

tures, do fancy typesetting.

ENVISION olso supports GTIA

modes 9 & 11. A special utility

converts microscreens to char-

acter graphics that are in-

distinguishable from the

original. ENVISION is a brand

new art medium and much
more. It will create stand-

alone pictures or produce

BASIC and Assembler SOURCE
CODE, a programmer's dream

come true. On the 130XE,

ENVISION supports 16

simultaneous fonts.

ENVISION

AP0185 SI 9.95

REQUIRES: Joystick

Optional: BASIC, MAC/65,
SynAssembler, Epson-

compatible printer

Mercator Projection

Perfect for Geography,

Science, HAM Radio,

History, Current Events

EARTH VIEWS
by R.G. Wilson

EARTH VIEWS is a world

alias—an electronic globe-on

exciting adventuresome. Yes,

it's oil three in one. Call up

many different maps and

views of the Earth instontly.

Includes detailed hi-res maps
and projections linked to a

"Gazeteer" of world place

names.

IV.Mri-H:l '.'r /..- \l L- r I H .i-.'lt h.ii'.t

Rotating Globe

In the game: you fly into the

Bermuda Triangle and go on

quests to exciting places.

Detailed screens display longi-

tude and latitude, lots of col-

orful information.

EARTH VIEWS

AP0141 S19.95

REQUIRES: Joystick

Monday-Friday MasterCard. VISA Only

All 50 StaTes 6AM-6PM PACIFIC TIME
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THE FAMILY TREE
by Harry Koons

Record and access up to 6

generations of historical fomily

data With THE FAMILY TREE.

Enter names, dates, places

and facts; then print out an

actual pedigree chart of your

own lineage (on any printer).

Use fhe joystick or keyboard

to select any relative. Display

three windows of pertinent in-

formation about that family

member instantly. All his-

torical data con be displayed

and edited on-screen. Save

up to 24 generations on one

disk. Send printed charts to

distant relatives-get their help

in completing each family

member's history. Preserve

your family tree for posterity!

THE FAMILY TREE

AP0133 $19.95

REQUIRES: Atari BASIC

Optional: One Joystick

Finally, a flexible, full-featured database

DATA MANAGER XL
by William Bartieti

Here's a flexible, integrated

data base manager/mini-

word processor that's easy to

use. Highly flexible features

include: color-coded files,

program handles up to 100

fields (indexable categories),

each field as large as 120

characters. Quickly make
changes with easy add and

delete options. Print custom

reports from existing files. An

Index Manager function allows

sorting and file rebuilding.

Use with compatible Atari-

Writer and/or Word Magic for

mail merge, form letters, or

other letter/list processing

needs! A special "Tools

Manager" section features:

database diagnostics and

utilities plus a disk drive

speed checker! How-to in-

structions are complete and

detailed.

DATA MANAGER XL

AP0129 S19.95

REQUIRES: Atari BASIC

SHERLOCK 1050
by Dan Moore and Steve Ahlstrom

Get o fighting chance to

restore crashed disks. Ex-

amine or edit any byte in any

sector of your single or

enhanced density disks (in

HEX or ASCII). Disassemble

(from the disk itself) any

machine language file or

autoboot disk and learn its

secrets. Restore deleted files

and salvage broken files with

the Trace option.

SHERLOCK 1050

AP0155 S19.95

PRINTER DRIVER CONSTRUCTION SET
by John Eric Hinckley

Now AtariWriter is totally

compatible with every printer.

Comes with drivers for FX-80/

MX-80, 10X/SG-10, NEC 8023,

Prowriter, 1027, HR-25. Build

your own drivers for other

printers.

PRINTER DRIVER

CONSTRUCTION SET

AP0131 S19.95

REQUIRES: AtariWriter

cartridge

CHAMELEON CRT TERMINAL EMULATOR
Version 4.03
Written in machine language

by John Palevich

Turn your Atari into a variety

of computer terminals! Five

popular types: Glass TYY,

ADM-3A, DEC VT-52, IBM

3031, ASCII, plus a test ter-

minal. Software supports tab,

backspace, line feed (on/off),

form feed, bell signal, speeds

up to 9600 bps, plus a lot

more! Wide-screen 80 and

132 column emulation. You've

never seen anything as fast

and smooth as the vertical

and horizontal fine scrolling.

All these features make
CHAMELEON flexible enough

to use with UNIX operating

systems. Perfect for logging

on to non-standard systems,

such as MCI MAIL and DELPHI,

because you can customize

ail terminal parameters. Auto-

dials and stores up to 16

phone numbers. Supports file

transfers and features on all

Atari 850-interface, 835, 1030,

and XM30I modems. Version

4.03 includes Columbia Uni-

versity's Kermit file-transfer

capability, in addition to total

compatibility with the popular

Xmodem protocol.

CHAMELEON CRT TERMINAL

EMULATOR

AP0113 $19.95

REQUIRES: 48K RAM

The only programmable modem software available

BACKTALK 1.2
by Steve Ahlstrom, Dan Moore and Don Curtis */-/./ „

Designed by the authors of

Paperclip, Synfile + , and

Sherlock 1050, BACKTALK is

powerful and easy to use.

"Script" files can be executed

with the touch of a button. Or

they can run automatically-

even in the middle of the

night while the phone rates

ore lowest. Now you can

wake up in the morning and

read your email-with your

morning paper-without hav-

ing to download anything

yourself! Bulletproof file

transfer. Three protocols:

Xmodem (with or without

CRC), Amodem, and Xon/Xoff.

Supports 300, 1200, 2400
baud modems, ASCII/ATASCII

translation, full and half

duplex. CB "chat" window

provides uninterrupted com-

munication during on-line

conferences. Smooth scrolling

text reduces eyestrain. Friendly

pop-up menu makes entering

commands a snap.

Now you can use BACKTALK

with every modem. Supports

Hayes-compatibles and Atari

1030/XM301. There's even a

way to load your own modem
handlers. 130XE users will

love the way they can down-

load files into the RAMdisk.

BACKTALK 1.2

AP0154 $19.95

NOTE: Some early 810 disk

drives will not work reliably

with BACKTALK's high speed

I/O.
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Your computer can

teach you the language

of the ST.

DEEP BLUE C
COMPILER
by John Paievich

MATHLIB
by Frank Paris

DEEP BLUE C is faster and

more powerful than BASIC. C

is one of the most transpor-

table languages-runs on other

computers with minor modi-

fications. This all-purpose

language is the de facto stan-

dard for the new generation

of 68000-based machines

like the Atari ST. Pointers,

recursive functions, and high-

level control structures make
complete software systems

easy to design, implement

and maintain,

MATHLIB is a complete library

of math functions for DEEP

BLUE C. The 32 functions pro-

vide access to Floating Point

and Trig operations. Now you

can get both disks for the

price of one!

DEEP BLUE C and MATHLIB

AP0188 $19.95

REQUIRES: Text Editor like

Word Magic

INTERUSP/65
by Special Software Systems

The Catalog is proud to offer

INTERUSP/65, version 2.5,

from Special Software Sys-

tems. LISP (LISt Processing)

is the symbolic language of

artificial intelligence appli-

cations, designed especially

to logically manipulate struc-

tured symbols. It's different

from any language you've

ever used on the Atari!

INTERUSP/65 is a subset of

the standard "INTERLISP"

dialect of LISP. This version

includes special enhance-

ments so you con take

advantage of the Atari's

graphics and sound capa-

bilities. Over 70 pre-defined

functions are included, plus

these features:

Eight-digit, floating point

arithmetic, including multi-

plication, division, expo-

nential, and logarithms.

PEEK, POKE, and XIO

functions for access to

monitor ond hardware

functions.

STICK and STRIG for game
controller input.

Sequential disk file

functions, including OPEN,

CLOSE, PR#, IN#, NOTE
and POINT.

PAGE and TAB screen

control functions.

Debugging facilities

include BREAK and

BAKTRACE.

Example LISP programs on

disk include the famous

"Towers of Hanoi" puzzle

which provides an excellent

example of the power of

recursive programming,

plus "Doctor," classic

example of artificial

intelligence applied to

conversational programs.

And now, version 2.5 includes

21 new functions, special

graphics-buffer initialization

sequence, plus the new
TRACE utility for detailed

debugging.

INTERUSP/65

AP0191 $19.95

BASIC VIEW
by Softview Concepts

This is a utility all BASIC pro-

grammers will want. Begin-

ners will learn programming

faster, and veterans will find

BASIC VIEW invaluable for

debugging. Written entirely in

machine language, BASIC

VIEW provides a window
showing the actual execution

of your program code while

the program is running. Even

if your program uses full

graphics displays, you can in-

stantly switch-without pro-

gram interruption—to the BASIC

VIEW window, and then back

to your program disploy. Be-

ginners quickly see which line

of code is affecting the pro-

gram while it actually happens.

Features include:

Joystick controlled for ease

of use,

Current line highlit during

program execution.

Adjust program execution

speed using joystick

"throttle."

Variable Disploy shows up-

dated contents of variables

during program execution.

Stop, skip to any line, then

restart your program at

any point.

Variable Menu displays all

variables, arrays, strings in

alphabetical order,

Examine dimensional array

structures and elements,

and memory locations.

"Find" command for in-

stant search of any

variable or array element

by name.

BASIC VIEW
AP0192 $19.95

>2k
Power combo for As
sembly language

programmers

FLOATING POINT

PACKAGE
by Louis J. Chorion III

EXTENDED D.D.T.
by Jim Dunion

FLOATING POINT PACKAGE
makes math with MAC/65 as

easy as BASIC. It gives you

the fools to use the precision

of Floating Point operations,

Also includes Floating Point

array management and Trig

functions,

REQUIRES: Mac/65

EXTENDED D.D.T. (EXDDT) is

the best debugger, made
even better.The improvements

include:

Symbolic disassembler

EXDDT completely

relocatable

NEXT instruction for single

stepping past subroutines

Includes mini-assembler

Complete source code and

all assemblers

FLOATING POINT PACKAGE
and EXTENDED D.D.T.

AP0189 $19.95

MAC/65™ Optimized Systems

Software, Inc.

Ideal partners for MAC/65. Use FLOAT-

ING POINT PACKAGE to speed

development.

Monday-Friday MasterCard, VISA Only

All 50 States 6AM-6PM PACIFIC TIME
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Great moves- . . for all level players

Colossus Chess 3.0

The y/tfmateComputer Chess t

by Martin Bryant English Software UK

Here's a chess program with

II the moves of a chess

master, a great chess tutor or

a master tournament oppo-

nent. Whether you're a begin-

ner or pro, COLOSSUS
CHESS 3.0 is for you.

Dare to challenge the pro-

gram that outplayed 20 of the

best computer chess pro-

grams available.

Unique two-screen dual

display—current game and

unique view of COL-

OSSUS's "brain." Watch

COLOSSUS consider thou-

sands of moves.

On-screen elapsed-playing^

time clocks odd realism,

excitement to Tournament

mode (full tournament ploy).

COLOSSUS teaches you to

be a better chess player

with simulation modes (in-

finite mode, problem mode,

equality mode, average

mode, all-the-moves mode,

blindfolded mode). Adjust

playing speed ond style.

COLOSSUS CHESS 3.0

AP0161 $15.95

REQUIRES: 48K RAM
Note: Colossus Chess was
named ".

. .one of the best

buys in chess programs to-

day" by Analog Magazine

(Nov. '85).

Star Raiders was a

great game. . for its

time.

XTAL(CRYSTAL)-AN
ADVENTURE IN SPACE
by Dave Reese

A planet-threatening Ion

Radiation storm has devel-

oped in the peaceful Cana-

sian section. Your mission:

destroy that storm.

The EXCAUBUR comes
equipped with impulse and

warp drives, transporters,

phasers, communicators,

shields, quadrant mop dis-

play, and a spectacular 3D
cockpit/navigation

viewscreen.

XTAL (CRYSTAL)

AP0158 S15.95
STAR RAIDERS'" Atari Corp.

Joystick-busting

Kung-Fu Action vV
**'

CHOPSUEY «****'

by English Software UK

An action-packed martial arfs

competition simulation. For

anyone who likes

thrill-a-minute competitive

games. One or two players.

Eight progressive levels, two

speeds-normal and (for the

insane) superfast. Killer

scorpions odd an

unpredictable element. Fast,

smooth animation and 29

on-screen colors add to the

excitement.

CHOP SUEY

AP0162 $15.95

REQUIRES: One Joystick per

player

"... one of the best Atari

buys of the year. Go get it

grasshopper!" Atari User

Magazine (UK)

mAmmim
The card game of royalty. . . and society

BLUE TEAM BRIDGE
by Wait Huber

A complete, tournament-level

computerized bridge simula-

tion. Now you can learn to

play and play more often. Im-

prove your game.

New players can learn to play

right. Intermediate players

can learn an advanced style

of bidding. Advanced players

can learn new bidding con-

ventions to sharpen their skill.

All will hove a worthy com-

petitor when you "can't get a

foursome together." Your

favorite game is always at

your fingertips.

BLUE TEAM BRIDGE

AP0178 S15.95

REQUIRES: Joystick
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PROGRAMMABLE spreadsheet for

the XL and XE camputers

CALC MAGIC
by Metamorphosis Development

This is a full power, fast

spreadsheet presented in a

much easier-to-use program-

mable, multi-menu package

Now you can have sophis-

ticated facilities to really con-

trol a spreadsheet-and get a

solid grip on your budget or

business.

Features include:

Builf-in plain-English pro-

gramming language. Build

templotes to reduce your

keystrokes.

Quickly test multiple "what

if" conditions and deter-

mine actual effects.

Pop-up menus let you

choose commands easily,

avoid complex command
sequences.

Suports DIF file transfer,

CALC MAGIC
AP0177 S24.95

REQUIRES: XL or XE Com-
puter, 64 K

THE ENHANCEMENT
DISKS (A 2-disk set)

by Robert Wilson

Ever since B/GRAPH-the

most powerful Atari

business/graphics software

ever-was released, rumors

persisted that its co-author,

Robert Wilson, had created a

collection of super utilities

and enhancements for the

original program that,

combined, mode the whole

set comparable to

business-presentation

systems worth hundreds of

dollars on other computers.

Those rumors were true. For

several years, Robert Wilson

created, debugged, polished,

and reworked his collection

of utilities until they became
four pocked disk sides of

programs and documents.

Although it is possible to use

many of these programs

without owning B/GRAPH, THE
ENHANCEMENT DISKS are

primarily designed to run with

B/GRAPH-which is available

from Batteries Included.

THE ENHANCEMENT DISKS

features include:

Bubble charts for market

segmentation analysis

Opposed bar charts

Segmented horizontal bar

charts

Loan amortization

schedules

Instant switching of plotted

variables

Covariance and correlation

matrices

And THE ENHANCEMENT
DISKS support the Atari 1020,

Radio Shack CGP115, and

Mannesmann Tally Pixy

plotters for the ultimate in

clear presentation. Plotter

features include:

Exploded pie charts

Floating bar charts

Plotting of algebraic

expressions

17 factors per graph with

overlays

Left and right side scaling

THE ENHANCEMENT DISKS

AP0190 $19.95

REQUIRES: Atari BASIC

Recommended: B/GRAPH
B/GRAPH™ of Batteries Included

Organize ideas with the only outline processor

for the Atari. Compatible with Word Magic, Atari-

Writer, Paperclip and other word processors.

CREATIVE PROCESS Version 1 .8
by Dove Thorson

ors.

Outine processors have be-

come indispensible authors'

tools (you've seen them ad-

vertised for the Macintosh

and IBM). CREATIVE PROCESS
on the Atari is a tremendous

aid in report writing—for busi-

ness or school. Capture your

ideas and turn them into pro-

and for organizing everything.

Pop-up command windows let

you concentrate on ideas. Un-

do key, adjust-able screen

colors, utilities package, and

130XE RAMdisk support are

only a few of CREATIVE PRO-

CESS'S huge list of features.

Comes precontigured for

fessional documents. Reduce

the time needed to get out a

document, because speed is

the key feature. It can help

you manoge your projects,

make sense out of long meet-

ings, and monitor works in

progress. Plus, it's so flexible

that it can be used as: an ad-

dress and phone number filer,

calendar, recipe data-base.

single and enhanced density.

Capable of supporting your

double-densify DOS's as well.

100% compatible with Word

Magic, Atari-Writer and

Paperclip.

CREATIVE PROCESS

AP0151 S19.95

Optional: Printer, Word Magic

SPELL MAGIC
by Blue Collar Software

Spell it right-every time, with

this 34,000-word integrated

dictionary. Get started fast

with on-line help and simple

menus. Install SPELL MAGIC
ond Word Magic together on

one disk. Also-check

documents created by other

word processors such as

Paperclip and HomePack,

and AtariWriter, Check in con-

text: SPELL MAGIC always

displays your document in a

Also works with Atari-

Writer and Paperclip!

window in the upper half of

your screen. Add an unlimited

number of expandable per-

sonal dictionaries (up to

10,000 words each), Updates

your personal dictionary

automatically while checking

words. Counts words. Works
with single or double drive

systems.

SPELL MAGIC
AP0144 $19.95
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All-time best-selling Atari

paint program

RAMbrandf™
Atari Design Studio

by Bard Ermentrout

Imagine. . .the ultimate paint

software. For under $20! Sit

down with RAMbrandt ond

enter a design studio with the

tools to make anyone a

creative artist. It took our

technical staff three hours to

step through each of

RAMbrandt's features. Use the

built-in toolkit to enhance your

own programs or picture files.

Or just doodle for the joy of it!

We barely have enough room

to list all the power, but

here goes:

5 graphics modes (7, 7 +
(ANTICE),andGTIA9,10,ll)

Works with joystick, Koala

Pad/Touch Tablet or both

Monday-Friday MasterCard. VISA Only

All 50 States 6AM-6PM PACIFIC TIME

Horizontal and vertical coor-

dinates always displayed

Box, Circle/Ellipse, Rubber

band line, Freehand plot,

Text (4 sizes, any font—

3

fonts included), Zoom, Mirror

(vertical, horizontal, 4 way)

Fill (solid, pattern, random,

user-defined patterns)

Unlimited user-defined

brushes (5 pre-defined)

Quilts and Tiles (user-

definable color patferns-5

of each pre-defined)

Paint or Fill with any

pattern, quilt, tile, or font

128 colors in any mode
with easy one key DLI

access

Random/Probability/

Exclusive-Or/Transparent

"colors"

FREE BONUS! Order now and

get a FREE DISK of pictures

and extra character fonts.

Color Hunt Mode (paint

over only the color you

choose)

Animate mode (up to 32

frames at any speed)

Window mode-any or all

of your picture: Rotate,

vertical or horizontal flip

(T-shirts), wipe, animate,

scale (larger or smaller),

cut and paste, rubber

stamp

Printer dumps for Epson,

Star (Gemini), C. Itoh, NEC
and compatibles

Okimate 10 color printer

dump supports color fine-

tuning

Load pictures from Movie-

maker, Microlllustrator,

Micropainter, and Computer

Eyes formats

130XE RAMdisk Support!

RAMbrandt

AP0157 $19.95

REQUIRES: One Joystick

and/or Koala Pad or Atari

Touch Tablet

A 3-D Solid Object

Modeler for RAMbrandt
SOLID OBJECT
MODULE
by Bard Ermentrout

Now you can easily create

3-D objects with RAMbrandt.

Start with 8 different primi-

tives: Sphere, Torus, Cylinder,

Spool, etc. Combine them to

make complex structures.

Then flip into RAMbrandf to

complete your picture. This

module will not rotate the ob-

jects, but it will do just about

everything else: 4, 8 or 16

level grayscales. Halftones

(random or up to 64 dithered

patterns). Backlighting or

point source lighting. Clipping

window to use parts of ob-

jects. Undo command. Much,

much, more. If you use RAM-

brandt, you need the SOLID

OBJECT MODULE.

SOLID OBJECT MODULE
AP0182 SI 5.95

REQUIRES: 48K RAM,

RAMbrandt



of the best

Atari 8-bit

programs
available

today'.



ST Public Domain/Archives

HCAD-3D
COLLECTION II

More fantastic 3D ob-

jects! Includes the NEW
TV STAR TREK ENTER-
PRISE; detailed Space

Shuttle with working bay

doors; Israeli Lavi Fighter;

Advanced "F-24" Swept-

Wing Fighter,- complete

Atari Logo; and Darrel

Anderson's CYBERSCAPE
DISKCRAFT]
PD9I01 $12.00

REQUIRES: CAD-3D 1.0 or

CYBER STUDIO

nriA
™MISFIRE

MISFIRE is by David
Snyder, and it's the first

user-submitted (1.5

minute long) CYBER
STUDIO animation.

MISFIRE is a fright-

eningly real scenario of a

next decade SDI night-

mare featuring multiple

scenes and special effects.

Who will survive? This

disk is completely self-

contained and needs no
other program. Just boot

it and amaze your friends.

PD9I02 S12.00

REQUIRES: DS drive.

t-meg. RAM. and color

system

SPELL/Writer's Tools
SPELL, written by Eric

Bergman-Terell in Personal

Pascal, is a simple spell-

ing-checker for ASCII or

1st-Word files. It scans

your document, reporting

incorrect words and allow-

ing you to add them to

the program's unlimited-

size dictionary.

PD9093 $12.00

TOM HUDSON'S
PD3DCTL

<3g
This is the early, public

domain version of Tom's
motion control language

desk accessory for

CAD-3D 2.0 — a subset

of the powerful CYBER
CONTROL (ST0250, else-

where in The Catalog).

Create your own pro-

grams to control CAD-3D
2.0 and automatically

create CYBER STUDIO
(ST0236) animations.

PD9095 $12.00

REQUIRES: CYBER
STUDIO

^DARREL
ANDERSON'S
SPACE PROBE
This superb CYBER
STUDIO (ST0236) anima-

tion demo with sound ef-

fects was created by Dar-

rel Anderson, author of

CYBERSCAPE (SB0104),

for the Contact Aliens

Lifeform PBS special.

Complex space probe

enters space in the

foreground before diving

to the distant planet's

surface.

PD9096 $12.00

REQUIRES: One-megabyte
RAM, DS driv color

<^DARREL
ANDERSON'S
SPACE DOCK
Another fabulous CYBER
STUDIO (ST0236| anima-
tion demo by Darrel.

This one features a deep-

space hydro-wing launch

from one of the Future

Design craft.

PD9097 $12.00

REQUIRES: One-megabyte
RAM & DS drive

TOM HUDSON'S
STEREO
STEELYBOINK

Incredible, animated ray-

tracing demo by Tom
Hudson shows off the

amazing properties of the

STEREOTEK glasses as

reflective balls bounce in

three-dimensional space.

PD9098 $12.00

REQUIRES: STEREOTEK
GLASSES, one-megabyte
RAM. DS drive, color

^SPECTRUM 512
SLIDE SHOW
Professional artists Darrel

Anderson and Richard

Berry contribute to this

colorful collection of

SPECTRUM 512 (ST0249)

pictures. (Includes pic-

tures from SPECTRUM
Catalog ad.) Show your

friends what the Atari ST
is really capable of. Or, if

you don't have SPEC-
TRUM and want to see

what it can do, we've in-

cluded a special slide

show program on this

disk. You don't need
SPECTRUM to display

these 5 12-color pictures.

PD9100 $12.00

XLISP
XLisp, written by David
Betz, is a version of the

LISP programming lan-

guage based on the Com-
mon LISP standard with

extensions for object-

oriented programming.
PD9084 $12.00

ARChive Collection

A collection of tools for

manipulating archives

—

multiple files combined
and compressed into single

library files for later ex-

traction and use.

PD9094 $12.00

CAD-3D
COLLECTION I

The first collection of

complex objects created

by Tom Hudson with

CAD-3D.
PD9085 $12.00

REQUIRES: CAD-3D

PROFF
PROFF is a text formatter

similar to popular mini-

computer tools like

RUNOFF and TROFF.
PROFF takes input from
standard ASCII text files

with embedded formatting

commands and produces
fully-formatted output
files.

PD9089 $12.00

STEREO STARS &
SLIDE SHOW <&

^/0^

Float through

stereoscopic space with
this hypnotic, animated
starfield demo. Plus, over

ten full-stereo slide pic-

tures! Show your friends,

then load them into

DEGAS Elite and touch
them up!

PD9099 $12.00

REQUIRES: STEREOTEK
Glasses and DS Drive

MicroEMACS
COLLECTION
MicroEMACS, originally

developed by David Con-
roy, is a popular imple-

mentation of a useful

subset of the EMACS text

editor used on mini-

computers.

PD9090 $12.00

ST Software Bargains
See pp. 30-31

STart Back Issues

See p. 29



ST Tools

The program that

created the sounds
in CYBERSCAPE!
G.I.S.T.™

G.I. Sound Tool
by Lee Actor &.

Gary Levenberg

for Synthetic Software

Works with C Compilers,

CYBER STUDIO (ST0236),

and Dr. Ts MIDI
Recording Studio

If sound has always

fascinated you. . .or if

you're a programmer or

developer. . -take a look

at G.I.S.T., the sound
editor. G.I.S.T. was created

to establish a standard of

sound generation on the

Atari ST that far surpasses

the abilities of the built-

in sound chip. G.I.S.T. is

really two programs:

1) GEM-based editor

2) Sound Driver

As you can see from the

screen display, the G.I.S.T.

editor gives you real-time

mouse control over any

sound shape. The key to

G.I.ST. 's power is dyna-

mic control of the GI
chip. Each voice has three

ADSR (envelope) controls

and three LFO's (low fre-

quency oscillators). You'll

be creating sounds like a

professional engineer

—

Near Synthesizer Quality

(NSQ) sound.

For programmers, the

Sound Driver is linkable

object code that can be

used in your own soft-

ware. Adding superior

sound effects to any pro-

gram . . .it's interrupt

driven, so it won't impact

the speed of your soft-

ware. In fact, it's already

NOW! Compatible with
GFA BASIC &
PERSONAL PASCAL!

built into CYBER
STUDIO—just one of

many useful applications.

LET'S GET TECHNICAL
Volume ADSR to shape

attack, decay, sustain,

release

Volume LFO for

Tremolo effects and AM
(Amplitude Modulation]

Frequency ADSR

—

frequency shifts up to

± 3 octaves!

Frequency LFO for

Vibrato effects and FM
(Frequency Modulation]

LFO delay lets you add

effects at any point in

the sound
MIDI-compatible! Use
your keyboard to play

the GI chip

Three sound windows
may be open at once

Add sound effects to your

CYBER STUDIO
animations!

GFA BASIC™ Mkhtrun
Personal Pascal™ O.S.S.

G.I.S.T.

ST0233 $34.95

Start Icon Editor

Hits "Big Time!"

P.I.E.

Professional Icon

Editor

by Alex Leavens

It began as a hot little

desk accessory in START,
The ST Quarterly—you
know, "Customize Your
Desktop Icons!" or so the

copy read. And it was a

lot of fun. You could

redesign your Trash Can
to look like a paper

shredder. But the pro-

grammer, Alex Leavens,

just couldn't leave it

alone. He kept adding

things.

Now, the Desktop Icon

Editor has graduated.

P.I.E. is the Professional

Icon Editor—for program-

mers as well as desktop

artists. Alex has added

icon code generation so

you can now design icons

for your own programs.

And while he was at it,

he added a hunch of graph-

ics improvements to

delight the artist in you.

New features include:

Generates Resource

Construction Set code

for icon images; P.I.E.

can be used from with-

in the Resource Con-
struction Set to create

and edit icons for the

resources you're cur-

rently working on!

Improved Editing

Features:

- Faster Print and Line

Modes
- New Image Cut &
Paste Functions

- Selectable Fill

Patterns

- Nine-level Bi-

directional Undo
buffer

- In-program Desktop
Icon Preview mode

Improved Keyboard
Resource

P.I.E.

ST0248 $29.95

Add a world of DOS
Icons to all of your
GEM programs.

CRYSTAL™
(It makes GEM
shine . , .

)

by Jim Thompson

mi ™"»

[
=

| DISK LABELS

H 1
CREATE inn t

flgfa TEXT FIU FORMAT mil PRINT

These are the DOS Icons

Digital Research forgot

when they wrote GEM.
It's too bad Atari didn't

put CRYSTAL into the

TOS ROM's, because for

about 30K of code,

CRYSTAL gives TOS the

most powerful features of

MS-DOS. Plus, you never
lose the look and feel of

GEM. And since

CRYSTAL is a desk ac-

cessory, it's always
available.

In fact, these eight icons

will eliminate all the

frustration you feel from
not having powerful DOS
functions available from
within your favorite

GEM program (or the

desktop) . . .

Of course, CRYSTAL is

compatible with all moni-

tors, all disk drives, and
all printers.

Make your favorite per-

sonal version of GEM
shine—for $24.95.

CRYSTAL
ST0229 $24.95

"The best utility buy of the

year, without a doubt."
— Current Notes



ST Telecommunications

BYTE picks FLASH
— Top Atari terminal program!

FLASH 1.5™

The Most Popular ST Terminal Program
by foe Chiazzese and Alan Page

If you own a modem you
should be using FLASH.
Why? Because FLASH is

the best. It will simplify

your online time and

make telecommunicating

more enjoyable and less

expensive.

And now, with version

1.5, FLASH just got a

whole lot better — for a

whole lot less (effectively

$15 after subtracting the

$15 CIS time). Check out

the new features:

Enhanced GEM Word
Processor
- Automatic, adjustable

word wrap
- Search and Replace
- Reformat text blocks

Supports CompuServe's
B protocol for faster,

more convenient file

transfers (in addition to

color Vidtex graphics).

Now includes

VT100/VT52 line-

drawing character set

New Script language

functions

* Command line history

Faster Type-ahead lets

you scroll thru previous

lines and resend them
YMODEM batch file

Ability to run other ST
programs from inside

FLASH

Ask Anyone
If you're looking for an
ST terminal program, ask

any online veteran about

FLASH. FLASH is so

GEM-intuitive, you feel

right at home the first

day you use it. Imagine

turning on your ST, and

with one click from the

GEM desktop, beginning

an online session on your

favorite BBS. Watch
FLASH dial the number,
log on, and automatically

browse through the most
recent messages or files.

Then, edit some email in

the built-in text editor,

and upload it right from
the capture buffer, in-

stantly! And FLASH is

programmable, so you
have total control for full

customization.

FLASH is my #1 choice

on the Atari ST."
— Ron Luks. Founder of

CompuServe's SIG 'Atari

and Atari Developer's

Forum.

LATE FLASH!!
Order now and get an
additional $18 FREE
GEnie time!

FLASH has a barrel-full

of terminal emulation, so

it's compatible with a

wide range of mini or

mainframe systems. And
talk about bulletproof

transfers! It's got the

most reliable XMODEM
around!

PACKED WITH
FEATURES!
In addition to the new
features, here are some of

the original, solid stand-

ards. See for yourself why
Byte magazine chose

FLASH as the top Atari

terminal program.

Programmable "script"

language (70 plus

commands]
Unlimited Macro keys

Mainframe VT1 00

terminal emulation

XMODEM (CRC),

ASCII and DC2/DC4
file transfers

Totally configurable to

your needs!

FREE! Try FLASH now
and get $15.00 of Compu-
Serve access time.

FLASH 1.5

Ottfy $29.95
(* Free upgrade with

original disk and $5.00

shipping.)

"FLASH is the fastest,

most complete, most re-

liable terminal program
I've used. . .

"

— M. Ratcliff,

ANALOG Magazine

BBS and Kermit
Accessory for Flash!

REMOTE
CONTROL
ACCESSORY &
KERMIT
PROTOCOL™
by foe Chiazzese and
Alan Page

Instant Kermit protocol

within Flash with this

custom desk accessory.

Plus Remote Control ac-

cessory turns Flash into s

mini-BBS.

REMOTE/KERMIT
ST0226 $24.95

REQUIRES: FLASH ST022

Soup up your
modem . . . in

software!

QUICKTRAN™
The Modem
Accelerator

by Adrian fovanovich

Works with FLASH, or

by itself.

Your 1200-baud modem
can now transfer files at

over 2000 baud . . . 2400
baud now flics at 4000
baud. . . The telephone

company can't stop you.

It's totally legal!

QUICKTRAN comes to

you as two disks, each

with an identical desk ac-

cessory. One QUICKTRAN
accessory shrinks the file

you're sending — in real

time, using one of four

automatic compression
schemes. The second ac-

cessory — on the receiv-

ing end — expands the

file to it's original size as

it's coming in over the

phone lines. Why spend
hundreds on a faster

modem when you can

transfer files in almost

half the time with
QUICKTRAN?
QUICKTRAN
(2-disk set)

ST0247 $34.95



How To Order

DON'T LET THIS HAPPEN TO YOU!
"I ordered FLASH and got these funny purple things!" "Shipping and handling!
What shipping and handling!" "Why did I get ST software! 1 wanted XL/XE software!"
"My software was delivered where!"
Sounds alarming, doesn't it! We don't want this to happen to you!
Take a moment to read the ordering information below,
so that we may ship you your order as fast and accurately as possible.

Thanks for ordering from The Catalog!

Lisa Wehrer
Manager, Customer Service
The Catalog

ORDERING INFORMATION
1. Check for any hardware requirements at the end of each product description

(e.g., REQUIRES; one-megabyte, color monitor, etc.).

2. Make sure the programs you are ordering are for your machine. The first three letters

of the Item Number will tell you which machine each program is for.

FOR THE ATARI XL/XE
APO PDO ADS
THO BBO

FOR THE ATARI ST
STO PD9 SDS SBO
TH9 BB9 ST9

3. $20.00 minimum order, on all orders.

ORDER BY MAIL
1. Use the attached order form if possible. If you do not have one, please:

a. Clearly print you name, address and telephone number.
b. List Quantity, Item Number, name of item, price of item and total.

c. Add correct amount for shipping and handling charge (see below], California residents
must add 6.5% sales tax on merchandise total (shipping and handling are not taxed).

d. Enclose check, money order or credit card information. We accept Mastercard
and Visa only. Please indicate MasterCard or Visa

;
include account number and expiration date.

2. No C.O.D.'s. Do not send cash.

3. Overseas Customers, order by Visa, MasterCard, or check or International Money Order
in U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank only. No wire transfers. $40.00 minimum order.

ORDER BY TELEPHONE
WHEN TO CALL
Ordering by phone is quick and easy. If you call in the afternoon, you will get fewer busy
signals. Orders are taken from 6am to 6pm Pacific Time Monday through Friday.

HOW TO ORDER
1. Have the item number ready for each item you wish to order.

2. Phone orders are payable by Visa or MasterCard. Please have your account number
and expiration date handy.

CALL TOLL FREE 800-234-7001
(orders only) All 50 states Monday through Friday 6am-6pm Pacific Time

SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES
Canada/MexicoDisks

1-5

Domestic
$3.00

6- 10 $6.00

1 1 or more $9.00

Books $3.00 per book

Magazines $1.00 each

Foreign

$10.00 Air $4.00

S15.00 Air $7.00

$20.00 Air $10.00

$10.00 per book Air $3.00

$5.00 each $1.00 each

For Order Inquiry and Technical Support, please call: (415)957-0886
Monday through Friday Sam to 4pm Pacific Time (closed for lunch 1pm-2pm)
CompuServe™ subscribers enter: GO ANTIC
We regret we are unable to accept technical support or order inquiry calls

on our 800 number. The 800 number is for orders only.

Prices and availability subject to change without notice.

HOW
TO
ORDER
WANT TO SELL
YOUR ST
SOFTWARE?
HERE'S HOW:
We market a wider

variety of software than

anyone in the ST market-

place. Whether you're a

first-timer, veteran, or :i

major software firm, we
have a place for you in

The Catalog. We also

distribute through over

1,000 retailers. So, if

you're looking for broad

distribution and under-

standing support, send us

your program and let us

take a look. Worried
about security? So are

we. Just send us a

description of your soft-

ware and we'll arrange

the necessary non-

disclosure agreements.

THE CATALOG
Product Development
Department
544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

(415)957-0886


